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Abstract

The ability to retrieve a value given a key is fundamental in computer science.
Unfortunately as the a priori set from which keys are drawn grows in size, any exact

data structure must use more space per key. This motivates our interest in approximate
data structures. We consider the problem of succinctly encoding a map to support

queries with bounded error when the distribution over values is known. We give a

lower bound on the space required per key in terms of the entropy of the distribution
over values and the error rate and present a generalization of the Bloom filter, the
Bloom map, that achieves the lower bound up to a small constant factor.

We then develop static and on-line approximation schemes for frequency data that
use constant space per key to store frequencies with bounded relative error when these
follow a power law. Our on-line construction has constant expected update complexity
per observation and requires only a single pass over a data set. Finally we present a

simple framework for using a priori knowledge to reduce the error rate of an approxi¬
mate data structure with one-sided error.

We evaluate the data structures proposed here empirically and use them to con¬

struct randomized language models that significantly reduce the space requirements of
a state-of-the-art statistical machine translation system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ability to retrieve a value given a key is fundamental in computer science and real
life. Retrieving birthdays given people's names or names given faces; the key/value
map is one of the most pervasive algorithms that computers and humans implement.
Unfortunately key/value maps can become unwieldy in many practical situations. This
thesis addresses this challenge by proposing a variety of approximate solutions and
applying them to some practical problems in data processing.

Large key/value maps are commonplace in machine learning and data mining. This
thesis grew out practical problems constructing one such map, an n-gram (i.e. Markov)

language model for use in statistical machine translation. A language model maps

word sequences to probability estimates. As with many key/value maps constructed
from empirical data, language models are sparse (most possible word sequences do
not appear) and the distribution of values within the map is skewed (most observed
word sequences are rare but some are very frequent). Language models also exhibit
structure since a priori constraints may hold between related word sequences.

Previous work in the statistics community has focused on efficient model param-

eterizations rather than directly addressing the space complexity of representing such
models. Solutions proposed in the data structures literature, on the other hand, have
failed to consider how either the distribution over values stored in a map or a priori
information regarding the structure of the map can be used to improve the space/error
trade-off of an approximate data structure. We attempt to fill some of these gaps by

proposing data structures for representing key/value maps approximately that take into
account both the distribution of the data and a priori structure. These data structures

may be suitable for a range of applications particularly in statistical data processing.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 The Problem

We consider the problem of succinctly encoding a map such that values can be retrieved
given keys. Lossless encoding of a large key/value map is problematic in many prac¬

tical settings since the space required to encode each key/value pair exactly increases
as the a priori space from which the keys are drawn grows in size. We will make this
more precise in the following chapter. Consider first the simple but important problem
of remembering your friends' birthdays.

Imagine you were a rather unsociable person with very few acquaintances but
wished to remain on good terms with a small group of good friends (a subset of your

acquaintances). To avoid forgetting any of your friends' birthdays, you record these
next to their names in a notebook. Since none of your acquaintances has the same first
initial, you decide to save paper by recording only the first letter of each friend's name.

Your friends, however, decide you should get out more often and introduce you

to their friends. As your social circle broadens, this slowly undermines your space

efficient notation scheme as you are forced to use more and more letters to identify
friends drawn from this growing set of acquaintances in your notebook.

One day, you finally take the plunge and sign up to a social networking web site
where you get to hang out virtually with people you've never even met. You have
'friends' now with the same initials, first names and even surnames. Your notebook is

out of paper and you start to feel that something has to give.
This example gives some flavour of the problem we address in this thesis. We draw

attention to the following characteristics in particular:

(■Unbounded space) Whatever shorthand notation you devise, it seems unlikely
that the space you use to denote each friend in the notebook can remain constant as

your social circle grows.

{Space depends on the a priori universe) Given no information as to which of your

acquaintances is listed in your notebook, the amount of space you must use to denote
each friend will depend not on the number of people you choose to list there, but on

the number of people among whom you need to distinguish.
In statistical data processing, large key/value maps arise perhaps more naturally.

We often wish to estimate the frequency or probability of observations from some

discrete set; in language modelling we are interested in word sequences. Many real
data sets exhibit a power law distribution whereby a small number of events occur

frequently while a large number occur rarely. Any model that attempts to describe this
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long tail of rare events will grow in size as more data and therefore more distinct events

are observed. An 77-gram model is one such example.
An 77-gram language model is a key/value map from word sequences to probabil¬

ities. The larger the text used to build the model, the more distinct 77-gram sequences

we will observe and hence the more keys there will be in our map.

The space required to represent each key in an 77-gram model exactly will depend
on the number of distinct words observed in our training data, i.e. the vocabulary of
the model. As the vocabulary grows, we must use more space per 77-gram if we are to

distinguish between them without error.

Approximate map data structures, as considered in this thesis, allow us to address
the per-key space complexity of representing a map. If we are willing to accept that
on occasion our data structure may return the wrong value for a key, then we can store

key/value pairs in space that is independent of the size of the a priori universe from
which the keys are drawn. This fundamentally alters the space complexity of building
such models as the amounts of available training data increase.

Given our interest in statistical data processing, we focus on aspects of the approx¬

imate map problem that are particularly relevant to such applications but have been
overlooked in the more general data structures literature:

(i) Using the distribution over values in the map to optimize space usage;

(ii) Using a priori structure in the key/value data to reduce errors;

(iii) Incorporating explicit loss functions into an approximate map.

In many key/value maps encountered in statistical data processing values are ob¬
served to follow a skewed distribution. By using knowledge of the distribution, we

may hope to reduce the space usage of an approximate map in much the same way as

lossless encoding schemes compress low entropy data more readily.

Many data sets exhibit significant structure that can be encoded as a priori con¬

straints on the values that can correctly be retrieved from the map. We consider how to
use such constraints to improve the space/error trade-off of an approximate map.

Finally, the impact that errors have on an application may vary significantly be¬
tween applications. Existing approximate map data structures allow only the 0-1 loss
or probability of error to be bounded. We consider how a wider variety of loss func¬
tions could be incorporated within an approximate map data structure.
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1.2 Contributions

We give a novel lower bound on the space complexity of representing a key/value

map approximately with bounded error when the distribution over values is known.
These generalize a lower bound on the set membership problem [Carter et al. (1978)]
and demonstrate that we can remove the space dependency on the size of the a priori
universe from which keys are drawn to store a map in constant space per key if errors

are allowed.

Our main practical contribution is a series of data structures for various versions of
the approximate map problem. The data structures that we propose all naturally lever¬
age the distribution over values stored in a map to achieve significant space savings
over previous general solutions to the approximate map problem.

We introduce the Bloom map, a simple generalization of the Bloom filter [Bloom
(1970)], that solves the approximate map problem within a small constant factor of the
lower bound. A Bloom map representing a map with bounded 0-1 error uses constant

space per key where the constant depends only on the entropy of the distribution over

values in the map and the probability of retrieving the wrong value for a key. We give
Bloom map constructions that allow a range of space/time trade-offs for a given error

rate and describe how a Bloom map can be constructed with bounded absolute loss.
We present two approximate data structures for representing frequency data. The

log-frequency Bloom filter can encode a static set of key/frequency pairs in constant

space per key with bounded relative loss when the frequencies follow a power law.
The log-frequency sketch allows frequencies to be estimated on-line from a single pass

over a data set with bounded relative loss. It uses constant space per key and has
constant expected update complexity per observation. This data structure adapts the
approximate counting algorithm [Morris (1978)] to work with an approximate map.

We then present a framework for incorporating a priori constraints into an approx¬

imate map algorithm. This framework makes use of the fact that our approximate map

data structures have one-sided errors to allow the results of multiple queries of a data
structure to constrain one another when we have a priori knowledge regarding the re¬

lations that must hold between values for related keys. This allows us to reduce the
error rate of an approximate data structure in practice when such a priori information
is available.

To corroborate claims made for the data structures proposed here and to demon¬
strate the impact of incorporating a priori constraints based on real data, we present a
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range of empirical evaluations of these data structure using n-gram frequency data.
Finally as a more involved application of the proposed data structures, we use them

to implement n-gram language models. This gives us a benchmark application on

which to validate the performance of our data structures and allows us to explore the
choices available when constructing a statistical model on top of an approximate map.

We present experiments evaluating how the space/error trade-off of a randomized
language model is affected by the choice of underlying parameterization scheme. We
also demonstrate that the approximate map data structures that we have proposed can

be used to significantly reduce the space requirements of a state-of-the-art statistical
machine translation system.

1.3 Outline

The next chapter formulates the approximate key/value map problem and presents our

lower bounds. Chapters 3 and 4 then introduce some concepts from the field of ran¬

domized algorithms and review related work on approximate data structures.
In Chapters 5, 6 and 7 we present novel data structures for the key/value map

problem, and static and on-line approximation schemes for frequency data. In Chapter
8 we describe how a priori constraints may be incorporated into these data structures.

We evaluate our data structures empirically in Chapter 9. Then, after a brief review
of statistical language models in Chapter 10, describe how they can be used to imple¬
ment succinct language models in Chapter 11. We evaluate these randomized language
models in Chapter 12 and conclude with some directions for future work.



 



Chapter 2

Approximate maps

We start by defining the key/value map problem and motivating our interest in approx¬

imate solutions by giving lower bounds on the space complexity of any exact solution.
We consider the different types of error an approximate map may make and present
lower bounds on the space complexity of any data structure that implements a map

with bounds on each type of error. These lower bounds were presented previously in
Talbot and Talbot (2008).

2.1 Problem statement

We will use the following definition of a key/value map in this thesis.

Definition 2.1. A key/value map is a function M : U —> V U {_L} where U is the input
space, V is the value set and J_ is the null value. | U\ — u, | V j — b and the support
5 = {iG U\M(x) GV} has size n. A key is an element x G U.

We assume that the function M is specified by the designer of the map. One way

to specify M is to provide a set of key/value pairs for the support S

M = {(xi, v(xi)), (x2, v(x2)), ■. ■, (xn,v(xn))}

where v(x) G V is the value associated with a key x £ S and x E U\S is implicitly
mapped to _L. This is a common way to define a map if U is much larger than S.

For example, given a set of friends' names S and days of the year V, we could
define a map M that associates each friend x £ S with their birthday v G V to help
us remember them. The input space to the map U could be defined as the set of all
possible names of which our friends' names S would constitute a subset S C U. We

7



8 Chapter 2. Approximate maps

would naturally map names of people we did not know jc E U \ S to _L which in this
case would signify unknown.

The key/value map framework covers various other data structure problems. For

example, by setting V = {true} and letting ± signify/a/se, we obtain a set membership
tester that identifies whether x E U is a member of a set S. Similarly by setting V = Z+
we obtain a. frequency look-up table that maps objects x E U to their counts c E V with
_!_ naturally indicating a zero count.

In the following we will often make use of the distribution p = {p\-P2-■ ■ • ,Pb]
over values v € V stored in a map (i.e. the fraction of keys x E S that are assigned each
value v € V). While this restricts our results to cases where this distribution is known

(at least approximately) this knowledge allows us to derive sharper lower bounds on

the problem and, as we will see in later chapters, allows us to optimize the space usage

of the data structures that we propose. Previous work on the approximate map problem
has not considered how this distribution determines both the lower and upper bounds
on this problem.

To make the knowledge of the distribution explicit in our discussion, we will intro¬
duce the concept of a p-map: a map with a fixed and known distribution over values.

Definition 2.2. A p-map is a key/value map M : U —> V U {_L} as defined above for
which the distribution p = {p\, p2,..., Pb] of values assigned to keys is known (clearly
Ef=i Pi = 1 and min,e^] pi > 0). Thus if 5/ = {x E S \ M{x) — v,} then |5,j = p,n.

We assume the following for the classes of map considered in this thesis.

(i) (Unbounded input space) \U\ is not constant as a function of \S\;

(ii) (Sparse support) S is much smaller than U (technically lim„_>oo —> 0);

(iii) (Fixed value set) V is constant.

Assumption (i) refers to a sequence of key/value maps arising for a given problem; it
must hold for the space complexity of the problem to be of interest: if |t/| remains
fixed for all key/value maps from a given class then we can always identify keys x EU

using the same amount of space. The assumption is valid in many applications in data

processing where \U\ increases as the amount of data grows.

Commonly we use some knowledge regarding S to constrain the input space U. In
the simple case where U are strings, for instance, we may define U via a restriction
on the maximum string length in S: clearly if we know that no keys in the support S
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are longer than 5 characters then we can exclude all longer keys prior to querying the

map. However, as we observe more strings that we wish to include in S then we may

expect the maximum string length in S to increase and therefore the size of U to grow

exponentially.

Often U is defined combinatorially from elements of an underlying alphabet, for
instance, words combining as n-grams in text processing or IP addresses combining as

flow patterns in network analysis. A prior procedure in this case, might be to check
that each atomic unit in the input key is a valid member of the alphabet restricted to el¬
ements occurring in S. While this procedure may require significantly more space than
the above restriction on the maximum string length, it may be insignificant compared
to the space required to represent the map. As we observe more data, U may increase
due to growth in the underlying alphabet (new words or IP nodes are observed) or from
a desire to model higher-order combinations given larger amounts of data.

Assumption (ii) extends assumption (i): not only is U growing with S but its rate

of growth is faster than that of the support; hence 5 is a vanishingly small fraction of
the input space. Clearly this is true if |£/| has an exponential dependency on some

aspect of the support. For example, if S consists of empirically observed strings and
we increase the size of U by allowing it to include longer strings to ensure that the

support S remains a subset of U, we will not normally expect all possible strings of
this length to occur. In many natural examples as |C/| grows the fraction of U that
we expect to observe decreases. This type of phenomena occurs naturally for data
distributed according to a power law. In language modelling, for instance, the space

of possible n-grams U increases exponentially in the order n with the base determined

by the vocabulary size (i.e. U = | 1^\n where V is the vocabulary) while the number of
distinct n-grams observed in practice grows much less rapidly.

Assumption (iii) is less important for the results presented in this thesis and is
primarily needed to keep the analysis simple. Clearly for a given family of p-maps,

since p (the distribution over values) is assumed fixed and known, V must be constant.

There are many examples of maps for which the set of values is constant while the set
of keys may be unbounded (e.g. names and birthdays). Our results show that if V is
increasing then we cannot represent a map in constant space even approximately with
bounded error, hence approximation schemes are less interesting in such cases.
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Figure 2.1: An exact map with two values.

2.2 Exact map data structures

An exact map data structure must implement the function M for x E U as specified
by the designer of the map. In other words, (to continue the earlier example) given a

name x € U, an exact encoding of M would return the corresponding friend's birthday
if x G S and _L otherwise. An exact encoding of M must not forget any of our friends'

birthdays or indeed forget any of our friends; it must also not spuriously claim to know
the birthdays of people we have never met. A Venn diagram of an exact map with two

values is depicted in Fig.( 2.1).
The definition of a map itself may already include 'approximations' which it is

important to differentiate from such errors. For instance, we may have, in defining the

map, decided that since our friends have a tendency to forget our birthday, we need
only remember the week in which each of their birthdays fall to remain on amicable
terms. This would reduce the size of V from 365 (the number of days in the year) to 52
(the number of weeks). More generally we may wish to define either the input space U
and/or the value set V by partitioning a larger set into a smaller number of equivalence
classes. This could be for reasons ranging from statistical efficiency or noise reduction

right through to simply wishing to save space.

Approximations that are inherent in the specification of M will mostly be ignored
and if necessary will be referred to as model-based approximations: we assume that
these are explicitly controlled by the designer of M. Such approximations are com¬

monplace in statistical modelling. Whether or not the specification of a map introduces
model-based approximations is entirely independent of whether it is implemented by
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an exact map data structure. Of course, in practice we may wish to consider the inter¬
action of approximations both in the specification and the implementation of M.

Before we look at approximate solutions to encoding a key/value map, we should
first explain why we do not wish to limit ourselves to exact solutions to this prob¬
lem. Below we present information theoretic arguments that expose the limitations of
lossless data structures in representing a map when U is unbounded. The following dis¬
cussion extends ideas presented in Carter et al. (1978) for the set membership problem
and introduces the framework in which we will prove lower bounds on approximate
data structures later in this chapter.

2.2.1 Lower bounds

The fundamental problem with any exact encoding of a key/value map is its space

complexity. No lossless data structure can hope to represent a key/value map in con¬

stant space per key as the size of the input space U grows. Intuitively it makes sense

that in order to encode a key/value map exactly we must be able to distinguish between
all possible keys x G U that may be presented to the data structure (if not then we must

make errors) and to assign distinct identifiers to jc EU must require space that depends
on \U\ (given no a priori knowledge of the structure of U).

To make this more formal we consider a counting argument that gives a lower
bound on the space required to encode all /5-maps for a fixed input space U, a fixed size

support n and a fixed distribution p over the assignment of values to keys. Having fixed
a family of p-maps in this way (i.e. the set of all distinct /l-maps that can be defined
over this input space with support of size n), a lower bound on the space complexity
of any data structure that can encode all p-maps in this family without error is also
a lower bound on the space needed by any algorithm that guarantees to encode any

p-map from this family without error and without additional a priori knowledge: we

do not assume that we know a priori which p-map in this family we wish to encode
and hence we must ensure that our data structure has enough space to encode any map

from this family distinctly.
To continue the previous example, this is a lower bound on the amount of space

required by any data structure that guarantees to return the correct birthdays for all our

friends given a priori only the input space U, the number of friends we have n and the
distribution over their birthdays p. Clearly if, we had other a priori knowledge (for
instance if we already knew which members of U were our friends, or that they were
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all born in August) then this lower bound would no longer apply.
The proof of the following theorem uses a counting argument from Carter et al.

(1978) that we apply later to obtain lower bounds on the approximate map problem.
We assume that we have access to a deterministic algorithm that takes as input an m-bit

string 5 and a key x G U; the algorithm then returns a value v£fU {-L}. Since the
algorithm is deterministic, it must return the same value v whenever it is presented with
the same string s and key x G U.

A string s encodes a map M exactly if, given 5 and a key x G U, the algorithm
returns the correct value for x according to the map M. To obtain a lower bound we

determine how many distinct /7-maps a given string s may encode and relate this to the
total number of p-maps in the family.

Theorem 2.1. Any data structure that can encode all p-maps exactly given a fixed

input space U of size u, support of size n, value set V and distribution over values p

must use at least

bits per key.

Proof. To encode all p-maps in the family without error, we must use one string to

specify each p-map. If one string were used to encode more than one distinct p-map

then it would necessarily assign the wrong value to at least one key in one these p-maps

(since they are distinct and the algorithm is deterministic). There are

p-maps for fixed input space of size u, support of size n and distribution over values
p; the first term is the number of distinct ways that we can select the support from the

input space (i.e. choose our friends) and the second term is the number of distinct ways

that we can assign values to the elements of the support according to the distribution p

(i.e. possible assignments of birthdays to friends for this distribution).
There are 2m distinct binary strings of length m and therefore to assign one string

to each p-map we must have

Since (") is at least (^)n and by Stirling's formula the multinomial coefficient is ap¬

proximately 2nH(p)+o{\ogn) (where H(p) is the entropy of the distribution over values),
the result follows by taking logarithms and dividing by the size of the support n. □

m = logu — \ogn + H(p) + o(l)

2m >
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The lesson of Theorem 2.1 is that exact solutions to the key/value map problem
must use space that depends on the size of U in general. When U is unbounded as

a function of S, this implies that we cannot encode key/value pairs in constant space.

More worryingly, perhaps, in data processing, is that although U may be growing
much faster than the support S, the latter may in fact also be growing very quickly.
Hence maps induced on increasing amounts of data may grow very rapidly due to

the combined increase in the number of keys in the support and the space required to

represent each such key/value pair.

2.3 Approximate data structures

We now turn to the main focus of this thesis: approximate map data structures. A
data structure which is explicitly allowed to make errors has a fundamental advantage
over any exact data structure: it need not distinguish between all inputs x E U. This
allows an approximate data structure to circumvent the space dependency on the size of
the universe u, identified above as a fundamental limitation of an exact data structure

when the support S is growing. In the remainder of this thesis we will use the term

'approximate map data structure' in the following slightly restricted sense.

Definition 2.3. An approximate map data structure M for a map M defined over an

input space U is one which when queried with a random input x <3 U has a non-zero

but quantified probability of returning the wrong value v G V U {J_}, v M(x) (where
M{x) is the value specified by the designer of the map).

This definition captures the two most important characteristics of an approximate
data structure for our purposes: (i) it may return incorrect (and unexpected) values; (2)
the probability that it makes such errors is explicitly quantified. To be of practical use

in a given application, we must be able to control the probability of error for an approx¬

imate map, ensuring it is not excessive for the given application. The error rate of all
data structures considered in the remainder of this thesis permit a space/error trade-off

whereby the error of the data structure can be made arbitrarily small by increasing its
space usage.

2.3.1 Types of error

Below we will present lower bounds on the space requirements of any data structure
that implements an approximate map with bounded error. These lower bounds will
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depend (to some extent) on the type(s) of error that the approximate map is allowed
to make. We consider the three distinct types of error depicted in Venn diagrams in
Figs. (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4). Recalling our previous notation: U is the input space,

S is the support, 5/ is the subset of S that mapped to v,- G V by M and U \ S is the
complement of the support which is mapped to _L by M. An approximate map M may

make various types of error which we now define.

Definition 2.4. The errors of an approximate map M can be categorized as follows:

• (False positives) x G U \ S is incorrectly assigned a value vGf;

• (False negatives) x G S; is incorrectly assigned the value _L;

• (Misassignments) x G S; is incorrectly assigned a value v G V \ {v,}.

For an approximate map M and for i G [b\ we also define the following error rates
that we use to quantify the above types of error.

Definition 2.5. The false positive rate, false negative rate and misassignment rate of
an approximate map M are computed as follows

m = Mpa, (2.D
/-(M) = (2.2)

ff(M) =en-Mil (23)
| Oil

Thus f+ (M) is the proportion of keys in U\S that result in a false positive; ff (M)
is the proportion of keys in 5,- that result in a false negative; and f* (M) is the proportion
of keys in 5/ that are misassigned their value.

These distinct types of error each affect the space complexity of an approximate
map differently. Given the query distribution q= (q\,q2,... ,qb,q±) where qi is the
probability that we query value v,-, the error rates defined above could be used to com¬

pute the 0-1 loss of M. Later we will consider other loss functions that may be more

suited to maps defined over ordered sets of values V.

2.3.2 Lower bounds

We now present lower bounds on the approximate map problem that demonstrate how
the space complexity of the approximate version differs from its exact version. These
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Figure 2.2: An approximate map with false positives.

Figure 2.3: An approximate map with false positives and false negatives.
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U

Figure 2.4: An approximate map with false positives, false negatives and misassign-
ments.

lower bounds, presented previously in Talbot and Talbot (2008), highlight two impor¬
tant aspects of the approximate map problem as well as providing a useful benchmark
for the approximate map data structures we present in later chapters.

(i) Key/value maps can be stored in constant space per key when errors are allowed;

(ii) Allowing false positives is sufficient to remove the dependency on u;

(iii) False negatives and misassignments have little effect on the space complexity.

Definition 2.6. Given constants £+ > 0 and £*,£" > 0 we will a string s (£+,£*,£")-
encodes M if it satisfies: f+(s) < £+ and, for all i G [b\, f*(s) < £* and f (j) < £ .

(We will assume throughout that max{£+,£*,£"} < 1 /8.)

If the only errors we allow are false positives then we have an (£+,0,0)-encoding
data structure. Theorem 2.2 gives a lower bound on the space requirements of such a

data structure. The proof makes use of the counting argument presented above and gen¬

eralizes the argument applied to the approximate set membership problem by Carter et
al. Carter et al. (1978).

Theorem 2.2. The average number of bits required per key in any data structure that

(£+,0,0)-encodes all p-maps is at least

log l/£+ +H(p) + o(l).

Proof. Suppose that the m-bit string s (£+,0,0)-encodes some particular /Trnap M
with key set X. For i G [b] let = {jc G U \ s(x) = v;}, af^ — |A-^| and define qf^
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by af^ = pin + e+ (u — n)qf'. Since Xj = {x G X \ v(x) = v,} has size p/n and ,? always
(s)

answers correctly on X, we have q\' > 0.
The proportion of x G U\X for which s(x) ^ _L is Since f+(s) < e+,

this implies that £f=1 qf^ < 1.
If N is any p-map with key set Y that is also (e+,0,0)-encoded by s then, since s

(s\
correctly answers all queries on keys in Y, we have Yi — {y G Y \ v(y) = v,} C A • ,

for all i G [b], Hence, since |Y/| = p/n, s can (e+,0,0)-encode at most the following
number of distinct p-maps

= yr fPin + £+(u~ n)q(^f=l \Pin) f=i V Pin

Choosing q\,qi,---,qb > 0 h> maximize this expression, subject to < 1, we

must have

b /pin-\-Z+{u — n)qi\. fu\f n2-nr-'"v' x/=iV Pin J W \P\n,p2n,...,pbn

Using the fact that (a < (£) < fy and taking logarithms we require
b

m + V p,7?log(p,n + 8+(w — n)qi) > n\og(u — n).
i= 1

Dividing by n, recalling that £f=1 Pi = 1 and rearranging we obtain

- > log 1 /e+ + Y, Pi log 1 /qt + log (l ~ j) ~ L P1 log T1 + n{Plp+L^Yl ^ J N M» ^| y c ^M

Our assumption that u^> n (which is equivalent to n/u = o(l)) together with the fact
that log(l + a) = 0(a) for a small implies that the last two terms are o(l). Hence the
average number of bits required per key satisfies

b

> logl/e+ + ^p,logl/^ + o(l).
i= 1

Gibbs' inequality implies that the sum is minimized when qi = pi for all i G [b\, the
result follows. □

This calculation can be extended to the case when false negatives and misassign-
ment errors are also allowed on keys in the support S.

Theorem 2.3. The average number of bits required per key in any data structure that

(e+,8*-encodes all p-maps is at least

(1 - 8")log 1/8+ + (l-£- -£*)H(p) £*,l-£--e*)+o(l).

m

n
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Proof. The basic idea behind the proof of this result is the same as that of Theorem 2.2,
however the details are somewhat more involved. It is presented in Appendix B. □

This general lower bound on the approximate map problem reveals the different
impact that the three distinct types of error (false positives, false negatives and misas-
signments) have on the problem. While allowing false positives fundamentally alters
the space complexity of representing a key/value map by removing the dependency on

\U\, false negatives and misassignments play a somewhat smaller role.
False negatives simply reduce the space complexity of the problem in a linear fash¬

ion as is perhaps obvious. By allowing false negatives we store a map M that has sup¬

port of size n£~ rather than the original map M with support of size n. We can achieve
this space complexity in practice simply by choosing n£~~ keys x € S to discard.

Misassignments allow us to reduce only the entropy term. Irrespective of the
bound on the misassignment rate £*, we still require logl/e+ bits per key to deter¬
mine whether an element is contained in the map without exceeding the proscribed
false positive rate. Again the result is intuitive: as the misassignment rate approaches
1 the entropy term tends to zero as we fail to associate any information with each of
the keys stored in the map other than identifying them as members of the support.



Chapter 3

Randomized data structures

Randomization features heavily in the design of approximate data structures and algo¬
rithms; it often plays a crucial role in reducing the complexity of a problem or sim¬

plifying the analysis of an algorithm. In this chapter we review some of the roles
of randomization in designing algorithms more generally and consider loss functions
suitable for quantifying approximation schemes implemented by the data structures we

present in later chapters.

3.1 Randomization

A randomized algorithm is one that requires access to a sequence of random bits in ad¬
dition to its main input. Randomization is used by all of the approximate data structures

considered in this thesis although a randomized algorithm need not be approximate and
an approximate data structure need not be implemented by a randomized algorithm.

Randomization might be expected to complicate the analysis of an algorithm; in

practice, the opposite is usually true. A common motivation for introducing random¬
ization into an algorithm is to simplify its analysis and/or make it robust to uncertainty

regarding the input distribution. Classical computer science favours worst-case analy¬
sis of algorithms; in many cases, if we knew the distribution over inputs, an average-

case analysis might be more reasonable. Randomization can sometimes bring the two

approaches closer together.
The running time and space usage of any algorithm (randomized or deterministic)

is a random variable when the input to the algorithm is unknown. Introducing explicit
randomization into an algorithm can allow us to control the distribution of this random
variable more directly insulating the algorithm from uncertainty in the input.

19
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A deterministic version of the divide-and-conquer sorting algorithm quick-sort, for
instance, might always choose the midpoint in a set of data as its pivot to perform
comparisons at each stage; it would therefore have a fixed running time given a fixed

input. However, for some worst-case input the running time will be 0{rr). We can

compute the expected running time of deterministic quick-sort, if we have access to

or make assumptions about the distribution over inputs to the algorithm. For instance,
if we assume that all inputs are equally likely then the deterministic algorithm has an

expected running time of 0(nlogn); if the distribution is not uniform, however, our

analysis may be way off the mark.
A randomized version of quick-sort can be obtained by selecting the pivot element

uniformly at random at each stage. The running time of this algorithm even on a fixed

input is now a random variable since the exact time required to sort the data will depend
on which pivot elements are sampled during its execution. The expected running time
of this algorithm, however, on any input is now ©(nlogn) since a random pivot point
will on average provide a good (i.e. balanced) split of the data.

The introduction of random choices into the algorithm renders its running time in¬

dependent of either the input distribution or any specific input. We have moved the ran¬

domness from the input distribution (i.e. uncertainty regarding the order of the input)
to the choice of pivot point. Hence the uniform analysis for the deterministic algorithm
holds with no distributional assumptions for the expected behaviour of the randomized

algorithm on any input. The underlying principle here is that a random function of any

input (random or non-random) is random and hence having applied a random function
to the input, we need no longer be concerned with its initial distribution.

The random variable (e.g. running time, space usage, error rate etc.) resulting from
such an explicitly randomized algorithm can often be analysed very precisely. In addi¬
tion to computing the expected value of various aspects of such an algorithm, a range

of techniques from probability theory allow us to bound the tail of the distribution
thereby quantifying the probability that the variable deviates from its expected value
[e.g. Motwani and Raghavan (1995), Chapters 3 and 4]. In many cases, for instance
when the analysis results in sums of independent or Markov random variables, an ex¬

tremely powerful phenomena known as the concentration of measure may imply that
the resulting variable has only an exponentially small probability of deviating from its
mean (for all intents and purposes the variable is equal to its expected value). McDi-
armid (1999) has shown this to be the case for the running time of quick-sort. Hence
an explicitly randomized algorithms may admit a simpler and more precise analysis
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than a 'conventional' algorithm in which the only randomness is uncertainty regarding
the input distribution.

3.1.1 Monte Carlo algorithms

Randomized algorithms are often categorized as Las Vegas or Monte Carlo. Ran¬
domized quick-sort is an example of the former: the output is always correct but the
running time of the algorithm is a random variable. In a Monte Carlo algorithm, the

output itself is a random variable and has non-zero probability of being incorrect. The
randomized data structures proposed in this thesis are all Monte Carlo algorithms.

For decision problems (i.e. problems where the output is x G {yes, no}), it is com¬

mon to distinguish two types of Monte Carlo algorithm depending on the type of error

that the algorithm is allowed to make. An algorithm is said to have one-sided error

if it makes errors only in one direction; for example, it never makes errors on inputs
for which the output should be no but may make errors on inputs for which the output

should be yes. One-sided error can be an extremely useful property for an algorithm,
particularly when combined with independent random choices.

One motivation for introducing randomness into an algorithm is to render suc¬

cessive calls to the algorithm independent of one another; this is particularly useful
when any single call could result in an error but this error depends only on the random
choices made on that particular call. If, in addition, the error made by the algorithm
is one-sided, then by repeating the algorithm multiple times with different random bits
we can make the probability of error arbitrarily small.

Perhaps the most famous application of this principle is in primality testing. A

primality tester should answer yes given an input x that is prime and no otherwise.
Given an input x there exists a very simple Monte Carlo primality tester with one¬

sided error that takes a: and a random integer a less than x. The algorithm uses a to test

certain properties of x determining whether x is either definitely not prime or possibly

prime. If the output of this algorithm is no then we are guaranteed that x is not prime;
if the output of this algorithm is yes then it is correct at least 1/2 the time (this error is
one-sided). This probability of error is over the choice of a: at least half of all integers
less than x will not result in an error when used to check whether x is prime.

To reduce the error of such an algorithm to an arbitrarily small value, we simply
repeat the algorithm with distinct random choices of a. When repeated t times, the

algorithm will either output no at some point at which we can immediately stop since
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this is guaranteed to be the correct output, or it will output yes on each call and will be

expected to make an error over all t calls with probability 1/2' (essentially never if, say,

t > 100). This follows from the fact that the algorithm's behaviour depends only on the

sequence of integers chosen to perform the test and these are sampled independently at
random on each call. Until recently this was the only known polynomial time algorithm
for primality testing.

3.2 Hash functions

The approximate data structures proposed in this thesis make heavy use of both aspects
of randomization highlighted above: (i) a random function maps inputs uniformly and
therefore can insulate an algorithm from the input distribution and (ii) distinct random
functions are independent of one another and hence so are any resulting errors. In

practice we will use random hash functions to randomize our data structures. We now

review the concept of a random hash function and describe a class of practical hash
functions used by the data structures proposed in this thesis.

A hash function h:U —> [0 ,M — 1], e.g. Morris (1968), maps keys from a universe
U of size u to integers in the range [0,M — 1]. We will assume that u > M. A hash
function is a deterministic function in that it maps an element x E U to the same i E

[0,M — 1] on each call. Hash functions are commonly used to disperse elements from
U uniformly over the range [0,M — 1]; by this we mean that each integer i G [0,M — 1]
should be the output of (approximately) the same number of elements in U.

Collisions, whereby two distinct keys x,x* E U are assigned to the same integer i E

[0,M — 1], will occur for all hash functions by the pigeon-hole principle when u> M.
In most randomized algorithms, we wish to analyse the probability of such collisions
under our hash functions. To remove any dependency on the input distribution (the
distribution over keys), we generally assume that we have access to truly random hash
functions for which the probability that any key x E U is mapped to any integer i E

[0,M— 1] is 1 /M. This implies that all integers in [0,M— 1] will be selected with equal
probability for any input distribution; randomization plays precisely the same role here
as it did for randomized quick-sort described above. In practice, the randomness of a

hash function is derived from the fact that certain (pseudo-)random choices are made
when it is initialized, i.e. the selection of certain parameters.

The data structures proposed in this thesis use hash functions to map keys x E U
(somewhat indirectly) to values v G V U {_!_}. A given instantiation of such a data
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structure maps any key x G U to the same value each time it is queried. However,
since each instantiation of the data structure will select its own set of hash functions

at random from a suitable family, collisions will occur for different sets of keys x G

U on different instantiations. In analysing such a data structure's performance, we

consider the probability of particular collisions when constructing and querying the
data structure where the uncertainty is over the choice of random hash functions for a

given instantiation. By assuming that any hash function from the family will disperse
keys approximately uniformly over the range [0,M— 1], we can render the analysis
independent of both the choice of the support S C U for any given map and the exact
choice of x EU with which the data structure is queried. We will return to this below
when discussing the concept of expected loss for such a data structure.

Assuming access to a random number generator, a simple random hash function
can be constructed using a look-up table with u entries where each entry contains a

random number in the range [0,M — 1]. Evaluating the function for input x G U is a

simple look-up of the value stored in cell x of this table. To store this table, however,
would require 0{u\ogM) bits which is prohibitive when u is large, precisely the case

of interest.

Fortunately functions that possess some of the characteristics of truly random hash
functions, but which are significantly more succinct, have been proposed. One such
class of hash function, so-called universal hash functions, also satisfy the requirement
that distinct hash functions map inputs independently.

3.2.1 Universal hash functions

Universal hash functions [L.Carter and M.Wegman (1979)] and in particular 2-universal
hash functions are extremely simple to construct and analyse.

Definition 3.1. A family of 2-universal hash functions H for a fixed input space U of
size u, a fixed integer range [0,M — 1] and a fixed prime number p > u is defined as

H = {hajb\a G [l,p\,b G [0,p]} where ha^ : U —■> [0,M — 1] as follows

ha,b(x) = (ax + b mod p) modM

From this definition it follows that the family contains \H\ = p(p— 1) distinct hash
functions; one for each choice of a and b. We can sample a random hash function
from this family by choosing values for a and b uniformly at random. The outputs
of distinct hash functions in this family will be independent of one another since the
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functions will add and multiply keys by distinct random parameters. Hence randomly
sampled hash functions from this family are appropriate for constructing an indepen¬
dent series of trials as required by the primality tester above. The 'randomness' of a

given hash function from this family can be evaluated as follows where the analysis
depends crucially on hash functions being chosen at random from the family.

Theorem 3.1. [L.Carter and M. Wegman (1979), Proposition 4]
In afamily ofhash functions H defined as in Definition (3.1) above, the number ofhash

\H\
functions that result in a collision for any x. y E U.x f y, will be at most -jf.

Proof. For any hash function haj, E H such that ha_b(x) = ha^(y) for fixed x,y define

5 = ax + b mod p

t — ay + b mod p.

Now since ha^(x) = hajfy) we know that s = t mod M, but since a f 0, x f _y and p

is a prime, it must be the case that s ft. Hence the number of hash functions h E H
that result in a collision forx,y is equal to the number of choices of s,t E [0,/? — 1] such
that s ft and s = t mod M which is at most

P(P~ 1)
_ \H\

M M '

□

Since a fraction 1 /M of the hash functions in H result in a collision for any x,y E

U,x f y, it follows that for a hash function h E H chosen uniformly at random from
H and for any x,y E U,x f y the probability of a collision is simply 1/M. In this
respect the 2-universal construction achieves the randomness of a truly random hash
function while requiring only two integer parameters. The construction is seen to be
weaker than a truly random hash function when we consider the collision probability
for three or more distinct keys. This will not necessarily be 1 /M2 etc. as required. This
limited randomness is termed pairwise independence-, the outputs of the function for
any pair of inputs are independent but when observations are made of larger sets, we

will see dependencies among them. The limited randomness afforded by 2-universal
hash functions appears empirically to be indistinguishable from truly random hash
functions in many cases. Explanations as to why such weak random hash functions
do quite well in practice tend to invoke the 'intrinsic entropy' of the input distribution,
e.g. Mitzenmacher and Vadhan (2008).
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3.3 Loss functions

In the previous chapter we defined three types of error that an approximate map can

make: false positives, false negatives and misassignments. The error rates that we de¬
fined in Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) correspond to 0-1 loss functions for these respective

types of error.

Definition 3.2. The 0-1 loss on returning v(x) given that the true value is v(x) is

4/1 (v(x),v(x)) = 5(v(x),v(x))

where 8(-,-) is the Kronecker delta defined as 1 when its arguments are equal and 0
otherwise.

In many applications, however, the 'loss' associated with assigning a value v(x)
instead of the true value v(jc) for a given key x £ U might depend on v(x), v(jc) and
even x hence we might wish to consider more informative loss functions.

Although it would be interesting to consider loss functions that depend on the iden¬
tity of x £ U itself, this is difficult in practice due to the size of U, hence we restrict
ourselves to loss functions that depend only on v(jc) and v(x) as, for instance, is com¬

mon in quantization e.g. Lloyd (1982). This restriction also simplifies the optimisation
of a randomized data structure that uses hash functions to map keys x £ U uniformly
over some range, since we have no direct control over which keys x£U will be subject
to collisions for a given choice of hash functions and would therefore prefer that the
loss is not dependent on their identity.

If a data structure holds a set of patients' names and test results for a disease, then
a false positive whereby a healthy patient is erroneously identified as having the dis¬
ease might incur a smaller loss than a false negative whereby a patient is incorrectly
identified as being healthy. If the test returned a numeric value being 0 and 1 where 1
indicated high probability of disease and 0 indicated low probability of disease, then
both false negatives and misassignments that under-estimated the test result might in¬
cur a greater loss than false positives and misassignments that over-estimated it. In
addition, the loss incurred might be proportional to the size of the error.

The loss or cost associated with an error may be highly dependent on the applica¬
tion that uses the approximate map, hence loss functions should ideally be defined with
a specific application in mind. Since, in practice, this might be difficult, we consider
some broad principles that might guide our choice here.
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Primarily a loss function should reflect our perception of 'information' and 'risk' in
a given application. In the previous example, for instance, learning that a person tested
positive for a disease might be judged to be more 'information' than knowledge that a

person tested negative (assuming that most patients test negative). The consequences

of incorrectly representing a positive test result might also be more serious than the
converse due to the medical implications.

We will mostly be interested in simple loss functions which are appropriate when
V is drawn from a metric space (for instance, when V consists of a set of counts or

probabilities). The two main loss functions that we consider are the relative loss and
the absolute loss. These are both natural error measures for numeric values.

Definition 3.3. The absolute loss on returning v(x) given that the true value is v(x) is

The absolute loss penalizes errors in proportion to their magnitude; given the size
of the error, the loss is independent of the true value v(jc).

Definition 3.4. The relative loss on returning v(x) given that the true value is v(x) is

for v(x) 4 0.

The relative error allows us to normalize the loss according to the true value; this
is appropriate if we believe that small absolute errors are less significant when they
occur for objects which should have been assigned large values. The relative error is a

natural loss function when we expect values to be drawn from a large range and wish
to penalize errors that alter the order of magnitude of a value.

A major obstacle in using the relative error is that it is undefined when the true

value v(x) is 0. Since errors on such inputs will correspond to false positives, however,
rather than misassignments, we might wish to treat these separately. One solution is to

use the absolute error for such values.

3.3.1 Expected loss

Given a loss function and an approximate data structure, we can bound the expected
loss of the data structure when queried under a given distribution. The expected loss
measures the average loss incurred when using the data structure in a given way. If the

4te(v(x),v(x)) = |v(x)-v(x)|.

4e/4(x),v(x)) v(x)-v(x)
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hash functions we use are suitably 'random', the law of large numbers guarantees that
the empirical loss of the data structure (i.e. the actual loss incurred) should converge

to the expected loss for any instantiation of the data structure. When the loss function

depends on v(x) and/or v(x), we may need access to both the query distribution, de¬
termining how the data structure is used, and the error distribution, determining the
probability of making an error, in order to compute the expected loss.

The query distribution q = (q\ ,qi,. ■. ,qb-q±) gives the probability that we query

a key whose true value isveVU{_L} and will in general be application specific. If
keys with a certain value are queried more frequently than others then errors associated
with keys of this value may contribute more to the overall loss of the data structure.

Since we assume that the loss function does not depend on x £ U given v(x), we do
not need to know the query distribution over keys, but only the marginal distribution
over values. Typically the query distribution might be estimated from empirical usage

of the data structure in a given application.
The error distribution Prerwr[M(x) = v(x) \M(x) = v(x)] is determined by the data

structure itself and expresses how likely it is to return the value v(x) given that we

queried a key with value v(x). Again our assumption of random hash functions ensures

that v(x) is independent of x G U given v(x). (It is a random variable prior to querying
the data structure due to uncertainty regarding how the hash functions will map x.)

To compute the expected absolute or relative loss, in general, we will require
knowledge of both the query and error distributions. We will return to this when con¬

sidering specific data structures in the following chapters. Given these distributions,
the expected loss can be computed as follows.

Definition 3.5. The expected loss for a loss function £(v, v), a map M and its approxi¬
mation M can be expressed as

E [£(M,M)]= £ qv £ Pw[M(x)=v|M(x)=v]f(v,v) (3.1)
vevu{±} vevu{_L}\v

No dependence on x remains since the loss function is defined to be independent
of x while the error distribution is independent of x by construction due to the use of
random hash functions.

3.4 Tail bounds

While bounding the expected loss may be appropriate in some applications, it does not

always provide enough control over the empirical loss of a data structure. For instance
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we may be interested in guarantees that the empirical loss is within some range and
therefore require bounds on the probability that it deviates from its expected value

by some factor; we may even wish to determine the probability that the error on a

single query remains within some threshold. Various techniques exist for bounding the
probability that a random variable deviates from its mean. In this thesis we will make
use of the following tail bounds to analyse the empirical loss of our data structures

more precisely. We state these tail bounds here for later reference.
The simplest tail bound and one from which all others are derived is Markov's

inequality, e.g. Motwani and Raghavan (1995), p.46.

Definition 3.6. (.Markov's inequality) For a positive-valued random variable X with

expected value E[V], Markov's inequality states that for 8 > 0

Pr[X > e] < ®1. (3.2)
8

The intuition behind Markov's inequality is that it is not possible for a signifi¬
cant proportion of the probability mass of a positive-valued random variable to be
distributed on values far from the mean.

When we can compute the variance of a random variable, we may instead use

Chebyshev's inequality, e.g. Motwani and Raghavan (1995), p.47.

Definition 3.7. (Chebyshev's inequality) For a random variable X with expected value

E[X] and finite variance VarjX], Chebyshev's inequality states that for 8 > 0

Pr[|X-E[X]|>e] < ^1. (3.3)
Chebyshev's inequality is more powerful than Markov's in many cases since it

bounds the probability of a deviation from the mean quadratically rather than linearly.
When a random variable X is defined as a sum of independent binary random vari¬

ables Chernoff bounds allow us to prove exponential concentration around the mean.

We will use the following restricted Chernoff bound.

Definition 3.8. (Chernoff's bound) If X = Y!i=\ Xi where Xj, i £ [n] are binary i.i.d. ran¬
dom variables then

Pr[X - E[X] > s] < e~2e2/n. (3.4)

A number of generalisations of Chernoff bounds have been proposed that remove

some of the assumptions on the sequence Xj,i £ [n], Azuma's inequality bounds a
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martingale1 where Vi the maximum difference between Xj+1 and X-t is bounded by a

constant c,- (which may depend on i). It allows us to bound the behaviour of a random
process for which the evolution at time i depends only on the current state of the process

and for which we know the maximum possible change at each step.

Definition 3.9. (Azuma 's inequality) If Xi, i G [n] is a martingale sequence such that Vi
we have max |X,-+i — Xj\ < c(- then

Pr[A„-Xq > e] < e_e2/(2^"=ic?). (3.5)

3.5 (e,5)-approximation schemes
Given the above tail bounds, we can often characterize the error of a randomized,

approximate data structure quite precisely. In particular Karp et al. (1989) (among
others) have proposed (e. h)-approximation schemes as a framework for evaluating
approximate and potentially randomized algorithms.

Definition 3.10. An approximate algorithm F that takes input x G U and produces
output F (x) is said to implement an (e, S) -approximation scheme under relative loss iff
for any error bound 8 > 0 andfailure probability 8 > 0 the algorithm guarantees

Pr[|F(x)-F(x)|>e|F(x)|]<(l-S).

An analogous approximation scheme under absolute loss must satisfy

Pr[|F(x) — F(x) | > e] < (1-5).

An (e, 8)-approximation scheme characterizes the probability 5 that the error of
an approximate data structure exceeds some bound 8. More importantly perhaps, an

algorithm that implements such an approximation scheme must be able to satisfy the
definition for any 8 > 0 and 8 > 0; hence it must have a mechanism for controlling the
error for arbitrary non-zero bounds.

Some of the randomized, succinct data structures that we review in the following

chapter and that we propose in Chapters 6 implement an (e, 8)-approximation scheme.
Invariably when dealing with succinct approximate data structures, the smaller we

wish to set the error bound and failure probability, the more space we require. An

(e, 8)-approximation scheme requires us to quantify the space complexity (or in other
contexts the time complexity) of an algorithm in terms of these two error parameters.

'A martingale is a sequence of random variables for which E[X,+ | \Xc,,X\,... ,X,] = Xj holds V;.



 



Chapter 4

Previous work

"No one, to the author's knowledge has ever implemented this idea,
and if anyone has he might well not admit it."

(Morris (1968) on Bloom filters avant la lettre.)

We now review previous work on approximate data structures focusing particularly
on the approximate set membership problem from which most solutions to the approx¬

imate map problem can be derived. We focus on solutions that use constant space per

key independent of the size of the input space U. A significant portion of this chapter
is devoted to an analysis of the error rate of the Bloom filter [Bloom (1970)]; this ap¬

proximate set membership tester is used heavily by the data structures we propose for
the approximate map and frequency table problems in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

4.1 Set membership testers

Early work on succinct data structures focused on the set membership problem, for

example Bloom (1970) and Carter et al. (1978). Recall (Chapter 2) that the set mem¬

bership problem is a special case of the key/value map problem where keys x 6 U are

mapped to values V = {true} U _L and _L signifies false. Solutions to the approximate
membership problem can often be adapted to the approximate map problem.

The main solutions to the approximate set membership problem rely on compact

representations of hashes ox fingerprints of the keys x G S. The hash of each key x G S
is stored in a data structure (not necessarily explicitly) and keys presented as queries
to the data structure are checked against the set of hashes to determine whether they
belong to the set or not. This procedure typically has one-sided error since a key
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x EU\S may result in a false positives when its hash matches the hash of a key x E S
(or overlaps with parts of hashes of multiple x E S). On the other hand, since we store

a hash for each x E S, false negatives are not possible.
The size of the hash stored in the data structure for each key x E S need not depend

on the size of the input space U although, as we will see below, it will determine the
error rate of the data structure. Hence this general approach will result in a succinct
data structure that stores a set in constant space per key independent of the size of U.

A major concern when designing an approximate set membership tester that stores

only a hash of each key is that the query algorithm it employs should not inflate the
probability of an error unduly. In a conventional data structure in which keys are stored

explicitly, we can compare a query key x EU with keys found in the data structure and
determine whether it is contained in the set. When we store only a hash of each key,
we have no means of knowing whether the query key is actually in the set even when
we find a hash that matches it; we can only conclude that a key is not in the set when
we fail to find it.

The probability of error for a hash-based set membership tester will be related to
the probability that the hash of a key x E U \ S is incorrectly identified as being present
in the data structure. If our query algorithm requires us to test multiple 'locations' in
the data structure then the probability of such an error may rise. The two main data
structures we now consider can be seen as solutions to this problem.

4.2 Bloom filter

The Bloom filter, Bloom (1970), is an elegant solution to the approximate set member¬
ship problem. It implements a set membership test using a series of Monte Carlo tests
with one-sided error: each test may return positive in error. The probability of a false

positive is at most 1/2 on any one test and therefore can be made exponentially small
by repeating the test with independent random choices.

A Bloom filter (B,H) implements an approximate set membership test for a set
5 C U using a bit array B consisting of m bits initialized to zero and k independent
hash functions H = {/?/ : U —> [m\, j E [£]}; the hash functions map elements of the
input space U to locations in B. The set S is represented by evaluating each of the k
hash functions for each object x E S and setting the corresponding bits in B to one (see

Algorithm 4.1).
Given a key x EU and a Bloom filter (B,H), we can determine whether x is def-
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Algorithm 4.1 Store set S C U in Bloom filter (B,H)
Input: set S C U; bit array B; hash functions H

Output: Bloom filter (B,H)
0

for x E S do

for hj E H do
B[hj(x)\ <£= 1

end for

end for

initely not or might be a member of S by hashing x under the hash functions H and

examining the corresponding bits in B (see Algorithm 4.2). If any bit is still 0 then we

know that x S; if all k hash functions point to bits that are 1 then we conjecture that
x E S but may be wrong.

Algorithm 4.2 Test key x E U for membership in set S

Input: key xEU; Bloom filter (B.H)
Output: v E {true, false}
for hj E H do

if B[hj(x)\ = 0 then
return false

end if

end for

return true

No false negatives are possible since once a key x E S is hashed to the bit array B
all corresponding bits will remain 1. The probability of a false positive depends on the
number of hash functions \H\=k that are used. During the construction of the Bloom
filter, the larger k is the more bits in B that will be set to 1. During the querying of
the data structure, however, the larger k is the more opportunities we have to find a bit
that is 0 in B given thatx EU\S. Since we must we use the same hash functions and
therefore same k when constructing and querying the data structure there is a trade-off
to be had.

The solution is very intuitive: set k such that the expected proportion of bits in
B that remain 0 at the end of the construction step is exactly 1/2. Hence (assuming
random hash functions) the constructed Bloom filter will look like a random stream of
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Os and Is and hence is essentially incompressible. If this were not the case, then we

might wish to apply some further compression to the data structure. Assuming exactly
half the bits remain 0 in the construction of a given Bloom filter, the expected false

positive rate of that data structure is then l/2k. We now derive the false positive rate

of the Bloom filter formally. This error analysis will be used in the analysis of the
approximate map structures we present in the following chapters.

4.2.1 Bloom filter error analysis

Bloom analysed the approximate false positive rate of a Bloom filter as Method 2 in
Bloom (1970). Bloom's analysis is essentially correct but assumes (incorrectly) that
the k hash functions necessarily evaluate to k distinct bits in B for any x £ U. It also
assumes that the actual proportion of bits that remain 0 in B is equal to its expected
value. Our analysis, which is not novel, corrects this error and demonstrates that the
actual error rate of the data structure will be extremely close to its expected value in
almost all cases.

We consider the false positive rate of a Bloom filter (B,H) for a set S of size n

from an input space U of size u where the bit array B has size m and H is a set of
k independent random hash functions mapping from U to [m]. The total number of
hashes performed during the construction of (B,H) is nk (see Algorithm 4.1). Recall
that a. false positive is said to occur when all k hash functions index Is in B for an

element x £U\S. The false positive rate of the Bloom filter is the proportion of U\S
for which a false positive occurs.

Let p be the proportion of bits that remain zero in B. Note that the false positive
rate depends on both p and k while p is also dependent on k. Given that each of the k
hash functions maps each x £ S to a location in B at random (i.e. the location is chosen

uniformly in B and each choice is independent), the expected value of p is

E[p] = (l-I)"' (4.1)
which is simply the probability that a given bit in B remains 0 after we have sampled
locations in B independently at random with replacement nk times. (Since we sample
locations uniformly at random then the probability that any given bit remains 0 is
identical for all bits hence the expected proportion of bits that remain 0 is simply the
probability that a given bit remains 0).

By a martingale argument, presented by Mitzenmacher (2001), p is extremely close
to its expected value if nk = 0{m). Let Yj be the number of bits that we expect to
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remain zero in B once the filter has been constructed, conditioned on the first j hashes
that are made then Fo = E[pm] while Yn^ = pm. Technically the information available
after j hashes have been performed can be viewed as a filtration Fj,j G [0. nk] (this is
a nested sequence of G-fields containing events whose outcome can be determined at

time j; see Motwani and Raghavan (1995), Chapter 4, p. 87.) To see that the Yj form a

martingale, let Fj be the filter generated by the first j hashes and observe the following

which is the definition of a martingale. Here the first and last equalities follow from
the definition of the Yj, the second equality follows by simplifying the conditioning
information and the third equality follows by the law of iterated expectations and the
fact that Fj C Fy+i (i.e. we average over the possible outcomes for the j + 1-th hash).
The fundamental point here, which is quite intuitive, is that the best guess for p given
the state of the bit-array after j hashes (i.e. Yj) is also our best guess for what we would
predict if we were to observe the next hash (i.e. ElFy+i |Fyj). It is straight forward to see
that one hash function can change the expected number of bits that will remain zero by
at most 1, therefore we can conclude that the martingale is bounded as |F/+i — Yj \ < 1.

Azuma's inequality (Eq. 3.5) applied to this bounded martingale sequence now

implies that for any A, > 0 we have

Hence if nk = 0(m) it is extremely unlikely that p is significantly smaller than its ex¬

pected value. For instance if nk — 0(m) and m = 10,000,000 (which is small for many

practical applications) then we expect fewer than one percent of the Bloom filters we

generate to have |p — E[p]| > 0.001. In practice, if a given Bloom filter has p signifi¬
cantly smaller than E[p] and hence could have a higher false positive rate than predicted
a priori then we might prefer to reconstruct the filter with new choices of hash func¬
tions (or consider debugging our implementation). The probability of an unacceptably
small proportion of bits remaining zero in consecutive Bloom filter instantiations with
distinct and independent random hash functions is vanishingly small.

Let p = E[p], given the previous remark we will assume that the actual proportion
of B that remain zero (p) is at least p. We now wish to compute the false positive rate

E[YJ+i\Yj] = E[E[F„*|F;+1]|E[yn*|F;]]
= E [E [F„£ |Fy_)_i] |Fy]
= E[Ynk\Fj}

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

Pr[p < E[p] - < e 12/2
m

(4.6)
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f+(B,H) of a given Bloom filter instantiation for which (since it has been constructed)
p is now fixed. As defined in Eq. (2.1) the false positive rate is simply the proportion
of U\S that the Bloom filter incorrectly identifies as belonging to S. Givenx E U\S
the probability of false positive is

Pr[false positive|x EU\S] = (1 — p)fc (4.7)
< (1-P)*. (4.8)

A priori the expected false positive rate of the Bloom filter is equal to the probability of
a false positive since assuming random hash functions each key xEU\S has the same

probability of resulting in a false positive. The actual proportion ofxEU\S that result
in false positives may of course be greater than the expected value. However, ifZ is the
number of false positives in U\S then Z is stochastically dominated1 by the binomially
distributed variable Bin(w — n, (1 — p)fc); this follows from the assumption that each
element x E U\S results in a false positive with identical probability independently
and that this probability is (1 — p)* < (1 — p)fc. Using Chernoff's bound (Eq. 3.4) for
the tail of the binomial distribution Bin(u — n, (1 — p)fc) we have for any X > 0

Pr[Z > (u — n){ 1 — p)k + X\/u — n] < e.

With high probability, therefore, the proportion of false positives is at most (1 — p)^ +

0(1/s/u — n) and the assumption in Bloom (1970) that both p and f+(B,H) are essen¬

tially equal to their expected a priori values is seen to be valid.
Note that while f+(B,H) appears to be trivally minimized for p = 1, this is actually

not the case unless our set S is empty: obtaining a filter with p = 1 would require that
k — 0 (i.e. no bits are set) and hence either f+(B. H) = 1 (we accept every key) or

f-(B,H) = 1 (we reject every key). To determine the choice of k > 1 that minimizes
f+(B.H) given n and m we rearrange the above expression for f+(B.H).

U(BM) <

which being symmetrical in p implies that f+(B,H) is minimized when the expected
number of bits that remain 0 is 1/2. Approximating p from Eq. (4.1) as e~nk^n\ setting
this to 1/2 and solving for k we require k = (m/n) In 2.

1 In other words for any c, Pr[Bin(w — «,(! — p)/;) > c] > Pr[Z > c).

(l-p)* (4.9)

'-('-if) """
-(SiKrS)
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Hence to construct a Bloom filter for which w.h.p. the false positive rate is bounded

by e we require log e log 1/e bits per element x £ S. A lower bound for the approximate
set membership problem was given in Carter et al. (1978) and can also be obtained
from the lower bound we presented for the approximate map problem in Chapter 2,
Theorem 2.2 with the entropy term set to zero (there is no uncertainty regarding the
value assigned to a key in a set given that it is present). This shows that the Bloom
filter construction is optimal up to the log e m 1.44 factor.

4.3 A hash-based set membership tester

It is natural to compare a Bloom filter to a more conventional use of a hash function to

represent a set of objects. In particular, we would like to understand when the Bloom
filter is more succinct than simply storing a set of hashes.

Carter et al. (1978) consider a variety of constructions including the following sim¬
ple set membership tester. To store a set S C U we take a hash of each x £ S which
we will refer to as a fingerprint and store the set of fingerprints {/(*)|x £ S} in some

appropriate data structure. Rather than setting bits in an explicit array as in the Bloom
filter, we now store the set of locations (i.e. the fingerprints) that would have been set

for a Bloom filter with one hash function. The false positive analysis for such a data
structure depends crucially on the algorithm used to locate a fingerprint for a query

itemx £U\S.
A simple approach is to store the set of fingerprints in a list. The false positive rate

will then depend on the number of fingerprints n that we have stored and their range,

i.e. r where /:£/—» [/-]. If r is chosen to be n1 then the probability that a random
element* £U\S collides with at least one of the stored fingerprints is approximately
1 /n since there are n possible hashes with which * may collide and the probability
of colliding with any given one is l/n2. Hence the space usage of this data structure
with error rate l/n is 2logn per key. The most salient difference between this set

membership tester and a Bloom filter is that the space required per key for a fixed error

rate is not constant: the more keys stored, the more space we require per key. What is
less apparent is whether this membership tester is more succinct.

It is fairly obvious that for any fixed error rate, the Bloom filter will be more suc¬

cinct as long as n is large enough (since the Bloom filter space requirements remain
constant with n while the simple set membership tester's requirements increase with n

there must be some point at which the Bloom filter wins). However, for an error rate
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that is a function of n there is a point at which this simple set membership tester will
become more succinct than a Bloom filter.

To store n objects with an error rate of e = 1 /nc this simple set membership tester
must use fingerprints of approximately (c+ 1) logn bits per key. To achieve the same

error rate, the Bloom filter would use approximately 1.44clogn bits per key. When
c < 2.25 therefore the Bloom filter is more succinct. For large (i.e. realistic) sizes of n,

this implies that the Bloom filter is more succinct for most error rates of interest. For
instance, even given a relatively small set with n = 1,000,000, the error rate must be
less than 2~44 for the simple set membership tester to be more succinct than the Bloom
filter.

4.4 Set membership via perfect hash functions

Perfect hash functions provide some link between these two previous approaches to
the approximate set membership problem.

Definition 4.1. A perfect hash function is a function h : S —» [q] such that h(x) f h(y)
for any x,y E S,x 7^ y, i.e. h is an injection on S.

Definition 4.2. A minimal peifect hashfunction is a perfect hash function with q— jS|.

Perfect hash functions guarantee to map elements x E S to unique locations y E

[q]. We can use a perfect hash function to index an array of size q and construct an

approximate set membership tester by storing a fingerprint of each object x E S in the
cell y = h(x) to which it is mapped. We are guaranteed that no two objects in the
support will be assigned the same location since the hash function is perfect for x E S.
If the perfect hash function is minimal then every element of the array will be assigned
one fingerprint. We now consider the false positive rate of such a data structure.

The false positive rate of an approximate set membership tester that uses a perfect
hash function to store a fingerprint for each x E S will depend only on the size of the

fingerprints stored in each cell; it will not depend on the number of elements in the
set. This follows from the definition of a perfect hash function: elements x E S will
be mapped to unique locations y E [q] hence given any xEU we need only examine a

single location y E [q] to determine whether the fingerprint stored at location y = h(x)
matches /(x).

For x EU\S we will mistakenly identify x as a member of the set iff /(x) matches
the fingerprint stored in the location y = h(x) to which the perfect hash function maps
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x (note that a perfect hash function gives no guarantees for x </ S and specifically for a

minimal perfect hash function we are guaranteed that every location y G [q] is already
occupied by a fingerprint). If / is assumed to be a random function that maps x G U

uniformly into [r] then the probability that the fingerprint of an element jc G U \ S is
the same as the fingerprint stored in the location to which it is mapped is simply 1 /r.
Since we need log/- bits to store a fingerprint over the range [r], this implies that given a

minimal perfect hash function we require log 1/e additional bits per key to implement
a set membership tester with false positive rate e.

In practice we need some space to represent the minimal perfect hash function
itself (e.g., parameters that define the function). There has been much work in this
area, particularly for the exact membership problem, and lower bounds are given in
Mehlhorn (1982) which imply that we must use at least 1.44 bits per key to represent

a minimal perfect hash function. Hence the best approximate set membership tester
based on a minimal perfect hash function would use at least 1.44 + log 1 /e bits per key
(1.44 for the minimal perfect hash functions and log 1/e for the fingerprint). Practical
implementations of minimal perfect hash functions e.g., Botelho et al. (2007) appear

to use around 4 bits per key.

Aside from minimal perfect hash functions we may use almost minimal perfect
hash functions such as those described in Majewski et al. (1996). The most succinct of
these requires only 6 random numbers to be stored independent of the size of the set

S. This comes at the cost of using q m 1.23n cells to store n objects. Using this perfect
hash function to store fingerprints we require 1.23 log 1/e bits per key. It can therefore
be used to implement a set membership tester using approximately 15 percent less
space than the equivalent Bloom filter. This will be smaller than the 4 + log(l/e) bits
per key used by the minimal perfect hash functions of Botelho et al. (2007) if 8 > 2~17.

While the data structures that we propose for the approximate map problem are de¬
scribed with reference to the Bloom filter and hence incur the 1.44 factor in their space

usage, they could equally be implemented using any other solution to the approximate
set membership problem such as the perfect hash functions considered here. We focus
on the Bloom filter implementations primarily for their simplicity but draw attention to

perfect hash functions as a means for reducing the constant factor for the particularly
space conscious.
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4.5 Approximate maps

Solutions to the set membership problem based on perfect hash functions can also
naturally be extended to the approximate map problem.

4.5.1 Bloomier filter

Any perfect hash function can be used to implement an approximate map. We can store

a value v(x) in the cell y = h(x) alongside the fingerprint f{x) for a given key x E S.
When querying the data structure with x E U we first check whether the fingerprint

f(x) matches that found in cell h(x). If it does, we return the accompanying value,
otherwise we return _L indicating not found. The Bloomierfilter proposed in Chazelle
et al. (2004) is precisely of this form; it makes use of the perfect hash function of
Majewski et al. (1996).

The advantage of approximate maps based on perfect hash functions is their effi¬

ciency: a perfect hash function guarantees O(l) access although in practice the probe
operation may be non-trivial. The drawback of such approaches, however, is their use

of constant space per key regardless of the distribution over values.
The Bloomier filter is an (e, 0,0)-encoding data structure in that it guarantees to

return a false positive on at most an e-fraction of U \ S while no false negatives or

misassignments are possible due to the use of a perfect hash function (see Definition
2.6). Theorem 2.2 in Chapter 2 gave a lower bound on the space requirements of such
a data structure of log(l/e+) +H(p) +o(l) bits per key. A Bloomier filter requires
1.23(log(l/£+) + log(fr)) bits per key to store a key/value map with b values. Here the
1.23 is due to the underlying perfect hash function being non-minimal and the use of
logZ? bits instead of H(p) bits to represent each value is due to the use of fixed-width
cells for all key/value pairs.

Solutions to the approximate map problem based on perfect hash functions typ¬

ically use log/? bits per key to encode the value v(x) accompanying a fingerprint of
size logl/e; this is optimal only when the distribution over values is uniform since
otherwise H(p) < log b. In practice, for instance, when the values we store are fre¬
quencies estimated from data, a power law distribution is commonly observed. For
such distributions the difference between H(p) and log b can be extremely large.

It is not obvious how to use variable length codes to represent values in an approx¬

imate map that is based on a perfect hash function. The standard use of a perfect hash
function to index cells in an array relies on cells having a fixed width to support ran-
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dom access. The perfect hash function provides an offset into this array and we need

only look there.
In the exact case, indexing mechanisms based on characteristics of the key might

allow more flexibility in the query algorithm and therefore in the cell sizes. However
their use is complicated, in the approximate case, by the fact that we do not store the
true keys but only their fingerprints. Any query algorithm that involves comparisons
with more than one fingerprint in the data structure may inflate the false positive rate.

The solutions to the approximate map problem that we propose in Chapter 5 and

Chapter 6 differ fundamentally from solutions based on perfect hash functions in that
there is no distinction between bits used to encode the fingerprint /(x) of a key and bits
used to encode its value v(x). While the query complexity of our constructions scales
with both log(l/e) and log(7>) (the logarithm of the number of values stored) they are

able to take advantage of the entropy over values in the map to provide much more

succinct solutions to the approximate map problem in many practical situations.

4.5.2 Other approximate maps

There are various other data structures presented in the literature that provide solutions
to the approximate map problem, for instance, the lossy dictionaries presented in Pagh
and Rodler (2001) and the 'optimal' Bloom filter replacement presented in Pagh et al.
(2005). Again none of these take into consideration the distribution over values stored
in the map. However, as mentioned previously, such data structures may be useful
in further reducing the space requirements of our proposed solutions by removing the

log(e) overhead of the underlying Bloom filter.

4.6 Frequency look-up tables

The data structures presented in Chapters 6 and 7 both provide solutions to representing

frequency information approximately with bounded relative error. A frequency table
is simply a restricted form of approximate map.

Definition 4.3. A frequency table is a function F :U —* Z+ U {_!_} where _L signifies a

frequency of 0.

Frequency look-up tables are perhaps the most common single form of key/value

map encountered in information processing. Here we focus specifically on frequency
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data that follows a power law distribution. Such distributions are observed commonly
when estimating statistics from natural data, for instance, word frequencies in text,

network flows, library lending patterns, etc.

A number of Bloom filter data structures have been proposed to solve the approx¬

imate frequency problem. These include the spectral Bloom filter [Cohen and Matias
(2003)], the Bloom histogram Wang et al. (2004) and the space-code Bloom filter [Ku¬
mar et al. (2004)].

4.6.1 Spectral Bloom filter

The spectral Bloom filter replaces the bit array of a conventional Bloom filter with an

array of counters. In order to encode counts efficiently, these counters are allowed to

grow in size to accommodate larger counts as required. The main contribution of the
work is an efficient and succinct data structure to index these counters.

Unfortunately the analysis presented in Cohen and Matias (2003) does not allow us

to determine precisely how much space the spectral Bloom filter requires. The big-Oh
notation hides constant factors in n in which we are particularly interested here.

One important difference between the spectral Bloom filter and the log-frequency
Bloom filter that we propose in Chapter 6 is that the error of the spectral Bloom filter
is characterized only under a 0-1 loss function: we can bound the probability that an

error occurs and this is guaranteed to be one-sided (we can only ever overestimate an

object's frequency) but the data structure cannot give any guarantees on the size of the
error incurred.

4.6.2 Bloom histogram

The Bloom histogram assigns frequencies to objects by storing each itemx £ S in one

of a set of Bloom filters where each Bloom filter is associated with a given range of
raw frequencies and a given frequency estimate. A query item x £ U is tested against
all Bloom filters in this set. The estimate returned by the algorithm is the average of
the estimates of the Bloom filters for which an item tests positive. This corresponds to
a histogram since each of the Bloom filters represents a bucket that collects a range of
raw frequencies.

The paper Wang et al. (2004) gives some analysis of this construction under an

absolute loss function. Unfortunately the analysis is complicated by the fact that the
expected error depends on the both the maximum frequency stored in the data structure
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and the exact bucketing scheme used. Hence, while they are able to claim that for any

given error bound and probability of failure, a Bloom histogram can be constructed,

they are unable to determine analytically the space/error trade-off for the general case.

We strongly believe that a practical approximate data structure must be suitably pa¬

rameterized such that a user can easily control its error rate.

The two parameters that can be varied are the false positive rate of the individ¬
ual Bloom filters and the number of Bloom filters (i.e. buckets) that are used. Given
a choice for these two parameter they present a dynamic program to determine the

optimal bucket boundaries and the optimal code-book.
The Bloom histogram has a number of similarities with the log-frequency Bloom

filter presented in Chapter 6. Notably, however, it does not implement a full (e,8)-
approximation scheme hence we cannot determine precisely its space/error trade-off
in general and compare this easily with other data structures. In addition the depen¬

dency on both the maximum frequency stored and the query distribution is undesirable.
Moreover, the time-dependency on b (the number of buckets in the histogram) makes
the data structure impractical in general (cf. the Simple Bloom map presented in Chap¬
ter 5). The log-frequency Bloom filter avoids these issues while being restricted to the

encoding of power law frequency distributions.

4.6.3 Space-code Bloom filter

The space-code Bloom filter presented in Kumar et al. (2004) makes use of so-called

coupon collector counting to keep track of the frequencies of objects in a data stream.

Coupon-collector counting is named after the coupon collector's problem: given that
n distinct types of coupons are in circulation, a collector who buys coupons at random
should expect to purchase approximately nlnn coupons before collecting a full set. If
we know that a collector has amassed y distinct coupons, we can estimate the number
of coupons he is likely to have purchased in order obtain this collection.

The space-code Bloom filter consists of I sets of k hash functions and a bit array;

each of the sets of k hash functions fulfils the same function as the set of k hash func¬

tions in a standard Bloom filter. When an object x e S is observed, one of the I sets
of hash functions is chosen at random according to a sampling rate p and the k hash
functions it contains are used to update the bit array. To retrieve an estimate of the

frequency of an object x e U, all / sets of hash function are evaluated and we count

how many sets index no zero bits (for each set all k corresponding bits must be 1). A
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maximum likelihood estimator is then used to determine the most probable number of
observations that would have resulted in the corresponding number of bits being set.

This is a type of sample-based frequency estimator that we will see again in Chap¬
ter 7. The accuracy of the coupon collector frequency estimator varies with the true

frequency of an object since the probability of sampling a new set of hash functions
decreases as the filter fills up (the later coupons are more difficult to collect) and hence
the variance of the waiting time until the next new coupon increases. Kumar et al.
(2004) recognize that this makes the estimator suitable only for a particular range of
frequencies and propose the use of multiple such filters for objects with frequencies of
different orders of magnitude. The sequence of space-code filters are constructed to

have geometrically decaying sampling frequencies. Kumar et al. (2004) is able to show

empirically that such a data structure has approximately bounded relative error. In ad¬
dition, they conclude from empirical studies that the scheme is efficient for frequencies
that follow a power law since most objects use only the lowest order filter.

In Chapter 7 we present a simple on-line frequency estimator that uses a similar
geometrically decaying sampling rate to achieve a bounded relative error. However,
unlike the space-code Bloom filter, we can provide an analytic uniform bound on the
relative loss of the approximation scheme that holds indepedently of the frequencies
that are stored and queried. This makes for a more flexible and robust data structure.
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Bloom maps

We now present our solution to the approximate map problem, the Bloom map. Our
first construction, the Simple Bloom map uses space that is a small constant factor from
the lower bound for this problem presented in Chapter 2. We then describe a series of

Efficient Bloom maps that support more scalable query algorithms at the cost of slightly
worse space complexity. The data structures presented here were described previously
in Talbot and Talbot (2008).

5.1 Space-optimal approximate maps

We first briefly recall the approximate map problem as defined in Chapter 2.
Consider a map consisting of n key/value pairs M = {(xi,v(xi)),...,(x„,v(x„))},

where the keys S = {xi,X2, • • •,x„} are drawn from a large universe U and each value
v(x) is drawn from a fixed set of possible values V = {vi,V2,..., v&} of size b. Suppose
further that the distribution of values over keys is given by p — (pi,P2, ■ • • ,Pb)- Thus
if Sj = {x G 5 | v(x) = V;} then |5,| = pin. We call such a collection M of key/value
pairs a p-map.

We consider the problem of constructing a space-efficient data structure supporting

queries on M. For any key x <E U the data structure should return the associated value

v(x) if x G S, otherwise (i.e. if x G U\S) it should return _L 0 V.
We introduce the Bloom map, a data structure generalising the Bloom filter [Bloom

(1970)] to the approximate map problem. The space requirements of this data structure

are within a loge factor of the lower bound given in Chapter 2. To be precise for a false
positive rate of £ the Bloom map uses essentially loge(log 1 /e + H(p)) bits per key.1

'in Section 5.4 we discuss how the loge factor may be reduced.

45
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To our knowledge, the Bloom map construction is the first to make use of the distri¬
bution of values over keys to solve the approximate map problem. In the many practical
settings where distributions with low entropy are encountered we expect Bloom map

constructions to be of significant interest. In particular the Bloom map allows us to

replace the log b term used by solutions based on perfect hash functions such as the
Bloomier filter fChazelle et al. (2004)] (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1) with H(p) where
in all cases H(p) < log£>; hence when the entropy over values is low the space savings
will be significant.

Given constants £+ > 0 and £*.£ > 0 we recall Defition 2.6: an (e+,£*,£ )-
encoding data structure is one with false positive, false negative and misassignment
rates that satisfy f+(s) < £+ and, for all i G [b], f* (s) < £* and f~ (s) < £~.

The Bloom map, which we introduce in Section 5.2 below, is (£,£,0)-encoding:
its false positive and misassignment rates are both bounded by £ while it guarantees

no false negatives. To enable us to evaluate how far its space requirements are from
optimal we give the following simple corollary of our general lower bound on the

approximate map problem (Chapter 2, Theorem 2.3).

Corollary 5.1. The average number of bits required per key in any data structure that

(£,£,0fencodes all p-maps is at least

(1 -E)(logl/E + tf(p)- (£ + £2))+o(1).

Proof. To obtain this lower bound we substitute £+ = £* = £ and £~ = 0 into Theorem
2.3 and use log(l — e) > —(e + e2) to bound the term //(£",£*, l — £~ — £*). □

5.2 The Simple Bloom map

Our first succinct data structure that encodes a static map to support approximate
queries is the Simple Bloom map. Let M be a p-map with support S. Thus, for i G [b\,
Si = {jc G S | v(x) = v,} has size pin. The Simple Bloom map is constructed by encod¬
ing the key/value associations directly using a Bloom filter. The construction differs
from a standard Bloom filter in that we make use of a distinct set of hash functions to

encode each value.

Let B be an array of size m that is initially empty. For each i G [b\ we choose
kj > 1 independent random hash functions hjj : U —> [m] (we will explain how to set
ki,k2,... ,ki, optimally below). To store the key/value pair (jc,v,-) we compute /z,j(x)
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for each j G [kj] and set the bits BUpj(x)] to one. To query B with a key x E U we

compute hij(x) for each i G [b], j G [k,] and set

qval(x) = {/ G [b\ | Akj=xB[hUj{x)\ = 1 j .

If qval(x) = 0 we return JL otherwise we return vc, where c = max qval (x). Note that if
(x,v,-) G M then i G qval(x) and so _L is never returned when querying x, i.e. there are

no false negatives. However both false positives and misassignments can occur. The
construction and query algorithms are shown in Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2.

Algorithm 5.1 Construct Simple Bloom map

Input: Map M; bitarray B\ hash functions H = {hjj\i G [b], j G [&,-]}
Output: Simple Bloom map (B,H)
B<= 0

for (x,Vi) GM do
for j G [kj] do

B[hjj(x)\ <= 1
end for

end for

Algorithm 5.2 Query Simple Bloom map

Input: Simple Bloom map (B.H), key x G U
Output: v G V U {_L}
qval 4= 0
for i G [b] do

if AyL iB[hij(x)] = 1 then
qval 4= qval U {/}

end if

end for

if qval ^ 0 then
c <= max qval
return vc

else

return _L

end if
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Let t~n lf=] p,kj be the total number of hashes performed during the creation of B.
Let p be the proportion of bits that remain zero in B. By the same martingale argument

presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.2 (Mitzenmacher (2001)) p is extremely close to its

expected value with high probability if / = 0{m). Let p = E[p] = (1 — 1/m)'. Using
the previous remark we will assume that p > p. The probability of a false positive for
x EU\S is therefore

Pr[false positive|x G £/\S] = Pr{qval(x) ^ 0}
b

< EPr0 G qval(x)}
i'=l

= iu-p)*'-
i=i

< eu-P)*.
;=1

Similarly the probability of a misassignment for x G S) for any fixed 5/ is

Pr [misassignment |;t G S;] = Pr{maxqval(jc) > /}
b

< E Pr{j e qval(jc)}
j=i+1

= E
j=i+1

< ECi-AA
1=1

As in the standard Bloom filter analysis, the assumption of random hash functions im¬

plies that the expected values of the false positive and misassignments rates, f+(B,H)
and f*(B,H), are equal to the above probabilities respectively. Likewise, the tail bound
analysis that we used in Chapter 4 Section 4.2 implies that the actual false positive and

misassignment rates of the data structure will be very close to their respective expected
values with high probability.

Hence to minimize f+(B) and f*(B) it is sufficient to consider the constrained
optimisation problem: minimize Ef=i(l ~ P)^' subject to Ef=i Pih = t/n.

A standard application of Lagrange multipliers yields the solution

h _ t_ + H(p) + \ogpi
n log(l-p)

For this choice of the kj we have

E(1 - p)ki = (1 - py/n2H®Y,pi = 2^(1 - p)'/n.
i= 1 i= 1
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Now

2H{P\l - p)'/n = 2h^ 7
= 2^exp flnPln(1-p)V

\nln(l — \/m))
This last expression (without the factor 2Hi^) is familiar from the standard Bloom
filter error analysis (Chapter 4, Section 4.2): by symmetry it is minimized at p = 1/2.
Using the approximation p ~ e~'/m we require t = m In 2. (Note that as for the standard
Bloom filter the expected proportion of bits set in B is 1/2.)

Thus to guarantee /+ (B) < e and ft(B) < 8 for all i £ [b] it is sufficient to take

m = nloge(log l/e + H(p))

and

ki = log 1 /e + log 1 /pi for i £ [b].

As with the standard Bloom filter, the ki must be integers, for simplicity we ignore this.

Theorem 5.1. The Simple Bloom map (e.e,0)-encodes all p-maps and uses

log e(log 1 /e + // (p))

bits per key.

Note that by Corollary 5.1 the space requirements of the Simple Bloom map are

essentially a factor (1 — e)_1 loge from optimal, for 8 < 0.01 this is less than 1.46.
We remark that an (e,e,e)-encoding data structure can be created from the Simple

Bloom map by simply discarding skeys from 5/ for each i e [b\. The amount of
memory saved is en\oge(\ogl/e +H(p)) (cf. Theorem 2.3).

Although the Simple Bloom map is succinct it suffers from two obvious draw¬
backs if the number of distinct values b is not small: the number of hashes/bit probes

performed during a query and the number of independent hash functions required
is 0(b\og(b/e)). In Section 5.3 we explain how to overcome these problems by
"reusing" hash functions and using an optimal binary search tree.

5.3 Efficient Bloom maps

The inefficiency of the Simple Bloom map lies in its use of distinct sets of hash func¬
tions to encode each value v £ V. In the worst case, we must evaluate all hash functions
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associated with all possible values before concluding that an element x E U\S is not
in fact stored in the data structure. On the other hand, by using distinct hash functions
for each value, we obtain a near-optimal data structure in terms of space usage since
we are free to determine the number of hash functions to use for each value indepen¬

dently. In addition, as seen above, we can easily guarantee that the misassignment rate

of the data structure is strictly less than the false positive rate since no hash functions
are shared across values and hence the fact that a key x is stored in the data structure

with value v E V will not change the probability that we decode a value v ^ v.

The Efficient Bloom map uses a binary search tree to determine the sequence of
hash functions that will be used both to encode and decode a value. We construct an

optimal alphabetic binary tree for the set of values V and associate hash functions with
each node; leaf nodes are also associated with values v £ V. To encode a value v for a

key xEU, we traverse the tree from the root to the leaf associated with v and evaluate
the hash functions associated with nodes on this path at x setting the corresponding
bits in B to 1. To determine whether a query key x £ U is associated with a value
v E V, we start evaluating hash functions at the root and continue to the right-hand
child node whenever all the hash functions at the current node index Is in B for the

given query key x. Whenever we hit a 0 in B, we return to the parent node and consider
the left-hand child node. Applying this procedure recursively, we either reach a leaf
node and return the associated value v E V or we prune all subtrees and return _L. The

higher up the tree we are when we observe a zero, the more values we can discard;
for example, if we observe a zero in B when evaluating one of the hash functions
associated with the root node, we can immediately conclude that the query key is not

present in the map and avoid any further computation. In this way the binary search
tree partitions the set of values V into increasingly refined subsets allowing us to reject

multiple values simultaneously. Clearly this scheme has the potential to significantly
reduce the computation required at query time.

The major complication in the analysis of the Efficient Bloom map is that we can no

longer trivially guarantee that the misassignment rate will be strictly less than the false
positive rate: if a key x £ U has been stored with value v EV then all hash functions
associated with nodes common to both the path to value v and the path to value v / v

will index Is in B, hence the probability that we decode value v will no longer be
independent of whether we have stored value v for this key. We must therefore ensure

that there are enough hash functions on the remaining disjoint parts of the paths to v and
v to maintain the appropriate misassignment rate. This is worrisome in that it implies
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that we may need additional hash functions and therefore our storage requirements
may be higher than for the Simple Bloom map. Fortunately, as the analysis below will
show, the number of additional hash functions that must be used to maintain a given

misassignment rate, is relatively small. We now describe the construction and query

algorithms for the Efficient Bloom map formally.
Let M be a p-map that we wish to store. Sort the list of probabilities of keys so that

P\ > P2> ■ • ■ > Pb- Construct an optimal alphabetic binary tree T (p) for p with leaves
labelled vi,V2,... ,v& (by for example the Garsia-Wachs algorithm, see Knuth (1998)

page 446). The label of a leaf w is denoted by val(w). Note that T(p) is a full binary
tree, i.e. every node is either a leaf or has exactly two children.

For any binary tree T let r(T) denote its root and Tr, Tr denote its left and right
subtrees respectively. For any node w let Pw denote the set of nodes on the path in T
from the root to w and let lw = \PW\ — 1 be the depth of w. For d >0 let Tj be the set
of nodes in T at depth d.

We number the nodes in T (p) from left to right at each level, starting at the root
and going down. We call these numbers offsets. (So the root has offset 0, its left child
has offset 1 and its right child has offset 2 etc.) Note that all nodes have distinct offsets.
The offset of a node w is denoted off(vv). To each node w E T(p) we also associate
an integer kw. We will specify choices for the kw later, we first impose two simple
conditions: kw> 1 for all nodes and kw > log 1/e for all leaves. Set

We impose a third condition on the kw: they are chosen so that m < 2n\oge\og{b/z).
Let hi,h2, ■ ■ ■ ,hk be independent random hash functions, hj : U —► [m]. (We will

refer to these as the base hash functions.) For a node w let sw = L«ePw\{w} ku. We
associate kw hash functions with w: hw,\, hwp,..., hw^w, where hwj : U —> [m] is defined
by hwj(x) = hSw+j(x) + off(w) mod m. In other words, as we move down a path in the
tree at each node we take the next kw base hash functions in index order and construct

our actual hash functions by adding the offset of the node to the output of the base hash
functions. In this way distinct nodes at the same depth in the tree can share the same

base hash functions.

The Bloom map B is an array of size m that is initially empty (all bits are zero).
To construct this Bloom map we use Algorithm 5.3. This does the following for each
key/value pair (x,v,) E M: for each node w in the path PVi, starting from the root, it

(5.1)
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evaluates the associated kw hashes at x and sets the corresponding bits in B. Note
that (ignoring offsets) the hash functions used while storing (x,v;) are hi ,/z2, • • • ,hti,
where tt — Y.wePv kw- Hence the bits which are set in B by Algorithm 5.3 are chosen
independently and uniformly at random. Moreover, since each key is stored with at
most one value, the entire process of storing the p-map in B is equivalent to setting
t = n£f=i Pitt independently chosen random bits in B.

Algorithm 5.3 Construct Efficient Bloom map

Input: Map M, bitarray B, hash functions H, tree T

Output: Efficient Bloom map (B.H,T)
B^O

for (x,Vj) € M do
for d E [0, lv.] do

w 4= PVi n Td {// Set w to be the node in path PVj at depth d.}
for j e [kw\ do

B[hwj(x)\ -4= 1
end for

end for

end for

To query B with a key x e U we call Algorithm 5.4. This initializes v to _L and then
calls subroutine SearchTree (see Algorithm 5.5) at the root of the tree T. Subroutine
SearchTree evaluates the hash functions associated with the root of the current tree,

returning false if it finds a zero bit in B, otherwise it calls itself recursively first on its

right subtree and then, if this fails, on its left subtree. If it reaches a leaf at which the
corresponding bits in B are all set then v is assigned the value associated with this leaf
and it returns true, otherwise the value of v will remain equal to _L. This is a depth first
traversal of T choosing right branches first. The search fails in any branch when a zero

is found in B.

By our choice of m — t loge the expected proportion of bits that remain zero in
B (once we have stored the p-map M) is 1/2 and with high probability the actual
proportion, which we denote by p, is very close to this. For simplicity we will assume

that p > 1/2.
We now consider the probability of errors. To simplify our analysis we assume that

any leaf v; is at depth log 1 //?,- (since T (p) is an optimal alphabetic binary tree this is
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Algorithm 5.4 Query Efficient Bloom map

Input: Efficient Bloom map (B,H,T), key x £ U,
Output: v £ V U {_L}
v _L

SearchTree(x, v, B, H, T)
return v

Algorithm 5.5 SearchTree(x, v, B, H, T)
w 4= r(E)
for j £ [kw\ do

if B[hwj(x)] = 0 then
return false

end if

end for

if w is a leaf then

v -<= val(w)
return true

end if

if SearchTree(x, v,B,H,Tr) then
return true

else

return SearchTree(x, v,B,H,Tl)
end if

almost true). For x £ U and i £ [b] define

fHi(x) = {hwj(x) | w £PVi, I £ [kw]}

and

qval(x) = {/ £ [b] | Ahe^{x)B[h\ = l} .

Thus i £ qval (x) iff all of the bits in B indexed by the hash functions on the path PVj eval¬
uated at x are set. If qval(x) = 0 then the query algorithm returns ±, otherwise, since
SearchTree always explores right subtrees first, it returns vc, where c = maxqval(x).
If x £ Sj then i £ qval(x) and so no false negatives can occur. False positives and
misassignments are possible, we consider the case of false positives first.

If x £ U\S then for fixed i £ [b] the bits in 9~d(x) are simply independent random
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choices from [m\. This is because if tj = Ewe/5,,.kw then the hash functions we eval¬
uate are simply offsets, modulo m, of the first r(- of our base hash functions. By our

assumptions that: kw > 1 for all nodes; kVi > logl/e and v; is at depth log \/pu we

have h > log Since p > 1/2 the false positive probability satisfies

f+(B) = Prjqval(x) # 0}
b

< EPr0' € qval(x)}
i=l

<

<

E(i-p)"
i=l

b

i= 1 z

Calculating the probability of a misassignment when B is queried with x G 5, is
more involved since the bits examined for values j G [h], j ^ i are no longer indepen¬
dent random choices from [m\ as they are indexed by adding a distinct offset to the
same base hash functions as were used to insert (x,Vj).

Note that if an incorrect value vj ^ v,- is returned for x G S\ then j > i. For i < j and
x e Si let Pj.j = PVj\PVi be the part of the path PV] that is disjoint from the path PVi and
let %j(x) = {hwj(x) | w G Pij, I G [kw]}. The misassignment probability satisfies

ff{B) = Pr{maxqval(x) >/'}
b

< E Pr{; e qval(x)}
7=1+1

= E = (5'2)
7=i+l

To bound this probability we consider the following: suppose that rather than stor¬

ing all of the key/value pairs from M in B we had instead stored all of them except

(x, Vj). Let B' denote the resulting m-bit array. Let t-Lj = |ihfj(x)|. Since (x, v,-) has not
been stored in B' we have that

Pr

As in the case of f+(B), this follows from the observation that the bits in f^jj(x) are

independent random choices from [m].
If all of the bits in B indexed by elements in ?dj are set then either they are all set

in B' or there must be at least one bit in tHjj that is only set once (x, Vj) is stored. The
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later case can only occur if tHj n dfj 7^ 0.2 Hence

Pr{Aft€^WBW = l} < Pr{A he^B'Wl} + Pr{^ n Hj # »}■ (5.4)
If hi 6 and /12 G then Pr{/zi = hf) is either 1/m or 0, since h\ and h.2
either use different base hash functions (and so are independent and random in [m]) or

they use the same base hash function with different offsets and hence are distinct.
Recall that k = max,e[fc] Y.wePv. kw. If c 6 [b\ satisfies k = Y,wePVc kw then, by (5.1),

m > npckloge. Moreover the kw were chosen so that n<m< 2n\oge\og(b/£). Hence

\H\-Wj\Pr{Hn <

< —

m

m

k2

<
/ m \2 1

\npcloge) m

(5.5)
V Pc J n \nj

where the final equality uses our assumption that p, b and £ are constant.

Combining (5.2), (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) we obtain

/T(B)< E 2tI + 0Q)*'i h(5-6)j=i+1 z \nJ j=i+ lz

where tjj = Y.weP,, kw Therefore to ensure f* (B) < £ we choose the kw so that
Ej=,-+, 2--' < t.

There are various ways in which we can choose the kw to satisfy this bound on the
misassignment rate. Exactly how we choose the kw will effect not only f* (B) but also
the memory required to store the Bloom map and the amount of work we expect to do
when querying it. Since different space/time trade-offs may be of interest in different
applications we define two special types of Efficient Bloom map: Standard and Fast.

• (Standard) kw = 1 for all internal nodes (i.e. all non-leaf nodes), kVi = log 1/e +

log(Hb — 1) +1 for all leaves (where Hj, — Y!i=] l/l is the Mi Harmonic number).

• (Fast) kw = 2 for all internal nodes, kVi = log l/£ + 2 for all leaves.

Theorem 5.2. The Standard and Fast Bloom maps are both (e.,£,0)-encoding for p-

maps. The average number ofbits required per key is:

2Note that while by definition 9T.j and 'X, are constructed using disjoint sets of hash functions, it is
not necessarily the case that the two sets of bits that these hash functions index are themselves distinct.
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• (Standard): loge(logl/e + H(p) +log(Hb — 1) + 1);

• (Fast): loge(logl/e + 2H(p) +2).

Ifx G U\S then the expected number of bit probes performed during a query is at
most:

• (Standard) H(p) + 2;

• (Fast) 3.

Ifx G Si then the expected number of bit probes performed during a query is at most:

• (Standard) <9((logZ?)2) +logl//?; + logl/e;

• (Fast) 3log(b — i+ 1) + 21og l/p;- + log 1/e + 2.

The Standard Bloom map uses little more than a factor (1 — e)-1 loge extra bits per

key than the lower bound of Corollary 5.1. (In addition to the factor of (1 — e)_1 loge
it uses at most an extra 1 + log log b bits per key, since H), < log b.)

The Fast Bloom map uses slightly more space but has the advantage of using sig¬
nificantly fewer bit probes when querying keys: in particular we expect to perform at

most 3 bit probes on x G U\S. In any case the Fast Bloom map uses less than 2.9 times
as much memory per key as the lower bound and if H(p) is small compared to log 1 /e
this factor will be much closer to 1.46.

We note that other choices for the kw are possible and depending on the application

may be desirable. For example, altering the Fast Bloom map by adding s > 1 to kr,
where r is the root of T(p), yields a Bloom map that will perform 2+ 1 /2s bit probes on

average, for xEU\S. Another possibility is to alter the Standard Bloom map by adding
\og(H(p) + 2) to the value of kr giving a Bloom map which performs the same expected
number of bit probes as the Fast Bloom map on xGU\S and the same expected number
of bit probes as the Standard Bloom map on x G 5.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. We first show that both Bloom maps are (e,e,0)-encoding.
We know already that f+(B) < e so we consider f*(B). This requires us to show that
for all i G [b] and j > i, Pij is large enough to ensure that misassignments occur with
probability less then £*. For this we need the following simple lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let T be a full binary tree with leaves vi,V2,..., vj, at depths h < h <
■ ■ • < h-
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(a) If I < i < j <b then the number ofnodes in PVj\PVi is at least log \Yjk=i2li M-
(b) IfTdis the set ofnodes in T at depth d then

d=0 z /= lz

(c) The number of left branches on the path PVi is at most log (b — i+ 1).

Proof of Lemma 5.1 First note that if T is a perfect binary tree (i.e. a full binary
tree with all leaves at the same depth) then the number of nodes on Pjj, (where Pjj is
the part of the path from the root to vj that is disjoint from the path to v/), is at least
logO' — i + l).

Now extend the tree T to a tree T' by replacing each leaf vk fc {v,-, v,-+i,..., v/_i}
by a perfect binary tree of depth lj — lk. By our previous remark the number of nodes
on Pij is at least logs, where s is the number of leaves lying strictly between v,-_ i and
Vj+1 in T'. Since s = Y.{=i 2lj~lk part (a) now follows.

For (b) note that if we define Iq = 0 then

E™ *
d=0 ^

For (c) note that if the path from the root to v,- has left branches at depths d\, d2, ■ ■ ■, dt
then the number of leaves to the right of v,- is at least Ly=i (this is because T
is full). Since all of the depths of the left branches are distinct and at most /,• — 1, the
number of leaves to the right of v,- is at least £y=o 27 = 2r — 1. However the number of
leaves to the right of v, is b — i and so t < log(& — i + 1). □

Lemma 5.1 (a), together with our assumption that vk is at depth log 1 /pk in T(p)
and the fact that p\> pi> ■ • • > pt implies that the number of internal nodes on Pjj is
at least log (j^j-iPk/Pj^j ~ 1- Let a be the common value of kw for all internal nodes.
By (5.6) we have

ft(B) <

<

<

j=i+l {j~i+ l)a2kvi a'
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where the last inequality follows from the fact that pj < for all i<k< j. In the case
of the Standard Bloom map we have a = 1 and kVj = log 1/e + log{H^ — 1) + 1, hence
Jf(B) < e. For the Fast Bloom map a = 2, kVj = log 1/e + 2 and E~=t 1A2 = ^2/6

Hence both Bloom maps are (e, e, 0)-encoding.
Now consider how much work we expect to do when querying B. We measure this

in terms of the expected number of bit probes performed. (Note that as described each
bit probe performed when querying the data structure (see Algorithm 5.4) involves the
evaluation of a hash function, this need not be the case. The use of offsets ensures

that we never need to evaluate more than k = max(e^] E/e/v base hash functions,
different offsets can then be added as required.) We consider the cases x £ S,x £ U\S
separately.

Let negbp denote the expected number of bit probes performed by Algorithm 5.4
forx £ U\S. The easiest case is the Fast Bloom map, in which every internal node w has
kw = 2. Let negbp(T) be the expected number of bit probes performed by subroutine
SearchTree in a tree T. We wish to find negbp = negbp(T(p)). Starting from the root
of T (p) we have

since if b \, £>2 are the first two bit probes then Pr{Zq = 0} = p > 1/2 and Pr{(q = Z?2 =

1} = (1-p)2 < 1 /4. Iterating and using the fact that all nodes in T (p) have at least
two associated bit probes we find

In the Standard Bloom map kw = 1 for every internal node, hence if w is at depth
lw then the probability that the bit probe associated with w is evaluated during Algo¬
rithm 5.4, is at most 2~lw. Moreover for a leaf v; at depth log 1 /p, the probability that
SearchTree performs more than one bit probe at v,- is at most pi /2 and in this case we

expect to perform at most two extra bit probes at the leaf. Hence if 7^ (p) is the set
of nodes in T (p) at depth d then the expected number of bit probes performed during
Algorithm 5.4 is at most

imply that

negbp(r(p)) < 1 + ^ + i(negbp(rL(p)) + negbp(7}?(p))),

„egbp<2tf+L£iP = l + L^#-
1=1 d=0 ^ d=0
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By Lemma 5.1 (b) this is at most H(p) + 2.
Finally we calculate the expected number of bit probes performed by Algorithm

5.4, for x G Si, which we denote by posbp(i). This will be the number of bits set dur¬
ing the construction procedure Algorithm 5.3, plus the expected number of bit probes

performed by SearchTree in the "false subtrees" it explores, where a false subtree is
any maximal subtree disjoint from the path PVj. The number of false subtrees is simply
the number of left branches in the path PVi, since at each such branch SearchTree first
explores the right (false) subtree. By Lemma 5.1 (c) the number of false subtrees is
at most log(£> — i + 1). To simplify our analysis we will assume that the bit probes in
false subtrees are independent and random. By a similar argument to that used during
the calculation of the misassignment probability above this is essentially true.

For the Fast Bloom map we expect to perform at most three bit probes in each
false subtree. Since the number of false subtrees in T(p) is at most log(£> — i + 1)
the expected number of bit probes performed in false subtrees is at most 3 log(Z? — i +

1). Since the number of bits set during construction by Algorithm 5.3 is 2log 1 /pi +

logl/e + 2 we have

posbp(i') < 31og(Z?-/+ 1) +21ogl/p; + logl/e + 2.

Now consider the Standard Bloom map. Any false subtree is a full binary tree with
z<b — i leaves and hence corresponds to an optimal binary search tree for some prob¬
ability distribution q = (q\,q2, • • • ,qz)- Since H(q) < logz < log(b — i) the expected
number of bit probes performed in any false subtree is at most log(Z? — i) + 2. The num¬

ber of bits set during construction by Algorithm 5.3 is log 1 /pi + log 1/e + log {Hi, —

1) + 1. Hence

posbp(i) = 0( (log b)2) + log l/pi -flog 1/e.

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. □

5.4 Reducing the constant factor

Throughout the above analysis we have seen a loge factor in the space complexity
of the Bloom map that is due to our use of a Bloom filter in constructing this data
structure. For the Simple Bloom map, this factor is essentially all that separates the
space complexity of this data structure from the lower bound presented in Chapter 2.
In practice, however, there is no reason why we should restrict ourselves to a Bloom
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filter. Any set membership tester could be used to implement the Bloom map thereby
potentially reducing its space complexity.

The Simple Bloom map, for instance, could be implemented using b distinct Bloomier
filters each with cells of size log 1 /e + log 1 /pj. An Efficient Bloom map, on the other
hand, could be constructed using a distinct Bloomier filter for each node in the binary
tree. In both cases the assumption that the fingerprint function used by the Bloomier
filter is random guarantees that the Bloom filter based analysis can be carried over

essentially unchanged.

5.5 Loss functions in a Bloom map

For the Bloom maps presented above we have given a bound on the probability that an

error occurs for a random key x E U uniformly over all values. Both misassignments
for jc E S and false positives for jc £ U\S are guaranteed to occur with probability
no greater than e. We are therefore able to bound the expected 0-1 loss of the data
structure for all values v E V U _L (see Definition 3.2) without knowledge of the query

distribution q = (q\.<72• • • _l)- Note that here the set of keys for which errors

occur is a random subset of U determined by our choice of hash functions. Hence
the data structure is robust to all query distributions and as long as a suitably large
number of different keys are queried, we expect the actual number of errors made to

be extremely close to its expected value. We evaluate this empirically in Chapter 9.
While the 0-1 loss may be appropriate when the map contains arbitrary values and

we cannot quantify the loss incurred for specific errors more precisely, when V is a

metric space then we might prefer bounds on the expected absolute or relative loss
(see Definitions 3.3 and 3.4).

When V consists of positive values and ± is taken to signify 0, then it is straight-
foward to extend a Bloom map to provide a bound on the absolute loss. We can accom¬

plish this by adding an additional log(v,) hash functions for each value v,- E V bringing
the total number of hash functions used to associated a key with the value v; to

kfs = log(l/e) +log(v,-/pi).

The probability of returning value v,- in error will now be (/?/£) /v, rather than /?,£ and
hence since |v — v,-| < v,- the expected loss for a key whose true value is v will be at
most

E[4fo|v] = Yj ~Iv ~ v'l ^ Yj P'e - 8
i=1 Vi 1=1
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for any v G V, hence E [£abs] < £• Note that this bound is only tight for x € U \ S. If we

had access to the query distribution then we could also factor this into the construction,
thereby potentially saving additional space. In practice, however, bounding the worst
case loss which is incurred when all queries are for keys that are not contained in the

map may result in a more flexible data structure. In the next chapter we present a

construction that allows us to provide a bound on the relative loss.



 



Chapter 6

Log-frequency Bloom filter

We now turn to the problem of storing discrete frequency look-up tables succinctly.
We restrict ourselves to frequency data that follows a power law distribution, an im¬

portant class that covers many real-life applications. To account for the large range of
values that such frequencies may assume, we will quantify the error of an approximate

frequency table using the relative loss. We present the log-frequency Bloom filter an

approximate frequency table for which we can bound the expected relative loss and
a related (e,8)-approximation scheme for the problem. An initial version of this data
structure was described previously in Talbot and Osborne (2007).

6.1 Frequency approximation schemes

Definition 6.1. A frequency look-up table F for input space U and data set D is a

function F : U —■> Z+ U ± that maps an item x G U to the number of times it occurs in
D. In this case _L signifies that an item was not observed in D.

A frequency look-up table is one of the most common applications of a key/value
map. In this chapter we will not be concerned with how the frequencies are obtained
from the data set D; as with the preceding chapters on key/value maps we assume that
these are presented to the data structure as a set of key/frequency pairs

F = {(xi,f(xi)),(x2,f(x2)),...,(xn,f(xn))}.

As before we refer to the set of keys x € U that have an explicit entry in F as the

support S (these are the keys that are observed at least once in the data set D).
Word frequencies in natural text [Zipf (1949)], library lending patterns, incomes,

population sizes and network flows are just a few of the varied settings in which power-
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law frequency distributions are encountered. A power law states that the probability
that a frequency is greater than some value / is inversely proportional to / raised to
some power a (for word frequencies a is typically between 1 and 2)

Pr[F(*) >/]«/-"

This implies that a large proportion of objects will have a low frequency, while given a

large enough data set D we expect some items to be very frequent. Power law distribu¬
tions can often arise when the input space U is combinatorial in natural, for example,
when it is defined as the set of all word sequences of length n over some fixed vocab¬

ulary. A natural side-effect of a power law distribution, is that we expect the support

S to be sparse although unbounded: a large proportion of U will never be observed in
any data set, while as D increases in size we still expect S to grow.

As we saw in Chapter 2, exact data structures cannot store elements from an un¬

bounded set in constant space per element. The assumption that the support of F is
sparse compounds this problem as it implies that U grows (much) more quickly than
S. A natural example is the task of storing frequencies of word sequences drawn from
text. Growth in \U\ due to an increase in vocabulary size or length of the word se¬

quences that we store, may significantly exceed growth in the number of distinct word

sequences we observe \S\. Hence S will constitute a vanishingly small fraction of U
and exact representation schemes whose per item space complexity depends on log jf/|
will quickly become impractical. We therefore consider approximate solutions to the
frequency table problem.

Definition 6.2. A frequency approximation scheme F for a frequency table F, input

space U and data set D is an algorithm that given an item x G U returns an estimate of
the frequency of x in the data set D.

To be of practical use a frequency approximation scheme should provide guidance
on the errors which it may produce. Here we will use the relative loss (Definition
3.4) to quantify the errors that may occur thereby penalising small absolute errors less
when they occur for high frequency items. A frequency approximation scheme with
bounded relative error guarantees that frequency estimates have (approximately) the
correct order of magnitude.
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6.2 Log-frequency Bloom filter

The log-frequency Bloom filter uses a Bloom filter [Bloom (1970)] (Chapter 4, Section
4.2) and a unary encoding scheme to represent approximate frequencies with bounded
relative error. The main claims that we make for this data structure when used to store

frequencies that follow a power-law distribution are

(i) (Bounded relative error) Estimates F(x) have constant expected relative error

independent of F(x)

(ii) (Constant space) The space usage per object x G S is independent of the size of
the universe U or the data set D

(iii) (Small error with high probability) An (e, 8)-approximation scheme can be im¬
plemented with this data structure under the relative loss function.

As we saw in Chapter 4, a Bloom filter implements a Boolean set membership
test: presented with an object x £ U it states whether the object belongs to a set or

not. It admits false positives but not false negatives. Although the Bloom filter is not

an associative data structure per se by using it to test for an item's membership in

multiple sets, we can assign one of a range of values to an object as we saw with the
Bloom map (see Chapter 5).

The main decision we face in using a Bloom filter to implement a frequency ap¬

proximation scheme is what 'sets' it should represent in order to associate frequencies
with objects succinctly under a given loss function. The Bloom map, as we saw pre¬

viously, provides a solution when using the 0-1 or absolute loss. However, it does not

allow us to bound the relative loss.

The log-frequency Bloom filter provides bounds on the relative loss by quantizing
each frequency logarithmically and encoding the 'digits' of this value when written in

unary. The 'sets' of events stored in the Bloom filter correspond to 'digits' in the unary

encoding of each quantized frequency.1
A logarithmic quantisation scheme maps each frequency to an integer code repre¬

senting an approximation to its logarithm. We can reconstruct the original frequencies

approximately from these codes by exponentiating them. Although the use of integer
codes introduces a quantisation error, this is bounded from above by the base b of the
logarithm since this is the distance between adjacent codewords.

1 'Digit' implies base ten, as in fingers, but here it can only take the value 1 (i.e. a'unit').
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A unary encoding scheme, otherwise known as 'tally' counting, represents a num¬

ber by a sequence of 1 s and a single terminating 0. Although this can require more

space than a standard binary counter, in general, it is efficient for encoding a power-

law distribution when quantized logarithmically. This follows from the observation
that the quantized counts will follow an approximately geometric distribution2 and
hence a Huffman encoding [D.A.Huffman (1952)] for such values would also resem¬

ble a unary code-book.
Most importantly for the relative error bounds that we seek, a unary encoding pro¬

vides a natural 'spacing' of codewords as the encoding for quantized count c differs
from the encoding for c — 1 by exactly one digit appended to the end of the code for
c — 1. Decoding the digits of a unary code sequentially in the Bloom filter (starting
from the lowest order 'unit'), the probability of decoding additional digits beyond the
end of the true codeword decays exponentially fast as each erroneous digit requires an

additional independent error to occur. The expected number of digits decoded erro¬

neously will therefore be small and can be controlled by varying the number of hash
functions we use to encode each digit in the Bloom filter. Note that due to the lack of
false negatives, it is impossible for us to underestimate the unary code that was stored.

As well as being small, the number of additional 'false positive' digits retrieved
from the Bloom filter for any quantized count is also independent of the number of

digits that were inserted for that object. Hence the expected absolute error in the unary

code does not depend on the actual count that was stored. This constant absolute error

in the log-quantized counts translates into a constant relative error in the frequency ap¬

proximation scheme when the retrieved codes are exponentiated: each additional digit
in the unary code that we retrieve from the Bloom filter results in the frequency esti¬
mate F(x) increasing by a factor of b. Crucially this means that the expected relative
error can be computed without knowledge of the query distribution thereby making the
data structure much more robust in practice (see Chapter 3, Eq. 3.1).

In contrast if we were to encode binary digits directly in a Bloom filter, the impact
of decoding errors would depend on the location of these errors in the result. For

example, the binary representations of 1025 and 1 (1000000001 and 00000000001)
and 3 and 7 (011 and 111) differ by the same number of bits, while the respective
relative errors are orders of magnitude apart. Fixed-width binary counters would also
use more space for a power-law distribution since they would need to be large enough
to store the maximum frequency in F while for most objects only the lowest order bits

2This relationship is clarified in Appendix C.
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would be used.

While variable-width unary counters are inevitably less computationally efficient
than their binary counterparts, for queries x G U \ S the expected query time for our

Bloom filter encoding scheme is 0(1): on average we expect to hit a 0 in two attempts
when at least half the bits in the Bloom filter remain 0. For x G S we incur an additional

0(logF(x)) probes to decode the digits that were stored. For a power-law distribution
where most items have a low frequency, this dependency on logF(x) need not prevent
the data structure from being quite useful in practice as we show in Chapter 12. We
now present the log-frequency Bloom filter formally and prove the claims made for
this data structure above.

6.2.1 Main construction

Given a frequency table F consisting of n key/count pairs

we quantize each count by taking the integer part of its logarithm base 1 > b > 2 as

follows

20) = l + Liogfc/WJ- (6-1)

Let Qmax be the maximum quantized count for /(x) G F. We construct a Bloom filter
B with

m = log (e)&£ Q{xi) (6.2)
i= l

bits and Hi, i G [Qmax] distinct sets of k hash functions.
To store the frequency table, for each key/frequency pair (x,f(x)) G F we evaluate

all members of each set //,, i G [20)] setting the corresponding bits in B to 1. To
determine the count for a query key * G U, we take the same sets of hash functions and
evaluate them in index order stopping as soon as we hit a 0 in B.

Let j be the number of sets of k hash functions that are evaluated for key x prior to

finding the first 0 in B. The log-frequency Bloom filter returns

F0) = bj~l (6.3)

as an estimate of the frequency of x if j > 1 and 0 otherwise. The construction and
query algorithms are shown as Algorithms 6.1 and 6.2.
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Algorithm 6.1 Store frequency x, f(x) E F
Input: key/frequency pair x,f(x); Bloom filter B; hash functions H,, i E [Qmax]
Output: Bloom filter B

Q{x) = 1 + [\ogbf(x)\
j<= 1
while j < Q(x) do

i<= 1

while i <k do

B[hij(x)] •<= 1
i ■£= i + 1

end while

j<=j+ 1
end while

6.2.2 Error analysis

The error introduced by quantization in Eq. (6.1) is at most a factor b since this is the
distance between adjacent codewords. Hence the corresponding relative loss is at most

(b — 1) for any item x E S.

The probability that at least one additional set of k hash functions indexes k ones

in B in error is at most 1 /2k as in the standard Bloom filter analysis since we chose
the size of the Bloom filter m such that with high probability at least half the bits will
remain 0 during the construction of the data structure.

The expected relative loss can be computed without knowledge of the query dis¬
tribution since it is independent of F(x): this follows from the assumption that the
hash functions H,,i E [Qmax\ are independent and hence the number of erroneous Is
that are found in B is independent of the number that were actually set for any given
x EU. We note that the number of additional sets of k hash functions that index Is in

B in error is a geometrically distributed random variable A* with success probability
= (1 — l/2fc) (this is the probability with which our query procedure terminates by

finding a 0 in the Bloom filter when evaluating k hash functions given that half the bits
in B remain 0). Each increment of Ak contributes an additional (erroneous) factor b
to our estimate F(x) on top of a maximum quantization error of a factor of b. Using
the definition of the relative error (Definition 3.4) we can therefore write for any x E S
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Algorithm 6.2 Retrieve frequency estimate F(x),x E U
Input: key x EU; Bloom filter B; hash functions i E [Qmax]
Output: frequency estimate F(x)
j*= o
while j < Qmax do

i <= 1

while i < k do

if B[hij(x)]= 0 then
if j > 0 then

return F(x) = ]
else

return F(x) =0
end if

end if

i <1= i + 1

end while

j<=j+ 1
end while

with true frequency f(x)

E[ere,\F(x)=f(x)] < £pr[At = i]l/W^~/WI
oo

= b Pr[Ajt = i]b' — 1
i=0

oo

= Ap^fc'a-po'-i.
i=0

where the first inequality renders the expectation independent of f(x). This sum con¬

verges if b(l — p^) < 1, for instance when b <2 and k > 1 if at least half the bits in the
Bloom filter are still zero. We therefore have

b- 1
nu < i_i,(i_pt)

(6.4)2k-b '

The log-frequency Bloom filter has two free parameters: the base b used for the

logarithmic quantisation in Eq. (6.1) and the number of hash functions k used to en¬

code each unary digit of a quantized count. Increasing b results in greater quantisation
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error since codewords will be spaced further apart. On the other hand, it will reduce
the space requirements of the data structure since the quantized counts in Eq. (6) will
be smaller. Increasing the number of hash functions k, increases the number of bits that
must be set in the Bloom filter to encode each digit in a quantized count Q(x), but re¬

duces the probability of decoding additional digits in error during the query algorithm
(Algorithm 6.2).

The space requirements of the log-frequency Bloom filter are approximately con¬

stant when k/ log(b). By expressing h in terms of k and a space-dependent constant

oustb = 2k'°

differentiating the expected relative error Eq. (6.4) with respect to k and noting that k
must be an integer, we see that it is minimized when k = 1 and b is chosen to be as

small as possible subject to the space constraint. We can therefore achieve any given
bound e on the expected relative loss by setting k = 1 and

* = 24±il.
(e + 2)

Note that since the relative error is undefined for keys whose true count is 0, we can

compute a separate bound on the absolute loss for such keys. This requires the size of
the initial set of hash functions H\ to be set separately.

This analysis proves our first claim regarding the log-frequency Bloom filter.

Theorem 6.1. (Bounded relative error) For any e > 0, the log-frequency Bloom filter
provides frequency estimates for x G S with expected relative error no more than £ by
using

^41y bitS
log (b)y

per key where y is the average base-2 logarithm of the set of counts fix) G F and
b = 2(e+ 1)/(e + 2).

The second claim (constant space) requires us to show that the average space re¬

quirements are independent of both the size of U and the size of D. The first part
follows from the fact that the Bloom filter does not actually store the key and that
the expected error does not depend on U. The second part follows from our assump¬

tion that F follows a power-law distribution. As we show in Appendix C, the loga¬
rithmic quantisation scheme converts a power-law distribution into an approximately
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geometric distribution. In particular if the original frequencies have skew a then the
log-quantized counts will follow a geometric distribution with success parameter

£(«-!) _ 1
P~ M01"1)

Hence while the maximum quantized count Qmax will grow with the size of the data
set D, the average log-quantized count will be constant and equal to

E[ewifc,a] = i ^
6.2.3 An (e,6)-approximation scheme

While a bound on the expected relative loss may be appropriate for many applications,
it may also be useful to give a stronger type of guarantee on the error characteristics
of a frequency approximation scheme. A data structure that implements an (e,S)-
approximation scheme guarantees that for 8 > 0 and 8 > 0 the frequency estimate
returned by the data structure has loss no greater than 8 with probability at least (1—8)
(see Chapter 3, Section 3.5). Unlike the previous bound on the expected relative error,

an (e, 8)-approximation scheme gives a bound on the loss for any single query rather
than the average loss over multiple uses of the data structure.

The following theorem shows how an (e, 8)-approximation scheme can be con¬

structed using the log-frequency Bloom filter.

Theorem 6.2. For any 8 > 0 and 8 > 0, the log-frequency Bloom filter implements
an (e, 8) -approximation scheme under relative loss for x E S by setting b = 1 + e and
k = log(l/S) thereby using

lM1Z5)bits
8

per key on average where y is the average base-2 logarithm base of the set of counts

f(x) G F. To extend this to the absolute loss for x G U \ S we use an additional
log(e) log( 1/8) bits per key.

Proof With probability (1 — 1 /2k) = (1 — 8) we do not decode any additional sets of
k hash functions erroneously when retrieving Q(x) in Algorithm 6.2. In these cases

the only error in our frequency estimate F{x) will be due to quantisation. Since the
relative quantisation error is at most (b — 1) = £ it follows that

Pr[|F(x)-F(jc)| >e] < 8
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and hence we have an (e, 8)-approximation scheme. This construction will use log(l/5)
hash functions per increment on the log scale base b, hence the number of hash func¬
tions used on average to store a key x £ S will be

yiog(i/8)
log(l-fe)

where y is the average base-2 logarithm of the counts f(x) 6 F. Using the approxima¬
tion ln(l + a) rn a for small a, the number of hash functions will be approximately

ln(2)Y'0g('/8)
e

and, according to the standard Bloom filter analysis, to ensure that half the bits remain
zero in the Bloom filter when using this many hash functions, we require on average

log(g) ln(2) —= n°g(»/S) bits per key.

□

6.2.4 Optimizations

One significant optimization that we apply in practice to the log-frequency Bloom filter
(see Chapter 9) is to map small values of Q(x) to the nearest integer when exponenti¬
ating rather than insisting that F(x) always be an exact power of b. This is particularly
effective when b is small since in this case the log-quantization scheme may have codes
that differ by less than 1 in the low range and hence we can avoid quantizing these fre¬

quencies at all. For example, if b = 21/8 we can avoid incurring any quantization error

for frequencies below 12 since for Vi s.t. b' < 12, |b' — b'~l \ < 1 and hence we can

assign a unique code to each integer. This may be particularly effective for power-law
distributions since these low frequencies will constitute a large proportion of the table.
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Log-frequency sketch

The data structure presented in the previous chapter allows precomputed frequencies
to be stored and queried in constant space per object when these follow a power-law
distribution. When large amounts of data are available, however, computing these

frequencies in constant time per observation may not be trivial. In this chapter we

present an on-line frequency approximation scheme the log-frequency sketch. It can

be constructed via a single pass over a data set using constant time per observation and
constant space per key.

7.1 Frequency estimation

To count the number of times each object jc E U is observed in a data set D, we might
allocate counters for each distinct object observed at least once in D. To represent
each counter exactly, we would need to be able to distinguish between counters for any

xEU, hence the space required for each counter would depend on \U\ = u. In addition,
we would need space to store the count F(x) for each object that was observed. If the
number of distinct objects \S\ = n and the maximum count that we expected to observe
M were both relatively small then we could store binary counters in main memory

using a hash table. A hash table would provide expected constant time access to the
counters and hence we could count the number of observations of all objects in the
data set via a single pass over D in 0(\D\) time.

Unfortunately when the frequencies of objects in D follow a power-law distribu¬
tion, we expect to observe more distinct objects and therefore require more counters
as D grows in size. Moreover, as the size of U increases we will need more space

to identify each of these counter exactly, while the space required to store the counts
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themselves using binary counters will depend on the maximum count M observed and
hence on |D|.

A practical solution when the required counters do not fit within main memory is
to estimate the frequencies in secondary memory (e.g. on disk). Such approaches will
involve sorting the observations from the data set and then calculating each object's
frequency via a scan of the sorted data.1 Such procedures may be slow in practice
and require large amounts of secondary storage, potentially much more than |Z>| if
counts of complex features of items in D are required (e.g. all n-grams in a natural lan¬
guage corpus). Most significantly, the need to sort the data implies that such estimation
procedures cannot be performed in constant time but rather will require 0(\D\ In \D\)
operations on average and hence the larger the data set D, the more time we require
per observation to compute frequencies in this way.

To avoid this unbounded time complexity and to make the frequency approxima¬
tion scheme proposed in the previous chapter more flexible, in this chapter we present
the log-frequency sketch an extension of the log-frequency Bloom filter that can be
constructed on-line enabling approximate frequencies to be estimated in a single pass

over a data set in constant time and space.

7.1.1 Approximate frequency estimation

Approximate data structures are typically of interest when dealing with very large data
sets or when space is at a premium. When our data set D is large, pre-computing
frequencies may be computationally prohibitive. However, for the following reasons,

it would appear to be difficult to construct a frequency approximation scheme on-line

(i) Approximation errors may be compounded over multiple updates

(ii) Succinct encoding schemes may have poor on-line update complexity.

We consider these difficulties in turn and then discuss how they manifest themselves
in the case of the log-frequency Bloom filter presented in the previous chapter.

(iCompounding approximation error) The assumption that we cannot afford enough

space to store the complete set of frequencies exactly within main memory implies that
we cannot have access to these same exact frequencies during an on-line counting pro¬

cess. In particular, using an approximate representation scheme, each time we observe

'Note that this is also true of distributed solutions such as MapReduce [Dean and Ghemawat (2008)].
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an object in the data set and look up its current frequency, there is a non-zero probabil¬

ity that we will retrieve the wrong count. If for each observation x E D, we retrieve the
current count of x and increment a counter, we therefore run the risk of approximation
errors being compounded over multiple updates. This suggests that the relative error

in our frequency estimates may depend on the number of times an object is observed
and that it will therefore no longer be constant. While the types of error that may occur

and how they can be compounded will depend on the precise construction used, the
discussion in Chapter 2 implies that for any constant space data structure there is a

non-zero probability of erroneously returning a non-zero estimate for some x E U that
has previously not been observed in D.

(Update time complexity) A succinct encoding scheme for frequencies distributed

according to a power law will ideally use less space to encode objects that occur rarely
(of which there will be many) and longer codes to represent more frequent objects (of
which there will be few). While this may result in a succinct encoding of the total
set of objects and their associated frequencies, it implies that we will need to retrieve
longer codes more frequently when counting objects on-line: the most frequent objects
(those with the longest codes) will obviously be observed most frequently. The need
to save space and the need to update counters efficiently would therefore seem to be in
conflict for such distributions.

In the case of the log-frequency Bloom filter presented in the previous chapter, for
instance, the above issues are of very real concern.

(<Quantization error) Each time we observe an object x E U in the data set we

would like to update the corresponding count in the log-frequency Bloom filter to re¬

flect one additional observation of x. Unfortunately, since the log-frequency Bloom
filter stores the log-quantized frequency of x rather than its exact frequency, we cannot

update the count on every observation of x; instead we must decide when we have seen

enough observations of x to warrant an additional increment on the integer log-scale.
This suggests that we need additional space to keep track of the number of observa¬
tions of x since its log-quantized count was previously incremented. Any quantization
scheme would suffer this type of problem if used in an on-line setting since to be of
any practical use a quantizer must assign fewer codes than there are distinct frequencies
and therefore must on occasion be unable to distinguish between two or more distinct

frequencies. Ideally, however, we would like to keep additional storage to a minimum.

(Bloom error) Aside from quantization error, frequencies retrieved from the log-
frequency Bloom filter may also incur Bloom errors whereby we erroneously retrieve
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a larger quantized count than was explicitly stored. If we build up the unary code for a

given object's quantized count incrementally as observations are made on-line, we may

incur an overestimation error after each new digit rather than simply over the whole

unary codeword as in the static case.

(Update efficiency) While the unary encoding scheme provides a succinct encod¬

ing of frequencies that follow a power-law distribution, it would appear to imply an

horrendous on-line update complexity that might be closer to 0(\D\2) (considerably
worse than an off-line sort procedure with 0(|D|ln|D|) complexity). If we have to
retrieve the full unary code for each observation x E D, then the small number of high

frequency objects whose frequencies we need to update regularly will dominate the
counting procedure.

The above considerations suggests that the log-frequency Bloom filter may be fun¬

damentally unsuited to use in an on-line setting. Moreover, we might expect this to be
true of any succinct off-line frequency approximation scheme since it is precisely those
characteristics that enable the data structure to provide a succinct representation off¬
line that appear to be obstacles to its use on-line (i.e. approximation error and variable
length encodings).

Fortunately our consternation is premature; the log-frequency sketch presented in
this chapter overcomes the above obstacles to provide an on-line frequency approx¬

imation scheme. While this data structure requires more space per object than the

equivalent off-line approximation scheme for the same relative error rate, it is still
very competitive in practice requiring only one or two additional bits per object for
reasonable error rates.

The log-frequency sketch is constructed via a single pass over a data set. It adapts
the approximate counting algorithm of Morris (1978) to the log-frequency Bloom fil¬
ter framework. The approximate counting algorithm, which we describe in detail be¬
low, allows approximate frequencies to be maintained succinctly on-line and could
be seen as a natural extension of the logarithmic quantization scheme used by the log-

frequency Bloom filter framework to the on-line setting. The log-frequency sketch that
we propose adapts this algorithm so as to reduce the potential for Bloom errors to be

compounded over multiple updates; it also adjusts the precise details of the algorithm
so as to achieve a constant expected update time complexity.

In the following section we describe the original approximate counting algorithm
in some detail comparing it to simpler sample-based estimators. We then describe how
the log-frequency sketch adapts this algorithm. While the analysis of the approximate
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counting algorithm is relatively involved it will help us to construct the log-frequency
sketch in practice; it is also an extremely elegant algorithm in its own right.

7.2 Approximate counting

Morris (1978) also wished to maintain frequency estimates for a large number of dis¬
tinct objects with frequencies spread over a large range. Using 8-bit registers he was

not able to store the maximum frequencies that he observed but he could not afford to
use 16-bit registers. His solution does not address the space required to identify coun¬

ters within the data structure (i.e. the keys if we view it as an associative map) but does
provide a means to reduce the space allocated to the counts themselves while bounding
the probability that the relative error of the estimator exceeds a certain threshold.

The Monte Carlo algorithm proposed in Morris (1978) can maintain approximate
counters on-line with constant relative error. Whereas a standard binary counter uses

log2M bits to store counts up to a maximum frequency M, the approximate count¬

ing algorithm manages with approximately log2(log2(M)) bits. The algorithm uses an

adaptive sampling scheme that is particularly well-matched to the relative error func¬
tion and frequencies that follow a power-law distribution.

A sample-based counting scheme estimates frequencies from a subset of D. For
instance we might update counters for every mth observation in D ignoring all other
observations; equivalently we might take each observation in turn and, using a ran¬

dom number generator, decide probabilistically whether to update the corresponding
counter or not. Sampling schemes can be used to construct unbiased estimators of the

frequencies of objects in D. Unfortunately, their variance may be high.
An estimator is unbiased if its expected value tends to the value that it is estimating.

An unbiased estimator is not necessarily preferable to a biased one since it may have

higher variance. An unbiased frequency estimator F(x) that requires less space than
a standard binary counter can be constructed for a data set D using registers R(x) and
the following sampling scheme

(i) For each observation x eD generate a random number u.a.r. e [0,1];

(ii) Update the register R(x) iff u.a.r. < A;

(iii) Estimate the frequency of x as
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If the frequency of x £ D is F(x), we can see that this estimator is unbiased since

The estimator will be unbiased for any value of 0 > A > 1. Smaller values of A result in

greater space savings since the register is updated less often and hence the maximum
value it needs to store will be lower. Higher values of A will result in more accurate

frequency estimates (with A = 1 there is no possibility of error). The variance of F(x)
will be 0(1/A2) since the time between updates follows a geometric distribution with
success probability A.

Unless A is close to 1, however, F(x) may have high variance for objects that
occur rarely; this is undesirable when the majority of events are rare as in the case

of a power-law distribution. A uniform sampling scheme therefore either requires a

high sampling rate, and so saves little space, or results in unacceptable errors. Morris'
algorithm avoids these pitfalls by varying the update probabilities A in a simple but
effective manner. Our analysis of the approximate counting algorithm elaborates on

the presentation in Morris (1978).
The approximate counting algorithm uses a register R(x) for each distinct object

and a non-decreasing estimation function F : R(x) -+NU _L.2 Rather than specifying
a constant sampling probability A, approximate counting uses an an adaptive sampling
rate Ar that depends on the current contents of R(x) for the current observation x £ D:
on observing object x, the register R(x) is updated to r + 1 with probability

Ar = ~x~ (7.1)
F(r + 1) —F(r)

and left alone otherwise.

We add an index t to our frequency estimator notation to indicate the true number of
observations ofx at a given point in the counting process Ft (x) (in practice of course the
algorithm knows nothing of the true frequency). Using the above update procedure, the
expected value of the frequency estimator after t +1 observations of x can be computed
from the expected value of the estimator after t observations since the update process

obeys the Markov property

E[F,+1(x)|F,(x)] = ArF,(r+l) + (l-Ar)F,(r)
_ F,(r+1)-F,(r)
"

F,(r + 1) —F,(r) ( '
= 1+£(*). (7.2)

2F depends on x only via the value stored in the register R(x) that x indexes; we will write Fix) or
F(r) as shorthand for F(R(x)).
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Hence each observation ofx will result in the expected value of the frequency estimator

increasing by a count of 1 as desired. If the registers are initialized appropriately, this
update scheme will result in an unbiased estimator for any F(x), i.e. V t > 0

E[F,(x)] = t. (7.3)

So far we have not specified the function F that maps register values to frequency
estimates: the approximate counting procedure results in an unbiased estimator for
any non-decreasing function of the register values. In order to analyse the error of the
estimator, however, we must make specify the function. We define F for base b > 1 as

follows

f br~l if R(x) > 1 ]
F{r) = { > (7.4)\ 0 if R(x) = 0. J

This is the estimator used by the log-frequency Bloom filter (see Eq. (6.3)). With this
estimator function, the update probability for R(x) > 1 (Eq. (7.1)) is

A- = (7-5)

while for R(x) = 0 the register is updated with probability one.3
To study the error of the estimator with this estimation function F, we first compute

its variance. Note that Var[Ff(x)] = E[F, (x)2] — E[F/(x)]2 and that from Eq. (7.3) we

know that E[F?(x)]2 = t2. The first term E[Fr(x)2] can be computed using the Markov
property of the algorithm. In the second line below as below, we wind back the Markov
process explicitly one step using the update probability.

t~\~\

E[F,+lM2] = £Pr[F(*)=r|F(*)=t+l]F(r)2
r=0

= Pr[F(x) = r\F(x) = t] (ArF(r + l)2 + (1 - Ar)F(r)2)
r=0

= E[/j(x)2]+ £Pr[/?(x) = r|F(x) = t}Ar(F(r + I)2 - F{r
r=0

b- 1

t /;,('*+i) _/,(F-i)
E[Fr(x)2] + Y, Pr[F(x) = r|F(x) = t]

r=0

E[F,W2] + (i2E[F,(x)] -E[F,W])

E[F,(xJ2] + "''2~') (7.6)b — 1

3For 1 > b > 2 we adjust Eq. (7.5) taking the smallest n > 0 for which 1 /(Fr+") — b{r 6) is a valid
probability; this does not alter the analysis.
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The total increase in variance on each observation therefore depends on both t and h
and is given by

Var[Fr+i(x)] - Var$(*)] = E[Ft+l(x)2} -E[Ft+1 (.x)]2 - (E[F,(x)]2 - E[Ff]2)
t(b2 — 1) 2 2

= —7-^ - (f +1) +rb — 1
= f(fr-l)-l (7.7)

and since we update the register with probability one on the first observation of x,

Var[Fo(x)] = 0, hence the variance in the estimator after t observations can be com¬

puted by cancelling terms as follows

Var[/y (x)] = Yj Var[^+i (*)] - Var[F;-(x)]
/—o

= £/(*-1)-1
1=0

= 1). (7.8)

Whereas the variance for a uniform sampling scheme is constant and hence the rela¬
tive error will be lower for estimates of larger counts, the variance of the approximate
counting scheme increases with the size of the true frequency. This is due to the lower

update probabilities that are used as the register is incremented: the update probabil¬
ities Eq. (7.1) decrease geometrically. As the following theorem implied by Morris
(1978) shows, this makes the estimator robust in terms of the relative error.

Theorem 7.1. [Morris (1978)] The expected relative error of the approximate count¬

ing algorithm using base b= 1 + 2e28 is no more than £ with probability at least (1 — 8)
for any 8 > 0 and 0 > 8 > 1.

Proof Since the approximate counting scheme results in an unbiased estimator, we

can bound the relative error of this estimator by bounding the probability that it deviates
from its expected value.

Pr[|F(x)) —F(x)| >eF(x)] = Pr[|F(x) - E[F(x)]| > eE[F(x)]]

Chebyshev's inequality (see Chapter 3, Eq. (3.3)) bounds the probability that a random
variable deviates from its expected value by using the variance of the random variable.
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Taking the variance from Eq. (7.8) we can therefore write for any t > 1

Pr[|F,M-E[F,(*)]|>eE[F,(x)]] <

(»-»)>('-!)
2eV-

(7.9)

Hence if b = 1 + 2e25 we have

Pr[|^(*))-F(*)|>eF(*)]<-^- = 5.
□

This shows that the relative error of F{x) is approximately independent of the true

frequency of x. The space/error trade-off for approximate counting using binary regis¬
ters is given by the following Corollary.

Corollary 7.1. For £ > 0 and 0 > 8 > I, an estimator that has relative error no more

than £ with probability at least (1 — 5) can be constructed with the approximate count¬

ing algorithm when used with binary registers of

m loglogFm(M+ 21og 1/e-f logl/8 + logln2 — 1 bits

where Fmax is the maximum frequency that we will observe.

Proof. From Theorem 7.1, we know that we can construct an estimator that respects

any given error threshold e and failure probability 5 by setting the base b to 1 + 2e28.
Hence to count approximately to a maximum frequency of Fmax using a binary register
with m bits we require

For large Fmax, approximate counting is exponentially more efficient than a stan¬

dard binary counter that uses log Flliax bits per counter. Note that a static log-quantisation
scheme requires b = 1 + £ and uses

mstatic ~ log log Fmax + log 1 /e + log In 2 bits

hence the on-line version requires only log 1 /e + log 1/5 additional bits per counter.
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7.3 Approximate, approximate counting

The approximate counting algorithm reduces the space required to represent counts

associated with a set of objects. It does not, however, provide a means to reduce
the space required to identify the counters themselves (i.e. to distinguish between the
distinct objects that we are counting). Therefore, on its own, the algorithm does not

provide a constant space solution for estimating frequencies from a data set.

By combining the approximate counting algorithm with the log-frequency Bloom
filter scheme proposed in the previous chapter, the log-frequency sketch implements
an on-line frequency approximation scheme with bounded expected relative error us¬

ing constant space per object. In addition, it can be maintained in constant time per

observation (i.e. independent of the size of U, Fmax and D). Unfortunately by using
an approximate data structure to represent the registers of the approximate counting
algorithm, the error analysis of the log-frequency sketch is somewhat more involved.

The precise algorithm used to construct a log-frequency sketch is given as Algo¬
rithm 7.1 below. In its simplest form, the log-frequency sketch implements an on¬

line frequency approximation scheme by using the Bloom filter-based unary encoding
presented in Chapter 6 to represent the contents of the registers R(x) for each x G U
observed in D. The frequency estimation function used to determine the update prob¬
abilities Ar is based on Eq. (7.4), hence the contents of a register R(x) at any point in
the algorithm will provide an on-line approximation to the log-quantized count of x in
D so far. Once the data structure has been constructed, frequencies can be retrieved
using the same algorithm as the log-frequency Bloom filter (see Algorithm 6.2).

Below we will distinguish between counting errors resulting from the probabilistic
nature of the approximate counting algorithm and representation error due to the use

of an approximate data structure to represent the registers R{x). We assume that the
reader is familiar with the Bloom filter unary encoding scheme presented in Chapter
6 and the approximate counting algorithm described in the previous section. First we

consider how Bloom errors occurring on-line may result in a systematic bias in the

frequency estimates of approximate counting.

7.3.1 Estimation bias in approximate, approximate counting

Each observation in the data set D is presented to the algorithm in turn. Given an

observation x £ U, we query the Bloom filter to obtain an estimate of the value of
the corresponding register R(x); we then generate a uniform random variate u and use
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this to determine whether we should update the value stored in the Bloom filter. Of
course the value we actually retrieve from the Bloom filter is an estimate R(x) > R(x)
and potentially overestimates R(x) due to Bloom errors. A Bloom error may occur

any time we read from the data structure. Our concern is firstly that these errors may

significantly impair the accuracy of the approximate counting algorithm and secondly
that by impairing the estimates of more frequently observed objects to a greater degree
than rare objects, these errors may prevent us from obtaining a uniform bound on the
expected relative error independent of the true frequencies F(x).

To determine the impact of Bloom errors in this approximate, approximate count¬

ing algorithm we study how the expected value of the estimator F{x) evolves as a

single observation of x is processed. For now we use the update probabilities of the
original algorithm Eq. (7.5). Recall that, in the original algorithm, this update rule
results in the expected value of the estimator increasing by a count of exactly 1 thereby

maintaining an unbiased estimator.
We calculate the conditional expected value of the estimator F(x) after the t + 1th

observation of x has been processed, conditioned on the number of explicit increments
of the register for x over the first t observations R, (x) and on the uniform random
variate generated at this step, denoted by u. By studying the conditional expectation of
the estimator's value, we can quantify how the error of the estimator evolves without
the need to compute the expected error directly at any given time step.

The conditional expectation must account for three sources of uncertainty: (i) a

potential Bloom error when using the estimator after we have processed the t + 1th
observation; (ii) a potential Bloom error when retrieving the estimate Rt(x) of the
register value while processing the t + 1th observation; and (iii) the random variate
used to determine whether the data structure is updated as a result of this observation.

Understanding the interactions between these three random variables is fundamental to
our analysis of the log-frequency sketch. We have found the following reformulation
of the algorithm helpful in understanding these.

Imagine that on observing the t + 1th observation of x we did not in fact look in
the Bloom filter but instead kept the uniform random variate u that was generated for
this observation on one side for future reference. Later when we wish to estimate the

frequency of x, we remember that we still need to account for one additional obser¬
vation. To estimate the frequency of x we examine the locations in the Bloom filter
indexed by hashing x under our sequence of hash functions in index order until we find
the first 0 bit (see Algorithm 6.2). We then use the number of bits found prior to this
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to estimate the register value for x prior to the t + 1th observation, i.e. R, (x) = r + i,
where i accounts for a first possible Bloom error. Conditioned on this estimate of the

register value, we then use u to decide whether to stop and take r + i as our final esti¬
mate of the register after t + 1 observations or whether to keep looking in the Bloom
filter. In particular, if u is greater than the update probability Ar+;, then we stop and
return the estimate F{r+i). In this case the expected value of the estimator is equal to
the expected value prior to the t -f 1th observation. If, on the other hand, u is less than
the update probability and hence triggers an explicit update to the register, then we

immediately evaluate the next k hash functions in index order setting the correspond¬

ing bits in the Bloom filter and then continue evaluating hash functions, examining the

corresponding bits in the filter until we find a second 0. We then use the total num¬

ber of hash functions evaluated prior to this second 0 as our estimate of the register,
i.e. Rt+1 (x) = r 4- i + 1 -f j, where j counts the size of a second possible Bloom error.

We then return the estimate F(r + i + 1 + j).

The conditional expected value of Ft+\ (x) given the actual (but unknown) value of
the register Rt (x) prior to this observation and the uniform random variate u can be
computed by averaging over the three sources of uncertainty as follows

E[Ff+i (x) |/e, (x) = r, u] = £ Pr[/?f (x) = r + i] x
/=o

(1 -Pr[u < Ar+i})b(r+i~V +Pr[u < Ar+i-] £ Pr[Rt(x) = r+i+ 1 + j]b(r+i+f^ )
j=0 J

using A,- to represent the update probability given a register estimate of r. To compute

this conditional expectation, we need to quantify the probability that Rt (x) overesti¬
mates Rt{x). Here it is important to realise that due to the independence of the hash
functions used by the Bloom filter, we need not assume that any additional sets of k
hash functions that index 1 s in the Bloom filter erroneously were observed contigu¬
ously: their probability depends only on their total number and not on the order in
which they occurred. Recalling our notation from the previous chapter where A^ is a

geometric random variable that counts the number of additional sets of k hash functions
that index Is in the Bloom filter in error and represents the probability of finding a
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0 in a random set of k bits in the Bloom filter, the above expression becomes

E[Ff+i(x)|/?,(x) = r] = £Pr[A* = i] (1 - Ar+i)b^r+i-^ + Ar+i £ Pr[A'k = j]b<-r+i+»
i=0 V 7=0

£Pr [Ak = i\b(r+i~V + (7.10)
(=0

£Pr[At = i]Ar+lPr \A'k= -
«=0 V \7=0 /

L7=0P,(1 - pk)Jb(r+i+fi -b^-wE[Ft(x)\Rt(x) = r] + £pfc(l-p^)'
;=0 b{r+i) —b(r+i~ 1)

= E[F,Ml*, to = r] + £pt(i - p.)' ~')(7.11)
= E[/?(i)|R,(x) = r] + 1 + , !fc(7-pt) (7'12)

where and A'k are i.i.d. random variables quantifying two distinct Bloom errors.
The third term in Eq. (7.12) represents the estimation bias incurred when using the
Bloom filter to represent the registers and the original approximate counting update
rule Eq. (7.5); using exact registers as in Morris (1978) this term would be zero.

First the good news. The Bloom errors are somewhat self-correcting: if we over¬

estimate Rt (x) this directly reduces the probability of incrementing the register later.
Unfortunately, the accumulated bias does mean that the expected relative error of this
estimator will exceed the combined error of the static log-frequency Bloom filter and
the standard approximate counting algorithm. It also means that we can no longer give
a uniform bound on the expected relative error of our estimator independent of the true

frequency of an object.

7.3.2 Bias corrected approximate, approximate counting

As noted above, the standard approximate counting algorithm in Section 7.2 requires
only that F be a non-decreasing function of the register values. Unfortunately the
Bloom filter representation scheme will introduce additional bias on each update for

any estimation function. The above analysis, however, gives us the expected increase
in estimation bias over a single observation and by adjusting the update probabilities
to account for this we might hope to keep the bias of the estimator constant.

The source of the bias that appears in Eq. (7.12) is the factor EJ=oPt:(1 ~ PkV^ in
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(7.13)

the numerator of the final term of Eq.(7.11). We will refer to this term as y
oo

Y = Lpa-(!-Pk)jbj
7=0

Pk

i-b(i-pky
If y were 1, then the final term of Eq. (7.11) would cancel to 1 and we would have an

unbiased approximate counting algorithm. As y depends on the current value of pA, it

grows with the number of bits set in the Bloom filter.
If the update probabilities Ar accounted for the fact that by incrementing the Bloom

filter register we change the expected frequency estimate from to y// rather
than from to // then we could avoid accumulating bias over multiple updates.
This does not involve changing the estimation function uniformly but requires us to

incorporate the expected additional Bloom error into the function's value when it is
used to compute the update probability in Eq. (7.1). We therefore propose the following
bias-corrected update probabilities for the log-frequency sketch

^corrected = (7.14)r

ybr — £>(r)
With these update probabilities we obtain an estimator Gt for which the expected

change when processing the t + 1th observation of x is

E[G,+i(x)|/??(x) = r\ = E[G,(x)|flf(*) = r] + £ p*(l - Pa)' (jj^r+i _ p+i-1
= E[G,W|/?,(jc)=r] + l (7.15)

where we have rewritten Eq. (7.11) replacing Ar with \crorrected. The bias of this esti¬
mator will remain constant across updates independent of t and we can continue to use

the original estimation function Eq. (7.4) to query the final data structure.

Note that, as with the static log-frequency Bloom filter presented in the previous

chapter, G(jc) is not a truly unbiased estimator since there is a non-zero probability of
error when retrieving the final estimate from the data structure; however, the bias of
the estimation procedure will now not depend on the frequency of x.

We can compute the variance of this bias-corrected estimator Gt{x) but due to the
interaction of Bloom errors with the approximate counting updates this is quite messy.

Let ybe as defined in Eq. (7.13) and y = Pa/(1 —b2( 1 — Pa) then following a similar
derivation to the original approximating counting algorithm and accounting for Bloom
errors as above, the variance of G, (x) can be written as

Var[<5,W] = y+,((4i + !z!)gz>_2)_,). (7,6)

1
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The first term is just the variance for estimates of objects that were not observed in
the data set, i.e. Var[Go(x)], while the second is 0(t2) as the variance of the original
approximate counting algorithm shown in Eq. (7.8). This implies that the relative error

of the log-frequency sketch will be approximately constant over all frequencies and
hence that the expected relative error is independent of the query distribution; this
should make the approximation scheme robust in practice.

7.3.3 Bounded update complexity

The Bloom filter unary encoding scheme employed by the log-frequency sketch at¬

tempts to minimize space complexity for a power-law distribution by assigning short
codes to the large number of x G 5 for which F(x) is small. On the other hand, it
uses longer codes for the small number of x £ S for which F(x) is large. Retriev¬
ing the current estimate of a register value Rt(x) from this data structure requires
kRt{x) « k\ogbFt(x) hashes and therefore depends on Ft(x) which will grow with \D\.
A naive implementation of the log-frequency sketch could therefore easily use more

than the 0{\D\In\D\) operations required by an off-line sort-based counting procedure
due to frequent retrieval of register values for high-frequency objects.

On the other hand, in both versions of the approximate counting algorithm, actual

updates to a register will follow an approximately geometric distribution as they be¬
come exponentially less likely as the value held by a register increases (see Eqs. (7.1)
and (7.14)). By exploiting this fact, we can construct an on-line approximate count¬

ing algorithm with constant expected update time complexity independent of the fre¬
quencies that are stored. This only requires a slight change to the exact details of the

algorithm. The benefits of this variant are particularly apparent when the register is

represented in unary as here, although it could also be used for a binary register.
Recall that a unary encoding of a number is just a sequence of Is followed by a 0.

Unary codes are variable length encodings. To decode a unary count we start at the
first bit and continue along the codeword until we find the first 0 counting the number
of Is. The number of bits read at any point while decoding a unary codeword will

always constitute a lower bound on the full code-word's value.
We change the approximate counting algorithm in the following way. Rather than

retrieving the current register value and then generating a random variate to determine
whether we should update the register, we instead first generate the random variate and
use this to determine an upper bound on the number of digits we need to decode. Since
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Algorithm 7.1 Log-frequency sketch
Input: observation x EU from data set D; Bloom filter B; hash functions i E [°°]
Output: Bloom filter B
u <= u.a.r. E [0,1]
r <= 0

rmax <= argmin,{/ <E [°°]\l/(ybl -M'-1)) < u}
while r < r^ do

/ -X= 1

while i < k do

if B[hij(x)] = 0 then
for j E [A:] do

BihjAx)] =1
end for

return

end if

i <= i +1

end while

r 4= r + 1

end while

the update probabilities are guaranteed to be non-increasing in the register value, we

are guaranteed that the true update probability for the full codeword will be no greater
than the update probability for any prefix of the code. Hence we may stop decoding the
register value if it becomes apparent that the current random variate could not result in
any increment of the register past this point.

This results in an efficient on-line counting algorithm that, in most cases, will not

need to decode more than the first few digits of any register. The geometric distribution
over counter updates used by the original approximate counting algorithm becomes an

upper bound on the size of the average unary codeword that we decode.
The log-frequency sketch described in Algorithm 7.1 combines the log-frequency

Bloom filter with the bias-corrected update probabilities of Eq. (7.14) and this early-

stopping rule to provide an on-line frequency estimator that can be constructed in con¬

stant time per observation using constant space per distinct x E D independent of D,
F,nax and U. The following theorem clarifies the time complexity of this algorithm.

Theorem 7.2. The update complexity per observation x E D for the log-frequency
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sketch (Algorithm 7.1) with base b > 2 is no more than

1 +
1

b-l

Proof. An upper bound on the expected number of digits that must be read of the

unary encoding of the register R(x) when processing an observation of x 6 D that
holds independently of the frequency of x can be obtained by assuming that all bits
are set in the Bloom filter. We are therefore only interested in how many digits the
random variate u permits us to decode on average, i.e. the expected value of rmax in
Algorithm 7.1. Here we ignore the bias-correction term y since this only reduces the
update probability and hence the complexity of the algorithm. Note that we always
decode the first digit irrespective of the random variate u. For i > 1 the probability that
we decode exactly i additional digits is

Pr^/+t _ Jyi < u - [7 _ if-1 ] ~

hence the expected value can be computed as
oo

E [rmax] = 1 "b ^ 77
i=0°
Iootp I

btob' 1

i-4
b V b — 1

1 ^2
= l + [b^l) " (7"17)

□

This implies, for instance, that with b = 2 we will retrieve no more than 4 dig¬
its from the Bloom filter on average for each observation x G D irrespective of the

frequency of jc that is stored in the data structure or the size of the data set D. In prac¬

tice, as we will see in Chapter 9, we retrieve fewer digits on average for a power law
distribution. In fact this upper bound is tight only for high-frequency objects whose es¬

timation would have dominated the computation if we were to retrieve register values
without conditioning on the random variate as in the original algorithm.

7.3.4 Optimizations

The optimization we proposed for the log-frequency Bloom filter in Section 6.2.4
whereby low codes are mapped to exact integers rather than to exact powers of b can
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equally be applied to the log-frequency sketch. In addition, as alluded to above, in a

practical implementation of this data structure we will need to adjust the update proce¬

dure such that the register can be incremented by more than 1 for a single observation
in cases where b <2 and i is small, since for these settings b'+l — b' < 1 and hence a

single update to the register will not result in the estimator accumulating a count of 1.
In fact the two optimizations naturally work together: we map low codes to con¬

secutive integers and update the registers deterministically within this range (possibly
by more than 1 for a single observation), we then use probabilistic updates once the
register holds a value i such that b'+l — bl > 1. Again, as mentioned in the previous
chapter, this may be particularly effective for representing a power-law distribution
where a significant proportion of objects in the data set will have low frequencies.

When using a base b <2 and hence incrementing deterministically for small reg¬

ister values, an upper bound on the update complexity per observation can be derived
by extending Theorem 7.2. Let d be the maximum number of digits that can be de¬
coded deterministically given a fixed base b (i.e. d = min{z)b' — > 1}), then the
expected update complexity per observation is no more than

Theorem 7.2 is the special case where b >2 and hence <7=1. We will use this to
evaluate the performance of the data structure in Chapter 9.

7.3.5 Determining space usage

The Bloom filter used by the log-frequency sketch must be initialized to a given size
prior to estimating the frequencies of any objects that will be stored. Ideally we would
allocate enough space to ensure that once all elements in the data set D have been
observed, approximately half the bits in the Bloom filter are still 0; in fact our error

analysis has assumed this. Unfortunately this poses a small problem since until we

have estimated these frequencies we do not know how much space this will require.
A two-pass estimation procedure that counts the number of observations in the data

set and estimates the skew of the distribution could be used to provide a reasonable
estimate of the amount of memory that will be needed for the log-frequency sketch.
However, we would prefer to be able to apply the data structure in a single pass. In
practice we have used the following approach:

(i) Initialize the Bloom filter with a 'reasonable' amount of memory;

(7.18)
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(ii) Make one pass over the data using Algorithm 7.1 and store the total number of
hashes that are made t;

(iii) Re-hash the Bloom filter into space m = t log(e).

This procedure will fail if we do not allocate sufficient space in step (i) but this should
be relatively easy to avoid if we have some estimate of the size of the data set or can

allow ourselves a small amount of additional space during estimation. The re-hashing
of the Bloom filter may increase the error rate of the data structure but this should not
be significant if we ensure that the number of Os in the re-hashed Bloom filter is close
to m/2. In our implementation we re-hash the Bloom filter by mapping each 1 of the
original Bloom filter into a Bloom filter of size m using an additional hash function h'.
To query the final data structure with a key x G U, we now compute h'(hj(x)) rather
than hi(x). This is the implementation we evaluate in Chapter 9.



 



Chapter 8

Structured approximate maps

Real data exhibits regularity or structure. Words drawn from a natural language, for
example, will typically share many letter sequences in common. When an exact set

membership tester is used to store such items, we may reduce our space requirements
significantly by applying some form of lossless compression to each item prior to in¬

serting it into the data structure [Carter et al. (1978)]. In this chapter we consider
whether such redundancy can be used to improve the space/error trade-off of an ap¬

proximate data structure.

8.1 Structured key sets

Data compression and set membership problems have some common characteristics
but differ signficantly in one respect. In set membership, we are interested in answer¬

ing membership queries for single items drawn from the a priori universe U, while in
data compression we are interested in representing a complete data set exactly once.

Solutions to the data compression problem can therefore rely on techniques that ren¬

der random access infeasible, for example, by encoding multiple items simultaneously
in such a way that a single item can be accessed only by decoding a relatively large
subset of the compressed data (e.g., Lempel-Ziv-Welch compression [Ziv and Lempel
(1978)]). A practical set membership tester cannot afford such computational over¬

heads.

For data sets that exhibit specific types of structure, however, significant compres¬

sion can sometimes be achieved without sacrificing random access. A set of words, for
example, can be stored compactly in a trie [Fredkin (I960)] by allowing overlapping
prefixes to occupy the same locations in memory. This data structure can support ran-
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dom access to individual items in the set. A trie is a simple example of the power of
a priori knowledge in data compression: when we can assume that a large number of

prefixes will overlap among items in a set, the trie is a good choice of data structure,
when this is not the case it may be signficantly less succinct than a simple hash map.

We would like to be able to use such a priori knowledge to improve the space/error
trade-off of an approximate data structure.

At first glance it might appear that any attempt to save space by making use of
redundancy between keys is irrelevant for the simple reason that an approximate set

membership tester or map does not actually store the keys explicitly. In fact, while the
trie (in the best case) can store strings in space that is independent of the length of the
maximum string stored since (in the best case) it need store only one additional charac¬
ter per string, all the approximate set membership testers that we have considered here
are already able to do this and more: storing strings, for instance, they use space that
is independent of both the length of a string and the size of the underlying alphabet. It
might therefore appear that there is nothing for us to gain.

When an approximate set membership tester admits false positives but not false
negatives, however, there is a natural analogue to the trie data structure that may enable
us to use redundancy in a data set to improve the space/error trade-off of the data
structure. First it is worth considering how a trie data structure works.

Given an alphabet of size V, a trie defines a sequence of nested partitions of a set
S C U that we wish to store. At the first layer in the trie, S is partitioned into at most

V subsets that share the same initial letter. At each subsequent layer, each subset is
further refined into at most V subsets. In this way a path to depth d in the trie can

be viewed as an indicator function for a prefix of at least one element in S and each
item in 5 can be uniquely defined by a path in the trie. A trie saves space when there
are overlapping prefixes in the set because items that share common prefixes can be
partially defined by the same indicator functions (i.e. nodes in the trie).

While an approximate data structure saves nothing by 'reusing' portions of keys
that overlap when storing the set 5, it may achieve a better space/error trade-off if it
can make use of a sequence of nested partitions of S when the data structure is queried.

Consider, for instance, the set S consisting of all distinct word sequences of lengths
i € [n] drawn from a single text T. Clearly, a word sequence ah of length 2 may only
be an element of S if both words a and b are also elements of 5. By querying an

approximate data structure for a and b, prior to querying the data structure for ab, we

may infer whether it is possible that ab is an element of S prior to the main query.
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Whenever either a or b is determined not to be an element of S, we can avoid querying
the data structure for ab and conclude directly that ab £ S. Given our assumption that
the data structure admits no false negatives, this procedure can never increase the error

rate of the data structure and will in practice often signficantly reduce it. Essentially
we avoid issuing queries for any key x for which we can infer a priori that x S.

How much such a constrained query procedure will improve the space/error trade¬
off of a data structure will depend very much on the characteristics of the data that is
stored and the queries that are issued. Unlike the original trie analogy, however, it is

possible to consider cases where we might even wish to add elements to S in order to

improve the trade-off.
Consider a variation of the above example where we wish to store the set of distinct

words sequences of length n drawn from a text T (note that now we do not include

sequences of length i G [n — 1] in our initial set S). Due to the combinatorial natural of
this set, we expect |S| to increase somewhat exponentially in n. However, we know that
given a query word sequence x, if any of its constituent subsequences of length i G [n —

1] were not observed in T then we would be able to infer that x £ S. Since the number
of distinct word sequences of length i for some i < n may be significantly smaller than

|S|, we might choose to store the set S' to which these shorter word sequences have
been added. We could then apply a query algorithm that is similar to that given in the

previous example.

Clearly this approach is more generally applicable than the prefix constraint em¬

ployed by the trie data structure. We can use any function ()): U —► U' and store the set

S' — {(j)(x)|x G 5} to which elements of the original set S are mapped. Given a query

key x G £/, we apply the same indicator function (J) to x, check for its existence in a

set membership tester for S' and then either respond x S (if this first test is negative)
or query a set membership tester for the original set S otherwise. When the set S' C S
we incur no additional space overheads (as in our first example) while when S' \ S ^ 0
we can use the following analysis to determine whether the two stage procedure will
result in a better space/error trade-off.

Let B and B' be set membership testers for S and S'\S respectively with space

usage m and m' and false positive rates 8 and e'. Here we assume that S is the original
set that we wish to represent. Let Pr[x S'\x S] be the probability that an element
x £ S is also not a member of S'. Then the probability of a false positive 8COmb when
querying B' prior to B given that x S can be written as

£comb = e(e/Pr[x ^ S'\x ^ 5] + (1 — Pr[x ^ S'\x 5])) (8.1)
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while the space usage of the combined data structures B and B' is

mcolnb °= |S| log - + |s'\ S\ log i
Since Pr[x ^ S'\x £ 5] + (1 — Pr[x £ S'\x £ 5]) = 1 and e' < 1, it follows that Ecomb — e-

If S' C 5 it also follows that mcomb — m. In practice when S' \ S ^ 0 it should be
straightforward to estimate the conditional probabilities Pr[x ^ S'\x £ S1] in Eq.(8.1)
from data for a given application to determine whether storing the additional elements
will result in a better space/error trade-off.

Given these conditional probabilities, we can minimize the combined error rate

Zcomb of the data structure for fixed space mcomb by considering the following con¬

strained optimization problem. Let k = logl/e and k! = logl/e', minimize 8comb,

Eq. (8.1), w.r.t. k and k' subject to \S\k+ {S'lk' = mcomb.

8.2 Structured key/value sets

The preceding discussion has focused primarily on structure within the set of keys S; in
an approximate map, however, we might also have a priori knowledge that constrains
the set of possible values that can be associated with related keys. In fact the con¬

strained query algorithm considered above can be viewed as a special case of a more

general framework where we impose constraints on the values associated with groups

of keys. Above we have simply restricted ourselves to constraints of the form

v(c|)(x)) = _L => v(x) = _L

where v(x) is the value associated with a key x and i_ indicates that the key is not
contained in the map. We could imagine a variety of other constraints that we might
enforce for a key/value map depending on the structure of the data.

If we assume that our approximate map data structure can never underestimate the
value associated with a key (this is true of most of the data structures considered in this
thesis), then we can extend the above example as follows.

Consider an approximate map M consisting of all distinct word sequences of length
n and their associated frequencies in a text T. If (|): U —> U' is an indicator function for
the first n— 1 words of a key, then by storing the mapM' = {(tj)(x), v((|)(x)))|(x,v) G M}
and by querying a data structure for (j)(x) prior to querying it for x where x G U is some

query key, we obtain an upper bound on v(x) since the frequency of the longer sequence

can never be greater than that of either of the subsequences and the approximate map
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is assumed to never underestimate the values of these. As with the approximate set

membership tester, this type of constrained query algorithm clearly has the potential
to avert false positives; moreover, it may reduce the expected loss of the data structure

by allowing us to bound the largest error that a subsequent query may make using the
minimum value returned over multiple prior queries.

Just as we have introduced an arbitrary function § : U —> U' to partition the key
space, we may also introduce an arbitrary function \|/:VU{_L}—> V' U {_!_} to partition
the value space into a smaller set. Our lower bound on the approximate map problem
(see Chapter 2) and the data structures presented in Chapters 5 and 6 show that by

reducing the range of values to be stored we will reduce the average amount of space

required per key/value pair. Hence, for example, rather than storing the exact frequency
of each word sequence of length n — 1 as a means of upper bounding the frequencies
of the word sequences of length n, we could instead store the ceiling of the logarithm
of each such subsequence thereby using less space to achieve a similar if somewhat
weaker bound on the frequency of the word sequences in M.

To analyse the impact of such constrained query algorithm on an approximate map

would be somewhat more involved than for the approximate set membership tester
above due to the need for more specific information regarding the conditional proba¬
bilities of different values being associated with the different types of events we are

storing. In theory, at least, such an analysis is still possible and the use of such bounds
should save significant space in certain applications.



 



Chapter 9

Empirical evaluation

The previous chapters have presented a range of data structures for representing a

key/value map approximately with constant space per key. In most cases we were

able to give an analytic form for the exact space usage of the data structures given
the distribution over values stored in the map and the desired error bound under a

specific loss function. In this chapter we evaluate the space/error trade-offs that these
data structures support in practice with a view to demonstrating that they may be of
practical interest in applications that are able to support a small but quantifiable error.

9.1 Experimental set-up

Empirical evaluation using real data provides a useful means of corroborating the pre¬

ceding analysis. In particular, since we are dealing with randomized data structures
whose behaviour on any given input depends on the sequence of random choices made
during the construction of the data structure, we would like to confirm that their empir¬
ical error does not vary significantly from the expected error over distinct instantiations
of the data structure with different choices of random hash functions.

To tie in with later experiments presented in Chapter 12, the key/value data we

use here consists of n-grams (i.e. word sequences) and their empirical frequencies in
natural language text. We constructed two sets of key/value training data by taking all

n-grams for n E [3] and for n £ [5] from one million sentences of the Gigaword corpus

[Graff et al. (2005)] together with their empirical frequencies. Table 9.1 gives some

statistics for these data sets and Fig. 9.1 plots the respective cumulative distribution
functions for the frequencies.

As can be seen from both Table 9.1 and Fig. 9.1 both sets of frequency data have
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TV-gram training data
Sentences

Tokens

1,000,000

18,037,481
n e [3] n ^ [5]

Distinct n-gram types

Distinct counts (b)

Average count

Entropy over counts (H(p))

8,858,588

3,501

6.446

1.871 bits

31,116,141

3,571

2.899

1.184 bits

Average space per n-gram (text file)
Average space per n-gram (gzipped)

151.69 bits

35.23 bits

204.28 bits

37.77 bits

Table 9.1: TV-gram counts from 1 million sentences of the Gigaword corpus.

TV-gram test data
Test sentences

Test tokens

100,000

1,857,828
n G [3] n G [5]

Distinct n-gram types

Average n-gram token count

Average n-gram type count

936,360
2114.76

9.106

1.352,695
1332.92

2.326

Table 9.2: Test n-grams from 100,000 sentences of the Gigaword corpus.
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Cumulative distribution of n-gram frequencies

x

Figure 9.1: TV-gram frequencies in 1 million sentences of the Gigaword corpus.

very low entropy and appear to be relatively well approximated by a power law (the
cumulative distribution functions are roughly linear on the log-log plot).

Table 9.1 gives the space usage per 77-gram type when these data sets are stored
as plain text and as gzipped text. The latter is presented as a rough lower bound on

the space required by any lossless data structure storing these data sets; note that the

gzipped data, unlike our approximate maps, does not support random access.

The test data we use in these experiments consists of n-gram token sequences

drawn from a distinct subset of 100,000 sentences of the Gigaword corpus. These

77-grams are generated by taking the maximum length n-gram supported by the current

model at each word position in the test corpus in turn. Hence at the start of each sen¬

tence we will query the frequency of lower order 77-grams but in general we query only

sequences of the maximum order stored in the model (either three or five).
As can be seen from Table 9.2, a large proportion of the test 77-gram token se¬

quences do not occur in the training data while the average frequency for an 77-gram

token sequence is much higher than the average /7-gram type frequency shown in Table
9.1; this is due to the large number of frequent 77-gram types that occur in the test data
particulary as low-order 72-grams that we query at the begining of each sentence.

In all experiments described in this chapter we are interested in determining the
space/error trade-off of a data structure. In general we will fix all but one parameter
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which will be allowed to vary across a suitable range. Each parameterization will

typically result in distinct expected and empirical error rates and will alter the space

usage of the data structure. We plot the error rate against space usage per key (i.e. per

77-gram type in the training data); we measure this in bits.
We are interested in determining whether the expected error rate is a good indi¬

cator of the empirical error rate on any given instantiation of the data structure and
(perhaps more importantly in practice) whether the empirical error rate varies signifi¬
cantly around its mean value over instantiations of the same data structure with distinct
random hash functions. If the variance is low then we can be confident that having de¬
termined a suitable error rate for a given application then with high probability any

choice of random hash functions will result in a data structure that supports this rate in
practice. (Our preceding analysis has already shown this is the case in theory.)

To compute the mean and variance of the empirical error we perform the following
procedure 100 times for each set of error parameters (i.e. for a fixed number of hash
functions in the Bloom map and fixed quantization base in the log-frequency Bloom
filter and log-frequency sketch):

(i) (Initialization) We seed our pseudo-random number generator with a random
seed and sample new hash functions.

(i) (Training) We instantiate the data structure with these parameters and hash func¬
tions and store all /t-grams from one of the two data sets in Table 9.1.

(ii) (Test) We query the data structure for each of the 77-gram tokens of the corre¬

sponding test set in Table 9.2.

(iii) (Error calculation) We compare the frequency returned by the data structure

with the value that was stored.

An error rate is computed once for each such instantiation of the data structure as

the average over all permissible events (for example a false positive rate would be
computed as the fraction of errors for 77-grams not stored in the map).

We then compute the mean empirical error for the data structure as the average of
the error rates obtained over 100 instantiations; we also compute the standard deviation
over these 100 runs.

We plot the mean empirical error and the data structure's space usage (this is con¬

stant across all choices of random hash functions with fixed error parameters). We
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denote one standard deviation from the mean by error bars on our plots. (Note that in
most cases the error bars on either side of the mean are too close together to be visible.)

9.2 Bloom maps

We implemented the Standard and Fast Bloom maps as described in Section 5.3. These
versions of the Bloom map use binary search to determine the value associated with a

key. The Standard Bloom map uses 1 hash function per internal node in the binary tree

while the Fast Bloom map uses 2. These two data structures differ primarily in terms

of their computational complexity although the space/error trade-offs that they support

will also differ in practice. In our experiments we varied the number of hash functions
at each leaf node from 1 to 10 resulting in data structures with different error rates and

space usage.

9.2.1 Bounding the 0-1 loss

The Bloom map provides a bound on the O-l loss (see Definition 3.2). In these ex¬

periments the 0-1 loss is easily computed as the proportion of n-gram tokens in our

test data for which the count returned by the data structure differs from that originally
stored. In Figs. 9.2 and 9.3 we plot the mean empirical 0-1 loss for the Standard and
Fast Bloom maps on both data sets; in addition we show the expected 0-1 loss for
the Simple Bloom map given by Theorem 5.1. The error bars showing one standard
deviation from the mean are not distinguishable on these plots.

First we note that the empirical error of these data structures decreases approxi¬

mately exponentially with the space allocated per key and is highly correlated with
the expected error given in Theorem 5.1 albeit consistently higher than predicted by
that analysis. To put these space/error curves in context we note that extrapolating from

Figs. 9.2 and Figs. 9.3, the 0-1 loss of the Bloom map would be less than 1/10,000,000
if we were to allocate it as much space as required by gzip (see Table 9.1).

The difference between the empirical loss and the expected loss can be explained
by the additional space overheads incurred by the use of the binary tree in the Stan¬
dard and Fast Bloom maps over the linear search assumed in the Simple Bloom map

analysis. Recall that the more efficient variants of the Bloom map share bits between

multiple values that have overlapping paths in the binary tree and hence some addi¬
tional bits are added to the leaf nodes. The analysis in Chapter 5 also ignored the fact
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Bits per key

Figure 9.2: Empirical 0-1 loss of Standard and Fast Bloom maps (3-gram data)

Bits per key

Figure 9.3: Empirical 0-1 loss of Standard and Fast Bloom maps (5-gram data).
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that only an integer number of hash functions can be used to construct paths in the

binary tree. Notably the difference between the empirical and expected error is less

pronounced for the lower-entropy 5-gram data; the overhead introduced by the binary
tree is smaller on average in this case. The empirical error of the Simple Bloom map

would lie somewhere between the expected error given on this plot and the empirical
error of the Standard and Fast Bloom maps.

Secondly we note that the difference between the space/error trade-offs of the Stan¬
dard and Fast Bloom maps appears to be negligible here. On computational grounds
we should therefore prefer the Fast Bloom map. Due to the larger number of hash
functions used on internal nodes in the binary tree, however, the smallest Fast Bloom

map that can be constructed is somewhat larger than the smallest Standard Bloom map.

In addition, when the entropy of the values stored in the map is higher, the additional

space usage of the Fast Bloom map may be significant: over our two data sets the Fast
Bloom map has a superior space/error trade-off only on the lower-entropy 5-gram data.

Finally, and most importantly in practice, the tight error bars on these plots demon¬
strate that the Fast and Standard Bloom maps are robust to the choice of random hash
functions. This, together with the high correlation between expected and empirical
error rates, suggests that their performance will be highly predictable in practice.

9.2.2 Using the distribution over values

A major claim of this thesis is that by using the distribution over values stored in the

map to optimize the space used to encode key/value pairs, we may save space over

a data structure such as the Bloomier filter [Chazelle et al. (2004)] that uses a fixed-
width encoding for all values ignoring their distribution within the map. We will say

that such a data structure is distributionally-oblivious.
To see the advantage of our approach, we compare the space usage of the Fast

Bloom map with a lower bound on the space used by any distributionally-oblivious
data structure. To achieve an error rate of 8 storing values drawn from a set V of size
b, any distributionally-oblivious data structure must use at least log(l/e) +log(&) bits
per key. Figs. 9.4 and 9.5 compare the empirical 0-1 loss of the Fast Bloom map on

our two data sets against this lower bound.
For both data sets, the Fast Bloom map uses less space than any data structure

achieving this lower bound when the error rate is 0.001 or above. For the lower-entropy
5-gram data the advantage of the Fast Bloom map is maintained as the error rate is
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Bits per key

Figure 9.4: Fast Bloom map vs. lower bound without distribution (3-gram data)

Bits per key

Figure 9.5: Fast Bloom map vs. lower bound without distribution (5-gram data)
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reduced to approximately 0.00025. The advantage of the Bloom map decreases as the
error rate is reduced since we do not save any space on the log(l/e) term which comes

to dominate the log(b) or H(p) term when the error rate is very small. The advantage
of the Bloom map is greater on the lower-entropy data set for the same reason: here
the difference between H(p) and log(b) is larger.

The range of error rates over which the Bloom map is demonstrably more succinct
than any distributionally-oblivious data structure is already large enough for us to hope
that it may support a variety of applications in practice. We could, however, easily
extend the range of error rates over which the Bloom map maintains its advantage

by using techniques mentioned in Section 5.4 to reduce the log(e) ~ 1.44 constant
overhead that the Bloom map incurs. In theory this would mean that, if we are willing
to accept some extra computation, we could guarantee that the space/error trade-off
of the Bloom map is no worse that that of any approximate map data structure for

any distribution and significantly better on non-uniform distributions as are commonly
encountered in applications.

9.2.3 Using a priori structure

The n-gram frequency data used in these experiments (see Table 9.1) is typical of
many empirical data sets in that there are certain simple a priori constraints that we

know must hold between values assigned to related n-grams. In particular since these
statistics were gathered from the same corpus for all length n-gram sequences n G [3]
and n G [5] respectively, we know that the following relation holds recursively for all
frequencies in both sets:

F(xi,X2, ■ ■ ■ ,x„) < min{F(xi,x2,... ,x„_i),F(x2,x3,... ,*„)}

In Chapter 8 we considered how such a priori information could be used to constrain
the results we retrieve from an approximate map. Since the Bloom map has one-sided
error we can easily incorporate these constraints into our data structure: we know that
it will never under-estimate the value assigned to an n-gram and we know that our

training data contains all subsequences of the higher-order n-grams, hence we can use

the results of querying the data structure for lower-order n-grams to constrain the value
that we return for the highest-order n-gram.

By querying the Bloom map for subsequences of each test n-gram during out test

procedure described in Section 9.1 above, we may hope to avoid or at least reduce
the magnitude of errors that we would otherwise incur. The more subsequences of a
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Bits per key

Figure 9.6: Fast Bloom map with and without constraints (3-gram data)

Bits per key

Figure 9.7: Fast Bloom map with and without constraints (5-gram data)
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test n-gram that we query, the more constraints we can apply and potentially the fewer
errors we will make. These additional queries, however, have a computational cost.

We therefore consider the following two types of constrained query algorithm:

(i) (Suffixes) We query the data structure for all suffixes of each test n-gram in turn

applying the above constraint.

(ii) (Subsequences) We query the data structure for all subsequences of each n-gram

in turn applying the above contraint.

The first algorithm results in an additional 2 or 4 queries at most per test n-gram for
the 3-gram and 5-gram data respectively. The second algorithm results in an additional
5 or 14 queries at most per test n-gram respectively.

Figs. 9.6 and 9.7 show the impact of these constraints on the Fast Bloom map.

These plots demonstrate that a priori information can reduce the error rate of a Bloom
map and that the reduction in error appears to be an approximately constant factor over

all error rates considered here. This agrees with our analysis in Chapter 8.
It is clear that the impact of the constraints is larger when we apply more of them:

the second query algorithm results in a lower error rate in both cases. In addition, the
constraints appear to have significantly more impact on the 5-gram data than on the
3-gram data. We attribute this to two factors.

Firstly there are more constraints that can be applied to the higher-order test n-

grams since there are more suffixes or subsequences to query. Secondly, and perhaps
more importantly however, is the fact that a smaller proportion of subsequences of the
test n-grams in the higher-order data can be expected to actually be valid members
of the map, hence the constraints can be assumed to be stricter in more cases: for a

5-gram test n-gram that is not a member of the map we rarely expect both constituent
4-grams to be valid elements, while for a 3-gram test n-gram we may frequently find
that both constituent 2-grams are valid elements of the map even though the 3-gram
itself is not an element. Again this was analysed in Chapter 8.

Finally in Figs. 9.8 and 9.9 we show the cumulative distribution function over errors

in the Standard Bloom map with and without applying constraints during retrieval.
These cumulative distribution functions were computed in all cases by averaging over

10 instantiations of the data structure with 1 hash function at each node in the binary
tree and 1 hash function at each leaf. The x-axis in these plots is on a log-scale.

The distribution over errors is not explicitly controlled in the Bloom map as we

have implemented it here; however, we see that smaller errors are far more likely than
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larger ones. We see also that the constraints reduce the size of the errors in the Bloom
map again more so when more constraints are applied and for the higher-order data
where these constraints have a greater chance of affecting the retrieval process.

A priori information is therefore seen to provide a powerful means for constraining
a Bloom map, one that allows us to produce algorithms with empirical error rates

that are far below the theoretical error rates of the data structure computed with no

such knowledge. In the case of the higher-order n-gram data considered here, the

application of such constraints resulted in space savings of approximately 2 bits across

a range of error rates suggesting that, at some additional computational expense, such
information may be effective in improving the space/error trade-off of a Bloom map

on real data.

9.3 Log-frequency Bloom filter

The Bloom map provides a bound on the 0-1 loss and can be extended to the absolute
loss as described in Section 5.5. In certain applications, however, it may be more

appropriate to control the relative loss introduced by an approximate data structure

(see Definition 3.4). The relative loss lends itself well to situations where the values
stored in a map are spread over a large range and we are concerned primarily that our

approximation scheme does not alter the order of magnitude of any value stored: this

may be true in statistical applications where empirical frequencies follow a power law
distribution. The n-gram count data considered here is one such case.

In Chapter 6 we presented the log-frequency Bloom filter, a data structure that
allows us to bound the relative loss incurred when representing a set of frequencies
that follow a power law. We gave a 'long-run' construction that allows us to bound
the expected relative error of the data structure over a suitable number of queries (see
Theorem 6.1) and a 'one-shot' construction that allows us to control the probability
that the relative error is below a given threshold on any single query (see Theorem
6.2). We evaluate both these constructions using the data and evaluation procedures
described in Section 9.1 above.

9.3.1 Bounding the relative loss

The relative loss is undefined for keys not stored in the map, i.e. x G U \S. In this
first set of experiments with the log-frequency Bloom filter, we use the same num-
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Figure 9.8: Cumulative distribution of errors for the Standard Bloom map (3-grams).
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ber of hash functions to encode all digits in the unary encoding of each n-gram's

log-quantized count hence the expected 0-1 loss for x E U\S decays exponentially;
however, we only measure and plot the relative loss for keys x E S in these figures.

Figs. (9.10) and (9.11) show the expected and empirical mean relative loss of the

log-frequency Bloom filter as a function of space usage in bits when it is constructed
to bound the expected relative loss as described in Theorem 6.1.

Firstly we can see that, unlike the 0-1 loss in the Bloom map, the expected and
empirical relative loss decrease somewhat sub-exponentially with space although still
rather quickly. In addition, the data structure uses significantly less space to store the
lower-entropy 5-gram data than the 3-gram data: the unary encoding naturally saves

space when the skew of the power law is higher. Note that error bars on these plots
representing one standard deviation from the mean are too close together to be visible
in most cases.

These results suggest that the log-frequency Bloom filter can provide a robust ap¬

proximation scheme for frequency data under the relative loss and is not sensitive to

the choice of random hash functions. The empirical relative loss is consistently below
the expected relative loss given by Theorem 6.1 due to two factors.

Firstly, to obtain a distribution-free bound on the expected relative loss in Chapter
6, we assumed that all values stored in the map incurred the maximum quantization
error; clearly this will not be true in practice. In our case, in particular, all /t-grams that
have a frequency of 1 will incur zero quantization error at any resolution since b° — 1
for any value of b. As singleton n-grams make up a large fraction of our data, this
allows us to significantly outperform the bound.

Secondly, our implementation of the log-frequency Bloom filter includes the opti¬
mization described in Section 6.2.4 whereby we map unary codes exactly to integers
when the quantization scheme is fine-grained enough to accommodate this. In prac¬

tice, this results in lower frequency values incurring no quantization error. Again, for
a power law data set where most values are small, this may have a significant impact.
At high error rates, this optimization affects only the smallest frequencies, while as the
error rate is lowered and more codes are 'available', its impact will extend to higher
frequencies; this explains why the difference between the empirical and expected loss

grows as the error rate decreases in Figs. 9.10 and 9.11.
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Figure 9.12: Relative loss of the Log-frequency Bloom filter with constraints (3-grams).
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Figure 9.13: Relative loss of the Log-frequency Bloom filter with constraints (5-grams).
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Applying a priori constraints

Figs. 9.12 and 9.13 show the effect of applying the a priori constraints we considered
for the Bloom map above in Section 9.2.3. As with the Bloom map the constraints
are seen to have most impact on the higher-order data resulting in a saving of approxi¬
mately 3 bits for this data set across a range of error settings.

Constant error

In Chapter 6 we claimed that the relative loss incurred by the log-frequency Bloom
filter should be approximately constant over all frequencies stored in the data stmcture.

This claim is important since it implies that the relative loss does not depend on the
query distribution and hence the data structure can be used without knowledge of this.

Figures 9.14 and 9.15 show the average relative loss conditioned on the true fre¬
quencies stored: we compute the relative loss separately for all test rc-grams with the
same true frequency. To reduce the impact of sparse data we do not plot the relative
loss for frequencies that were observed fewer than 50 times in these samples. These
plots show that the error is approximately constant over all frequencies suggesting that
the performance of the data structure should not depend on the query distribution.

9.3.2 Implementing a (8,5)-approximation scheme

We used the construction given in Theorem 6.2 to implement a (e,8)- approximation
scheme with the log-frequency Bloom filter whereby the probability that the relative
error (for x E S) exceeds e is guaranteed to be no more than 8. These schemes were

implemented for three bounds on the relative error e = 1, e = 0.5 and 8 = 0.25. In
each plot we vary the number of hash functions used to encode each digit in the unary

encoding of an n-gram's count thereby altering 8: the probability of making an error

greater than £. (Although we only measure the relative error of these approximation
schemes for x E S they were implemented such that the expected 0-1 loss for x E U\S
was also equal to 8, hence the space usage includes log( 1/8) hash functions for the
initial digit in the unary encoding as well as subsequent digits.)

Figs. (9.16) to (9.18) and (9.19) to (9.21) show the space/error trade-off of the

(e, 8)-approximation schemes for the 3-gram and 5-gram data respectively. The x-axis
shows space usage per n-gram in bits while the y-axis shows the proportion of queries
on which the relative loss was greater than the specified bound 8.
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On all of these figures we show the expected probability of error computed by
Theorem 6.2 and the actual proportion of errors using the data structure both with and
without constraints applied. In all cases it is clear that the data structure successfully
implements the approximation scheme while constraints are again seen to improve the
space/error trade-off. In particular, as with the Bloom map the probability of making an

error that exceeds the specified limit £ decreases exponentially as more hash functions
are used to encode each digit in the unary encoding of each quantized count.
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Figure 9.16: 1-approximation scheme (3-grams).
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Figure 9.17: 0.5-approximation scheme (3-grams).
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Figure 9.18: 0.25-approximation scheme (3-grams).
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Figure 9.19: 1-approximation scheme (5-grams).

Figure 9.20: 0.5-approximation scheme (5-grams).
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Figure 9.21: 0.25-approximation scheme (5-grams).
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The ability to implement an (e, 8)-approximation scheme implies that strong guar¬

antees can be placed on the data structure's performance. Rather than simply rep¬

resenting a set of frequencies such that on average the relative loss is less than e,

these experiments demonstrate that using the log-frequency Bloom filter we can place
bounds on the proportion of individual queries for which the loss will exceed £.

9.4 Log-frequency sketch

In Chapter 7 we presented an on-line frequency approximation scheme that extends
the log-frequency Bloom filter to estimate frequencies in a single pass over a data set.

For this log-frequency sketch, we are interested both in the amount of space required
to estimate frequencies with bounded relative error and the amount of work performed
by the data structure during estimation.

Figures 9.22 and 9.23 show the relative error of the log-frequency sketch used to
store the 3-gram and 5-gram data respectively. The data structure was constructed

by taking a single pass over the training corpus (rather than the precomputed n-gram

count data). We allocated 100 Megabytes to the data structure during estimation in all
cases; we then resized the Bloom filter such that approximately half the bits remained
zero. In addition to the log-frequency sketch as described in Algorithm 7.1, these plots
also show the expected space-usage of the equivalent static data structure (the log-
frequency Bloom filter presented in Chapter 6, see Theorem 6.1) and a log-frequency
sketch implemented without the bias-corrected update probabilities (see Eq. 7.14).

We expect the space/error trade-off of the on-line scheme to be somewhat worse

than the static data structure due to errors in the approximate counting estimator. In
fact, for a reasonable range of settings the log-frequency sketch is still significantly
below our bound on the expected relative error for the static scheme. However, as

we can see from Figure 9.23, the error rate decreases more slowly for the on-line
construction and hence exceeds this bound eventually.

Figures 9.22 and 9.23 also demonstrate the impact of the bias-corrected update
probabilities that we introduced into the approximate counting algorthim (see Eq. 7.14).
These are seen to be particularly helpful at lower error rates where the Bloom filter will
naturally have fewer zeros during the estimation procedure and hence more errors will
be compounded (we use the same amount of space during estimation in all cases).
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Figures 9.26 and 9.27 show the relative error for n-grams with different true fre¬

quencies in the training data for the log-frequency sketch with and without bias-correction.
While the errors of the log-frequency sketch appear to grow slowly with the frequency,

they are clearly much better behaved than the version of the data structure that does
not use the bias-correcting updates.

Finally, figures 9.24 and 9.25 show that, as for the previous two data structures, the
use of a priori constraints can improve the space/error trade-off of the log-frequency
sketch significantly. An interesting question that we do not consider here is whether
such constraints can also be used during the estimation procedure rather than simply
when querying the data structure.

9.4.1 Computational complexity

A major claim of Chapter 7 is that the log-frequency sketch can be maintained in
constant time per observation where an upper bound on the amount of work (i.e. hash
probes) performed per observation is given by Theorem 7.2.

Figures 9.28 and 9.29 show the average number of hash probes per observation
when estimating word frequencies from 250 million tokens drawn from the Gigaword

corpus. Here we plot two instances of the log-frequency sketch with the base used for
approximate counting set to 2l,/4 and 2!/'8 respectively. We set the memory used by
the data structure such that the Bloom filter fills up in order to demonstrate the worst

case update complexity (zeros in the Bloom filter can only reduce the complexity, see

Algorithm 7.1). In both cases we see that the bound on the update complexity given
by Theorem 7.2 holds in practice and that when the data structure has less memory

the complexity approaches this bound faster. We therefore conclude that the update

complexity of the log-frequency sketch is independent of the amount of data that is
processed and depends only on the error rate of the approximation scheme.

9.5 Discussion

These evaluations of the data structures presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 demonstrate
that they perform as expected empirically. While this is, hopefully, not too surprising,
it clarifies that we are dealing with practical constructions. In particular we have shown
the following

(i) These randomized data structure are not sensitive to the choice of random hash
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functions;

(ii) They are able to store low-entropy data using less space than high-entropy data;

(iii) They are able to give bounds on various loss functions that are approximately
independent of the query distribution;

(iv) They can leverage a priori structure to improve their space/error trade-offs.

In the final three chapters of the thesis, we build on these results and demonstrate
how these randomized data structures can be used to implement statistical language
models as used in machine translation.



Chapter 10

Language models

Speech recognition, machine translation, optical character recognition and other ap¬

plications that produce text output often use a language model to distinguish between
alternative output hypotheses. In preparation for Chapter 11, where we will consider
how approximate maps can be used to implement language models, in this chapter we

review the field of language modelling focusing on previous attempts to scale such
models to large data sets.

10.1 Language models

Applications, such as speech recognition or machine translation, that produce text out¬

put from an input sequence (e.g., an acoustic signal or foreign language text) tend to
model only local aspects of the input-output mapping directly. Primarily this is due to

the scarcity of labelled input-output sequences for training which makes the estimation
of long-range features over the joint space impractical. Since the a priori output space

in these applications is exponential in the length of the input, it is essential to restrict
the search to a set of promising candidates, e.g. Jelinek (1998); language models are

arguably the most useful tool for this in practice.

Language models, e.g. Bahl et al. (1983), attempt to distinguish plausible text out¬

puts from a set of candidate hypotheses. They discriminate between hypotheses on

the basis of the output sequence alone without considering the input sequence that

generated them. This allows language models to be estimated from vast quantities of
'unlabelled' text. Formally the problem solved in many of these applications can be
modelled as the following optimization problem in which we seek the optimal output

127
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W* from a set of possible outputs W given the input sequence X

W* = argmaxPr[W|X] (10.1)
weW

= argmaxPr[W]Pr[X|VF] (10.2)
weW

language model

« argmax p(W) p(X\W) (10.3)
weW

where the final line is an approximation due to the introduction of independence as¬

sumptions in the construction of the statistical models p(W) and p(X\W) and the ef¬
fects of parameter estimation from finite data.

Restricting the language model to the output space reduces the feature space and
allows a much larger set of training data to be used in most cases; however, since
the output space is exponential in the length of the input, further simplifications must

typically be made. For the remainder of this chapter we focus on one particularly
successful simplification the n-gram language model.

10.1.1 TV-gram language models

N-gram models assign a probability to a sequence of m output words W = (Wi, W2, ■ ■ ■, Wm)
implementing p(W) in Eq. (10.3). They assign a probability estimate to a sequence by
factorizing it into a series of steps. If all possible word sequences were to be allowed
a priori, then any exact factorization of Pr[W] would require an exponential number
of parameters in the length m; therefore approximations are used. An approximate
factorization can be specified by a function g : IV —> C that maps word sequences to

equivalence classes C
m

Pr[VF = W] » Pr[Wi]nPr[W/|g(Wi,W2,...,W;--i)]. (10.4)
;=2

For an n-gram model of order n, g is constant for all sequences W that share the same

n — 1 words; in other words, the probability of W,- is assumed to be conditionally in¬
dependent of the remainder of the output given the n — 1 previous words. The success

of this simple approximation has made applications such as speech recognition and
machine translation possible and has frustrated numerous attempts to show that more

'motivated' approximations are more efficient.
Clearly, there are dependencies in natural language that span more than the previ¬

ous n — 1 words for any reasonable value of n and since the number of parameters in an
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n-gram model remains somewhat exponential in n, n must be kept relatively small. The
success of this simple model is perhaps due more to the inherent difficulties in deriving
more robust a priori rules from data. Statistical methods such as decision-tree models
Bahl et al. (1989), Chou (1991) that would attempt to find more appropriate factoriza¬
tions by statistical means appear problematic due to their use of the training data to

select statistical dependencies: it is precisely those dependencies that are ill-defined
in the training data that will be most important on unseen text. Perhaps, a priori, the

previous few words really are the best predictors of the next word.

10.1.2 Parameter estimation

Given the combinatorial nature of language and the power-law distribution that the

underlying word frequencies follow, a large proportion of n-grams will not be observed
in any real training set. There has been extensive research into methods for estimating
the parameters of an n-gram model in such a way that we do not assign zero probability
to the unseen word sequences which will be observed in practice. Chen and Goodman
(1996) present a comprehensive empirical analysis of these methods. Here we will
provide a brief review of the concept of a back-off language model Katz (1987) and
three 'smoothing' schemes: Witten-Bell [Bell et al. (1990)], Kneser-Ney [Kneser and

Ney (1995)] and Stupid Back-off [Brants et al. (2007)] smoothing.

10.1.2.1 Back-off language models

Back-off language models make use of lower-order models to assign 'smoothed' prob¬
abilities to n-grams at the higher-levels when there is evidence that the higher-order

probability estimates are unreliable. The intuition behind a back-off scheme is that
since there are (exponentially) fewer parameters in an n — 1-gram model, these should
be better estimated than the parameters of the higher-order n-gram model itself. Katz
(1987) was the first to formulate a back-off framework explicitly as a recursive function

mw>->,) = / m\w;:i+l)if m'_n+l)>01
I v(,w;:}+l)Pb0(w,\wp}+2)if F(Hi„+i) = o J

where we use W- as shorthand for (Wj, W/+i,..., Wj). Here a is a 'discounted' higher-
order estimator that leaves some mass for unseen n-grams; while y is a 'back-off
weight' which determines the normalization of the model. Various smoothing algo¬
rithms can be cast in this framework including the three that we will consider below.
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Back-off is an incredibly powerful concept. It is motivated by the realities of sparse

data but is also an elegant solution in its own right to the problem of representing a

distribution over a combinatorial space succinctly using a small set of elements from
that space. In language modelling a back-off framework is a natural fit for the problem
since the observed statistics themselves, and therefore the set of parameters for which
we have any positive evidence, is a vanishingly small fraction of the a priori space of

n-grams.

10.1.2.2 Witten-Bell smoothing

Witten-Bell smoothing was proposed in the data compression literature [Bell et al.
(1990)] and can be related to the Good-Turing statistical estimator for zero frequency
events [Good (1953)]. This method uses the number of distinct words M+(W['Jn+1*)
that followed an n — 1-gram as the back-off weight y for such n-grams and can be
defined as follows

Pwi,(WKCi+1) = (i-rW"+1))p„/(^1^+,)+T(^+1)M(^1w;.L-1+2Xio.6)

and pmi is the maximum likelihood estimator computed from relative frequencies.
This type of estimator is typically known as an interpolated estimator since, regard¬

less of the frequency of an n-gram, the lower-order estimates are 'interpolated' with
the higher-order estimates. It is straightforward to express an interpolated estimator
within the back-off framework shown in Eq. (10.5).

The intuition behind the Witten-Bell estimator is that we should give more weight
to the lower-order model when the n — 1 -gram was observed followed by a larger num¬

ber of distinct words: the number of distinct words in the training data following the
n — 1-gram is effectively taken as an estimator of the probability that it will be fol¬
lowed by a new (i.e. distinct) word in the test set. The weight given to the lower-order
model will be very small if the n — 1 -gram occurred regularly in the training set but
was always followed by one of a small set of words.

To compute this estimator we need the n-gram frequencies for the pmi term and the
counts of distinct successors

where

(10.7)
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10.1.2.3 Kneser-Ney smoothing

Kneser-Ney smoothing [Kneser and Ney (1995)] and its modifications (see Chen and
Goodman (1996)) is perhaps the most popular smoothing scheme in the literature. Un¬
like Witten-Bell, this smoothing scheme explicitly discounts mass from the observed
counts of the higher-order n-grams. The scheme uses a novel estimator for the lower-
order distribution that is used when backing-off. The intuition behind the lower-order
model used in Kneser-Ney smoothing is that the probabilities assigned by this model
should take into account the fact that they only contribute significantly to the overall
model when the n-gram itself has not been observed frequently, hence they should be
constructed to perform well for such events.

The solution proposed in Kneser and Ney (1995), and known in the compression
literature [Bell et al. (1990)] as 'update exclusion', is to use the following estimator for
the lower-order models where Ni + (*Wii_n+2) and A^i+(*W/~/71+2*) count the number
of distinct words that preceded W-_n+2 and distinct contexts that surrounded W/j' 2

respectively

1 1 "+2'

The canonical example for why this is a good estimator is the bigram 'San Francisco'.
While 'Francisco' would have a high unigram probability under most standard estima¬
tion schemes (given that 'San Francisco' is a relatively frequency bigram), it will typ¬

ically have been preceded by a very small number of distinct words in the training set

and hence when backing off to it the model should assign it a low probability (note that
the lower-order estimate is never used for the high-frequency bigram 'San Francisco'
itself but only unseen bigrams ending in 'Francisco'). This method for computing the
lower-order model estimates is somewhat complementary to the Witten-Bell method
for computing the back-off-weight. The actual scheme used in practice and known as

modified Kneser-Ney smoothing requires us to discount the relative frequencies of the

highest-order model by different amounts depending on the observed frequency of the
ft-grams in the training corpus (see Chen and Goodman (1996) for details).

10.1.2.4 Stupid back-off smoothing

Recently Brants et al. (2007) proposed an extremely simple back-off scheme which
they dubbed 'Stupid Back-off. The scheme uses relative frequency estimates and has
a single back-off weight y for all n-grams in the model. The stupid back-off probability
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estimator can be expressed as

if /r(w/-„+i) = o
(10.9)

where y is a constant (typically 0.4).
The attractions of this simple estimator are two-fold: (i) the model is much simpler

to train on extremely large corpora since it requires only the raw n-gram counts them¬
selves; (ii) the lack of context-dependent back-off weights results in a more compact

model. Brants et al. (2007) suggest that for very large data sets the performance of this

simple estimator is indistinguishable from more computationally and space-demanding
methods such as Kneser-Ney smoothing on a machine translation task.

Although issues of statistical estimation have dominated language modelling research,
it has rarely been possible to ignore the storage requirements of a language model. In

applications such as machine translation and speech recognition, thousands if not mil¬
lions of hypotheses must be scored by the language model for each sentence of output;

this implies that secondary storage may be unacceptably slow while locating the model

remotely may require significant engineering efforts, e.g. Brants et al. (2007), Emami
et al. (2007).

Recently large language models trained on trillions of tokens of text and parameter¬

ized for 5-grams or higher have been shown to help on tasks such as machine transla¬
tion [Brants et al. (2007)]; in the past, however, storing 3-gram models estimated from
less than a billion words already proved troublesome [Seymore and Rosenfeld (1996)].
Here we briefly review methods for reducing the size of a language model proposed

previously in the literature. We distinguish between model-based techniques that seek
to parameterize the model more efficiently and representation-based techniques that

attempt to represent the model itself more succinctly.

10.1.3.1 Class-based language model

Class-based language models [Brown et al. (1992)] map the vocabulary of a language
model to one or more sets of clusters and then represent the conditional probabilities
in this lower-dimensional space. Although initially proposed as a means of attenuating
data sparsity when using higher-order dependencies, they can also be seen as a means

10.1.3 Scalability
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to reduce the space requirements of a language model. The original clustering algo¬
rithm in Brown et al. (1991) seeks to find the word to class assignment that maximizes
the mutual information between adjacent classes in the training data. While these mod¬
els have been used with moderate success when interpolated with lower-order word-
based n-grain models, they have failed to show either convincing improvements over a

strong rz-gram model baseline or prove sufficient to function entirely on their own and
hence have had mixed success in terms of model compression.

10.1.3.2 Pruning schemes

A variety of pruning techniques have been proposed to reduce the number of parame¬

ters and hence space complexity of a language model. The simplest methods use count
thresholds to restrict the vocabulary or n-gram parameter space.

By restricting the vocabulary to the N most frequency terms and mapping all re¬

maining words to an unknown word symbol, we may significantly reduce the number
of distinct n-grams in the model. A more effective approach in practice appears to be
the thresholding of n-gram counts directly: we exclude n-grams whose frequency in
the training data is below a certain level [Seymore and Rosenfeld (1996)]. This can

significantly reduce the size of a language model although it may impair the model's

performance to some extent.

Another approach is to prune the final model directly using an objective function
that quantifies (approximately) the loss in performance when parameters are removed
from the model. Seymore and Rosenfeld (1996) proposed the following weighted-
difference loss function

(logptet^vo-iogp^wu+ijjao.io)
where F(W-_n+l) is the (discounted) frequency of the n-gram to be pruned and pbo
and ppb™ned are the unpruned and pruned models respectively. While this approach
was found to result in lower perplexity language models for a fixed amount of space

relative to the count cut-off method, the difference in word-error rates of the resulting
models on a speech recognition task was not statistically significant.

Stolcke (1998) extends the weighted-difference loss function noting thatEq. (10.10)
can be seen as an approximation to the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the pruned
and original models [Cover and Thomas (1990)]. His method seeks to greedily min¬
imize this function. This involves extending Eq. (10.10) to account for the impact
that removing an n-gram parameter has on «-grams that share the same prefix due to
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changes in the shared back-off weight. The results in Stolcke (1998) suggest that the
performance of models pruned using this technique is statistically indistinguishable
from the original method (in fact around 85 percent of the n-grams pruned by these
two methods are the same).

Goodman and Gao (2000) proposed a combination of class-based language mod¬

elling and pruning. Their models break the dependencies between words into a class-
level component and a word-level component that also conditions on a single class
in the current word's immediate context. This results in models that are significantly

larger than a comparable n-gram model but which they are then able to prune to much
smaller sizes than the baseline model using entropy-pruning without significant reduc¬
tions in perplexity [Bahl et al. (1989)] on held-out data.

10.1.3.3 Quantization

All language models are forced to represent their parameter values using limited pre¬

cision registers. Since these values are estimated from finite amounts of training data
there is usually little to be lost by reducing these registers in practice. Commonly
some form of explicit quantization is applied whereby the set of distinct values in
the model are grouped into clusters and a single codeword is used to represent all
values in a cluster. The most common quantization schemes in the literature are the

Lloyd-quantizer [Lloyd (1982)], uniform-binning, e.g. Federico and Bertoldi (2006),
and linear quantization. The Lloyd-quantizer attempts to minimize the mean-squared
reconstruction error and therefore could be regarded as optimizing numerical precision
while uniform-binning constructs clusters that contain the same number of distinct val¬
ues thereby maximising the number of distinct values in the original model that can be

distinguished from each other in the quantized model [Federico (2008)].

Experimental results in Federico and Bertoldi (2006) suggest that the uniform-

binning method is superior to the Lloyd quantizer on a machine translation task. This
may, however, be a result of the distribution used to weight the sample points given as

input to the quantization algorithms. As noted by Whitaker and Raj (2001), a quantiza¬
tion algorithm should ideally minimize a loss function that corresponds more directly
to the task at hand.

Whitaker and Raj (2001) show significant space savings when combining quanti¬
zation with entropy-based pruning. They observe that pruning results in the need for a

larger code-book for lower-order zr-grams in the model in order to avoid a degradation
in performance on a speech recognition task. They also find that while on average the
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Lloyd quantizer is able to compress the parameter values better than a linear quan¬

tizer, it can find suboptimal solutions in practice that are identifiable via their higher

quantization error.

10.1.3.4 TV-gram compression

The bulk of the space usage of a language model is typically taken up by the data
structures used to identify the n-grams themselves (i.e. the keys) rather than the values.
A trie can be used to store n-grams compactly, e.g. Clarkson and Rosenfeld (1997),
taking advantage of the overlap between n-grams of different orders to represent them
in space that is approximately independent of the n-gram order in the best case. While
this may be significantly more compact than a more generic data structure, the space

usage is still dependent on the vocabulary size which determines the space used by
each node in the trie.

Church et al. (2007) have proposed the use of a compressed hash coding scheme
due to Mcllroy (1982) to represent a language model for a spelling correction task.
This scheme combines superimposed (i.e. lossy) hashing with Golomb encoding [Golomb
(1966)]. While they do not analyse the space/error trade-off precizely, this method al¬
lows a trigram model to be stored using approximately 3 bytes per parameter with little
perceptible drop in performance on a spelling correction task.

Essentially the data structure proposed by Mcllroy (1982) and used by Church
et al. (2007) is a variation of the simple membership tester described in Chapter 4,
Section 4.3. Each n-gram is first hashed into b bits and the hashed values are sorted.
The hashed values themselves are not stored, instead the distance between consecutive

values in the set are encoded using a Golomb encoding [Golomb (1966)].
It is difficult to compare the results reported in Church et al. (2007) with those pre¬

sented here in Chapter 12 since Church et al. (2007) evaluate only in terms of precision
and recall on a spelling correction task; however, the following considerations suggest

that the randomized language models presented in Chapter 11 may be both more suc¬

cinct and efficient. Firstly the encoding scheme proposed in Mcllroy (1982) is unable
to take advantage of the distribution over values and uses the same amount of space on

average for all n-grams: this implies that the space usage will tend to log 1/e + log£>
rather than log 1 /e + H(p) (where logb > H(p)) cf. the Bloomier filter [Chazelle et al.
(2004)]. Secondly since only the distances between consecutive hash values are stored,
rather than the values themselves, to check whether a given item is in the set requires a

linear scan of the data structure. While this can be accelerated by partitioning the hash
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table into multiple areas using some additional space, the search is still linear within
each area and as demonstrated by the experiments in Church et al. (2007) is some 10
times slower than a standard language model even when a cache is used. This may ex¬

plain why Church et al. (2007) are unable to present results on a more computationally
demanding task such as machine translation or speech recognition.

10.1.3.5 Distributed language models

In applications such as machine translation and speech recognition tens if not hun¬
dreds of thousands of calls are required to the language model per sentence. This
suggests that efficient implementations will rely on the language model residing lo¬
cally in memory. This need not be the case in practice. Both Brants et al. (2007) and
Emami et al. (2007) propose distributed language models which store the model data
on remote servers. In particular, Brants et al. (2007) demonstrates how the search al¬

gorithm used by a machine translation decoder can be altered to take advantage of the
distributed language model by issuing batches of language model requests rather than

waiting for each «-gram look-up to return prior to expanding the search. The Stupid
Back-off smoothing scheme proposed in Brants et al. (2007) also has benefits in a dis¬
tributed setting; the lack of context-dependent back-off weight allows n-gram requests

to each be processed on a single server even when backing off to lower order models.
The only parameters that must be duplicated in this scheme are the unigrams which
must be stored on all servers but which in practice are small in number relative to the

higher-order n-gram parameters.
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Randomized language models

We now describe how the approximate data structures that we have presented can be
used to represent n-gram language models (see Chapter 10). We consider two dis¬
tinct parameterizations for a randomized language model and how these may affect
the space/error trade-off of these models drawing on our previous analysis of the ap¬

proximate map problem. We then present a number of n-gram query algorithms that
allow the incorporation of a priori constraints in order to reduce the error rates of these
models within the framework that we sketched in Chapter 8.

11.1 Approximate rc-gram models

TV-gram language models assign probabilities to word sequences by providing con¬

ditional probability estimates for each word given the preceding n — 1 words in the

sequence. Unlike the key/value maps we have considered thus far, the values returned
by an n-gram model are not necessarily explicit elements in a map, instead they may

be derived via a back-off procedure that retrieves multiple parameter values from an

underlying data structure (see Chapter 10, Eq. (10.5)).

Depending on the parameterization scheme, the explicit parameter values stored
in an n-gram model may either be n-gram counts, e.g. Emami et al. (2007) or, more

conventionally, conditional probabilities and normalizing constants, e.g. Katz (1987).
Back-off procedures allow estimates to be derived from these parameters for any n-

gram in the a priori space of | V\n valid n-grams for a given vocabulary V using space

that depends only on the observed n-gram statistics. The space savings that this affords
are too great for us to ignore hence we work within this framework.

The randomized language models that we present in this chapter will represent
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the underlying map between n-grams and parameter values rather than the derived

mapping to conditional probabilities. This allows us to treat a randomized language
model as a standard approximate map in most respects with certain specific a priori
constraints that should hold between related parameter values. While this approach

drastically simplifies our task, the loss incurred by a randomized language model con¬

structed in this way may not be a simple function of the loss incurred by our approxi¬
mation scheme for the underlying parameters.

In practice, this is likely to be true for many non-trivial applications of approximate
data structures particularly when multiple queries to the data structure are combined to

produce some composite output. In our application, for instance, it is not necessarily
clear what a suitable loss function for the language model should be. Even if we had
such a loss function, bounds we give on the reliability of the approximate data struc¬

ture might not necessarily translate into reasonable bounds on the loss of the derived
model. Our hypothesis here is that the loss of the randomized language model should
be a 'well-behaved' function of the 0-1 or relative loss incurred in representing the

underlying map from «-grams to parameters for most reasonable applications of the
model. Our evaluation in the following chapter will consider this point in more detail.

Given that the models will store an approximate map from n-grams to parameter

values, the choice of parameterization scheme will influence both our choice of ap¬

proximate data structure and the space requirements. While the number of parameters
will not necessarily differ significantly in each case, the distribution over parameters
and hence their entropy may vary widely thereby affecting the per-parameter space

requirements. The a priori constraints that hold between related parameters will also

depend significantly on the parameterization scheme thereby influencing the impact of
structured approximations of the type described in Chapter 8.

In the following we restrict our discussion to randomized language models based
on Bloom maps (see Chapter 5) and the log-frequency Bloom filter (Chapter 6) in
which distinct parameter values will be encoded by (possibly distinct) sets of hash
functions. Randomized language models could equally be built with other approxi¬
mate data structures described in Chapter 4. Elsewhere we have presented randomized
language models based on perfect hashing [Talbot and Brants (2008)].
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11.2 Count-based models

Count-based parameterizations have previously been used in large-scale language mod¬
elling, e.g. Emami et al. (2007). The parameters in such a scheme are integer n-

gram counts from which conditional probabilities can be estimated. Not all smoothing
schemes can easily be represented in terms of integer counts. For example, Kneser-

Ney requires either the storage of fractional counts or context-specific discounting of

integer counts on the fly. The Stupid Back-off scheme proposed in Brants et al. (2007),
however, can be computed using only the n-gram counts themselves and a single back¬
off parameter; Witten-Bell smoothing (see Chapter 10) may also be implemented using
simple integer n-gram statistics.

A count-based model may admit a particularly succinct representation within a

Bloom map for the following reasons: (i) the distribution of n-gram counts has low
entropy, (ii) there are strong a priori constraints between counts for related rc-grams.

(Low entropy) N-gram statistics have low entropy as they follow a power-law
distribution. As we saw in Chapter 2, the entropy of the distribution over values in a

map (together with the error rate) determine a lower bound on the space required per

key by any approximate data structure that represents the map. In addition, the Bloom
map presented in Chapter 5 makes use of this term to optimize space usage. Hence we

expect low entropy distributions to compress more readily within our data structures.
In practice, since most n-gram are quite rare, a data structure that represents low counts

reasonably well may provide a very good approximation of the original statistics.

(Strong constraints) The following constraint holds recursively for n-gram counts

estimated in a conventional manner

F(WC) < min{F(W1(B_1)), F(W£)}.

In fact, the frequency of an n-gram is never greater than the minimum frequency of
any of its constituent subsequences. These constraints may be quite strong in practice
as most n-gram frequencies are small, hence by applying them we may hope to reduce
errors in frequency estimates for higher-order n-grams significantly.

We present two count-based randomized language models one using Stupid Back¬
off smoothing and one using Witten-Bell. The algorithms that are used to implement
these models are independent of the underlying approximate map data structures, they

rely only on the assumption that these have one-sided error and in particular do not

produce false negatives.
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11.2.1 Stupid Back-off models

Algorithms 11.1 and 11.2 show the unconstrained and constrained versions of Stupid
Back-off that we implement. They each take as input an approximate map containing
the n-gram statistics of the model and a query n-gram, for instance, part of a hypothesis
generated inside a machine translation decoder.

The unconstrained Stupid Back-off algorithm is similar to a standard back-off
scheme in that it attempts initially to find the probability for the highest-order n-gram

given the n — 1-gram and backs off to lower-order n-grams iff these are not found. The
constrained algorithm, on the other hand, performs the procedure in reverse 'backing
up' to the highest-order n-gram iff the lower-order n-grams are first found. Note that
since we store counts rather than pre-computed probabilities, even the 'unconstrained'
version of the algorithm checks that the denominator is non-zero prior to querying for
the numerator used in Eq. (10.9).

In these algorithms Query and BoundedQuery are functions that query the ap¬

proximate map M to obtain a frequency estimate for an n-gram. These return false
if the n-gram is definitely not stored in the map and return a frequency otherwise.

BoundedQuery, in particular, may use its second argument as an upper bound on the
value that is retrieved; how this is applied will depend on the error guarantees of the

approximate data structure used. In the Bloom map it allows us to prune part of the

binary search tree prior to querying the n-gram's value; in the log-frequency Bloom
filter it allows us to place an upper bound on the maximum index of a hash function
that will be evaluated.

11.2.2 Witten-Bell count-based models

The randomized Witten-Bell models that we construct implement the interpolated

smoothing algorithm given by Eqs. (10.6) and Eq. (10.7). This smoothing scheme
requires the counts for n-grams F(W) for lengths 1 to n and the counts of distinct
types following each n-gram N\+(W») for lengths 1 to n — 1. We construct the estima¬
tor by working upwards from the unigram; we therefore only consider a constrained
query algorithm which is similar to Algorithm 11.2. In particular, we end the recursion
given by Eq. (10.6) as soon as the denominator in the maximum likelihood term is zero

since this implies that the corresponding N\+(W») is zero and hence no higher-order
terms can contribute to the estimate. As in Algorithm 11.2 we use the results of query¬

ing an approximate map for lower-order n-gram frequencies to constrain the values we
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Algorithm 11.1 Retrieve Stupid Back-off estimate (unconstrained)

Input: TV-gram Wj_n+l; approximate map M; corpus size C; number of «-grams T
Output: psbo(Wi\Wp„+l) see Eq. (10.9)

m 4= n

while m > 1 do

D^Query(w£J+1)
if D > 0 then

TV <£= Query (WT_m+1)
if TV > 0 then

return dn-m^
end if

end if

m<= m— 1

end while

TV 4= Query (W/)
if TV > 0 then

return

else

return y-

end if
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Algorithm 11.2 Retrieve Stupid Back-off estimate (constrained)

Input: N-gram Wi!_„+1; approximate map M; corpus size C; number of n-grams T;
back-off weight a

Output: psbo(Wi\w;z}+l) see Eq. (10.9)

N <= Query (W,-)
if N = 0 then

return y-

end if

D <= Query(W'_1)
if D = 0 then

return

end if

m 4= 2

while m <n do

Nmax min{A,/)}
D' <= BoundedQuery(W/rJ[+1, D)
if D' > 0 then

N' <= BoundedQuery(W/_m+1, Nmax)
else

N' 4=0

end if

if TV' = 0 or D' = 0 then

return a(n_m) ^
else

N<=N'

D<=D'

end if

m <= m + 1

end while

return ^
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may retrieve for higher-order -grams; similarly we use the fact that Ni+(W») < F(W)
since an /7-gram may not be followed by more than one n-gram type on each occur¬

rence.

Rather than storing Ai + (VK«) for each/7-gram we store (N\ + (W») — 1) ifAi+(W*) >
1 and nothing when N\+(W») = 1. We can infer that N\+(W») > 1 whenever F(W) >
1 since (ignoring sentence boundaries) if W has appeared at least one in the corpus

then it must have been followed by at least one distinct type. Since a large number
of /7-grams are singletons that were only ever followed by a single type, this heurstic
allows us to avoid storing the iV] + (W*) parameter for the vast majority of n-grams in
the model.

11.3 Back-off models

The preceding count-based models are restricted to smoothing schemes that can be

easily represented in terms of simple integer corpus statistics; unfortunately, popular

discounting schemes such as Kneser-Ney are difficult to formulate in such terms. We
therefore consider how arbitrary back-off models could be stored directly in an approx¬

imate map.

A back-off parameterization of an n-gram language model consists of conditional

(log) probabilities for n-grams of length 1 to n and normalizing constants known as

back-off weights for «-grams of length 1 to n — 1. Both these parameters typically
assume floating point values and hence cannot be stored directly within a Bloom map

in an efficient manner. As we saw in Chapter 10, however, quantization is commonly

applied to conventional language models to reduce their space requirements with little
or no perceptible degradation in predictive performance.

While the choice of quantizer is entirely independent of the choice of approxi¬
mate data structure, we follow Federico and Bertoldi (2006) and work with a uniform-

binning quantizer that splits floating point values in the original model into bins con¬

taining approximately the same number of distinct floating-point values.
The interaction between quantizer and approximate data structure is an interesting

aspect of the language model compression problem but not one that we examine in
detail here. However, it is worth noting that various standard quantiziation algorithms

may be expected to result in a more uniform distribution over values; this is a natu¬

ral consequence of attempting to maximize the information retained in the quantized
model. We will discuss the impact of the uniform-binning quantizer on the model in
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more detail in the next chapter.
Given an n-gram back-off model in so-called 'ARPA format' (i.e. with floating¬

point log-probabilities and back-off weights), we quantize the parameters using a sepa¬

rate quantizer for each type of parameter. We then store the set of quantized parameter

values keyed by their corresponding n-grams in a Bloom map. (Note that the log-

frequency Bloom filter cannot efficiently handle the the resulting map since its entropy

is noticeably higher than that of a power law for which it is designed.)
As with the count-based models described above we would like to use a priori

knowledge regarding the structure of an n-gram model to constrain the query process.

The constraints that can be applied, however, are somewhat weaker in the back-off
parameterization scheme. While in a count-based model we could use the count of
a lower-order n-gram as an upper bound on the count of a higher-order n-gram, in a

back-off model we can only impose existence tests: a log-probability for an n-gram

should only be present in the model if corresponding parameters for its suffixes are

also present. Likewise we can enforce a constraint that a back-off weight must be

present in the model for all but the highest-order n-grams. In general, however, there
are no relations that we can expect to hold between values for related n-grams.

We implement a standard back-off algorithm that queries the approximate map

for parameters according to the recursion given in Eq.(10.5). We also implement a

constrained query algorithm that tests for the existence of lower-order parameters prior
to querying the data structure for the higher-order n-grams.

11.4 Caching

All the randomized language models implemented here make use of approximate data
structures based on the Bloom filter to associate n-grams with parameter values. As
we have seen, the ability to vary the encoding used for different values stored in these
data structures allows us to optimize their space-usage for a given distribution and to

incorporate various loss functions. This flexibility, however, comes with some com¬

putational cost. While this might not be significant in many applications, when used
within a statistical machine translation system as we will in the next chapter, speed is
a major consideration.

The main drawback of these data structures as opposed to conventional language
models or randomized language models based on perfect hashing [Talbot and Brants
(2008)] is that to retrieve a value for an n-gram we may need to make multiple probes
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into a Bloom filter. The efficiency of the log-frequency Bloom filter which requires

0(\ogb(F(W))) probes to retrieve a frequency F(W) may be too slow to be truly prac¬

tical when the error rate is low and hence the quantization base b is small. Even the
Efficient Bloom map which makes use of a binary search tree to partition the space of
values efficiently may be significantly slower than a conventional language model.

In practice, however, we have found that a simple mechanism for caching param¬

eters retrieved from the approximate map renders these models extremely competitive
while requiring only modest amounts of additional space. For the experiments de¬
scribed in the following chapter using these models in a machine translation system

we used a cache of 50 Megabytes (this is less than 1 percent of the space usage of the
baseline language models). We also found that due to the large overlap of «-grams in

hypotheses generated for a single sentence, it was more efficient to refresh the cache
at the start of each sentence, even if the memory limit had not been reached. With this
mechanism in place, a relatively unoptimized implementation resulted in a system that
translated approximately 2 to 4 times slower than a well-established baseline provided
by the SRILM toolkit interface. With more careful engineering, the gap could probably
be further reduced.

The cache overcomes a natural bias for an application to request high-frequency
77-grams which will have longer encodings and therefore require more computation. It
is natural that an application should query these items more frequently since they were

also observed more often in the training data. Since these high-frequency n-grams

constitute only a small fraction of all distinct types requested, the average number of
probes made when using a cache is significantly reduced as each of them is retrieved
only once.
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Language model experiments

We now evaluate the randomized language models described in the previous chapter.
We conduct an intrinsic evaluation of these models in terms of their ability to represent

a lossless reference language model and an applied evaluation within the context of a

statistical machine translation system.

12.1 Intrinsic evaluation

The randomized language models described in Chapter 11 can be defined with refer¬
ence to a lossless language model. When parameterized in back-off form, the reference
model is the corresponding unquantized lossless back-off model; for a count-based
model, the reference model is a lossless back-off model obtained from the same 77-

gram statistics and smoothing scheme as the randomized model. In this section we

wish to determine how well randomized language models can approximate their corre¬

sponding reference models. We evaluate the impact of the underlying parameterization
(counts vs. back-off parameters) and the approximate data structure used.

Note that these intrinsic evaluations do not use perplexity [Bahl et al. (1977)], a

commonly used evaluation metric for language models in applications such as speech

recognition. In these first experiments we do not wish to show that our randomized

language models are good models of language per se but simply that they are flexi¬
ble enough to approximate a range of conventional language models accurately and

succinctly. Their predictive performance on unseen text will be evaluated separately
within the context of a statistical machine translation system.1

'in fact, perplexity cannot be evaluated directly for randomized language models since, due to ap¬

proximation errors, these models are not guaranteed to be normalized.
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12.1.1 Experimental set-up

To evaluate the approximation error of a randomized language model we compute the
mean-squared error of the log-probabilities it assigns to a set of held-out data against
those assigned by its corresponding reference model. This error metric is the square

of the difference between the log-probability assigned by the randomized model pmnd

and its reference model pref at each position in a test corpus of size N averaged over
all positions as follows

^mse{Prandi Pref) = ^ {^°S(Prand(^i\Wj_n+i)) ~ \og(pref(Wi\W-_n+l ))^ .

Witten-Bell and Kneser-Ney reference models were constructed using the SRI lan¬

guage modelling toolkit [Stolcke (2002)]; their reference log-probabilities on the test

set were computed using the accompanying ngram tool. The Stupid Back-off refer¬
ence model was implemented as per Brants et al. (2007) with a back-off constant of
0.4. All randomized models were constructed using the RandLM toolkit which we

have released under the LGPL license.2

For these experiments we use the Gigaword corpus as training data and a set of En¬

glish reference translations from the 2004 NIST machine translation evaluation as test
data. Table 12.1 gives details of these two data sets. The test data is chosen from a dis¬
tinct corpus to ensure that the models encounter unseen n-grams and therefore are re¬

quired to assign some probabilities via the back-off procedure described in Chapter 10
(see Eq. 10.5). Table 12.1 gives the average count per rc-gram order in the training data
and the entropy over each of these sets of counts. Table 12.2 shows the number of dis¬
tinct n-grams and unseen n-grams in the test set as well as the average log-probability

assigned by the Kneser-Ney, Witten-Bell and Stupid Back-off reference models.
Unless otherwise specified all randomized and reference models models include all

n-grams from the training data and space usage is computed per n-gram not per param¬

eter (Kneser-Ney and Witten-Bell models have additional context-dependent back-off
parameters for n-grams of length 1 and 2). Table 12.1 shows the space used per n-gram

for a gzipped text file containing the n-grams from the training corpus together with
their raw frequencies and for gzipped text files containing the Kneser-Ney and Witten-
Bell back-off models produced by the SRI's ngramcount tool from these statistics.
These are presented as approximate lower bounds on the space used by any lossless
compression of these models.

2http://sourceforge.net/projects/randlm
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Gigaword N-gram training data
Sentences

Tokens

134,776,552

2,894,664,667
Distinct n-gram types 429,515,166

Distinct 1 -gram types

Distinct 2-gram types

Distinct 3-gram types

2,980,836

67,053,603

359,480,727

Average count 21.59

Average 1-gram count

Average 2-gram count

Average 3-gram count

1061.51

45.18

8.05

Entropy of counts 2.701 bits

Entropy of 1-gram counts

Entropy of 2-gram counts

Entropy of 3-gram counts

4.07 bits

3.37 bits

2.55 bits

Gzipped space per n-gram (counts file)

Gzipped space per n-gram (back-off Kneser-Ney SRILM)

Gzipped space per n-gram (back-off Witten-Bell SRILM)

36.14 bits

67.95 bits

66.53 bits

Table 12.1: Training n-grams from the Gigaword corpus.

A-gram test data (NIST04)
Test sentences 5,412
Test tokens 200,533
Distinct n-gram types 178,876
Unseen n-gram types 30,276
Unseen n-gram tokens 32,449

Average n-gram token log-probability (Kneser-Ney) -2.196

Average n-gram token log-probability (Witten-Bell) -2.241

Average n-gram token log-probability (Stupid Back-off) -2.174

Table 12.2: Test n-grams from NIST 2004 evaluation.
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In this section we focus on the space used per n-gram and therefore do not consider
model compression techniques that either prune or otherwise reduce the parameter

space. We consider such techniques to be broadly orthogonal to the space reduction
techniques we present here. In order to calibrate the mean-squared error (MSE) for
our experiments, however, we evaluate this error function for conventional language
models trained on fractions of the training data; this results in models that naturally
have fewer n-gram parameters and less robust parameter estimates.

Fraction of Gigaword corpus

Figure 12.1: Number of n-grams in models trained on fractions of the Gigaword corpus.

Figure 12.1 shows the number of n-grams in models trained on fractions of the

training corpus. In Figure 12.2 we plot the MSE of lossless Witten-Bell language
models constructed on these subsets of the training data against the same model esti¬
mated from the whole corpus. In this case all models were constructed and evaluated

using the SRILM toolkit. Figure 12.2 demonstrates that to achieve a MSE below 0.1
requires approximately half the corpus while to push the error below 0.05 and 0.01
requires us to use approximately 70 percent and 95 percent of the corpus respectively.

For comparative purposes, it is interesting to consider an approximate lower bound
on the lossless compression of these fractional models. In Figure 12.3 we take these
lossless Witten-Bell language models estimated on different fractions of the corpus and

plot their mean-squared error with reference to the model trained on the whole corpus

versus their space usage in bits per n-gram of thefull model when the resulting SRILM
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model files are compressed using gzip. Figure 12.3 shows that we need approximately
38 bits per n-gram to achieve a MSE below 0.1 while to reduce this to below 0.05 and
0.01, we require approximately 46 an 63 bits per n-gram respectively.

Fraction of Gigaword corpus

Figure 12.2: MSE of Witten-Bell models trained on fractions of the Gigaword corpus.

12.1.2 Count-based randomized language models

Count-based randomized language models described in Section 11.2 of the previous

chapter can be constructed by storing n-gram statistics in either the Bloom map or the

log-frequency Bloom filter. In both cases we can consider a logarithmic quantization
scheme for the n-gram statistics; in the case of the Bloom map we can also just store
the raw n-gram statistics.

Count-based models using the Log-frequency Bloom filter

Figures 12.4 and 12.5 show the mean-squared error of count-based randomized mod¬
els using different logarithmic quantization schemes in a log-frequency Bloom filter
for Stupid Back-off and Witten-Bell smoothed models respectively. Each curve is gen¬

erated by varying the number of hash functions used to offset false positives; each

subsequent digit in the unary encoding of each quantized count uses a single hash
function as per our analysis in Chapter 6.
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Bits per n-gram

Figure 12.3: Space usage of gzipped Witten-Bell models per n-gram of full model.

Figures 12.4 and 12.5 demonstrate that the quantization base imposes a lower
bound on the MSE that can be obtained: the smaller the base, the more accurate the ran¬

domized model given enough memory (a smaller base naturally requires more space).
These results demonstrate the importance of choosing the quantization level appropri¬

ately given a desired MSE: if the base is set too large then the target MSE will be
unachievable, too small and our space usage will be suboptimal.

Figures 12.4 and 12.5 suggest that the additional space required to perform context-

dependent smoothing in the Witten-Bell model is relatively small. In fact a standard
Witten-Bell parameterization scheme that stored a back-off related parameter for each
context of length 1 to n— 1, would use approximately 16.8 percent more parameters

than the context-independent Stupid Back-off scheme given our training data. How¬

ever, our heuristic for inferring auxiliary statistics from the main n-gram counts (see
Section 11.2.2) allows us to discard almost two-third of these additional parameters.

The log-frequency Bloom filter allows us to trade quantization accuracy against
Bloom errors. From the analysis in Chapter 6 it follows that its space usage is approx¬

imately constant when k/\og(b) is fixed where k is the number of hash functions used
to encode each but the first digit in the unary codeword, k determines the probability
with which we decode additional digits in the codeword erroneously for a key x G 5; we

will denote this probability by 8. The quantization base, on the otherhand, determines
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how much each additional digit contributes to the error of our frequency estimate.
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Figure 12.4: Mean-squared error of Log-frequency Bloom filter (Stupid Back-off).
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Figure 12.5: Mean-squared error of Log-frequency Bloom filter (Witten-Bell).
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Bits per n-gram

Figure 12.6: Error prob. and quantization in Log-freq. Bloom filter (Stupid Back-off).

Figure 12.6 shows that there is little difference in terms of mean-squared error in
reducing quantization over Bloom errors or vice versa. In this figure settings for which

k/log(b) or equivalently log(l/S)/log(&) are constant have almost identical mean-

squared error (e.g. 8 = 0.25 and b = 2 versus 8 = 0.5 and b = 21/2). We note that this
contrasts with the relative loss evaluated in Chapter 9 which was minimized by setting
k = 1 (i.e. 8 = 0.5) and the quantization base to be as small as possible subject to the

space constraints.

Count-based models using Bloom maps

Next we compare the space/error trade-off of count-based randomized language mod¬
els constructed with Bloom maps to the same models created using the log-frequency
Bloom filter. Figures 12.7 and 12.8 demonstrate clearly that for the same quantization
base the Bloom map uses less space than the log-frequency Bloom filter at all error

rates; this appears to be independent of the smoothing scheme used. This agrees with
our analysis of these two data structures in Chapter 9.
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Figure 12.9 demonstrates that the Bloom map's space usage is much less sensitive
to the choice of quantization level than the log-frequency Bloom filter. The quantiza¬
tion level is again seen to impose a lower bound on the MSE that can be obtained with
the resulting models and the space-optimal choice will depend on the desired error rate.

Curves corresponding to different quantization rates in Figure 12.9 are, however, much
closer to one another than those in Figures 12.4, 12.5 and 12.6. The Bloom map should
therefore be preferred particularly when using a fine-grained quantization scheme to
obtain a low MSE.

Bits per n-gram

Figure 12.9: Quantization in Bloom map (Witten-Bell).

In Chapter 5 we considered a variety of space/time trade-offs that are possible
within a Bloom map by varying the number of hash functions used at internal nodes
of the binary search tree. Recall that the Standard Bloom map used 1 hash function at

each internal node while the Fast Bloom map used 2. Figure 12.10 shows that there is
little difference in the space/error trade-off of these two versions of the data structure
when used to represent a language model. Here we apply no quantization to the «-gram

statistics.
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Bits per n-gram

Figure 12.10: Standard versus Fast Bloom map (Stupid Back-off).

Bits per n-gram

Figure 12.11: Using constraints in Log-frequency Bloom filter (Stupid Back-off).
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Bits per /2-gram

Figure 12.12: Using constraints in Bloom Map (Stupid Back-off).

A priori constraints in a count-based randomized language model

We implemented two versions of Stupid Back-off smoothing for count-based random¬
ized language models. These differ in whether or not they use the statistics retrieved
for lower-order //-grams to bound the statistics that can be retrieved from the approxi¬
mate map for higher-order //-grams; they were described in Algorithms 11.1 and 11.2
of the previous chapter. Figures 12.11 and 12.12 demonstrate that the constrained ver¬

sion of the query algorithm consistently results in a lower mean-squared error in both
the log-frequency Bloom filter and the Bloom map.

12.1.3 Back-off randomized language models
Next we evaluate randomized language models constructed directly from conventional
back-off models and described in Section 11.3 of the previous chapter. These mod¬
els are constructed by quantizing the log-probabilities and normalizing constants of a

back-off language model produced by the SRILM toolkit and storing these directly in
a Bloom map. Note that these models cannot be implemented using the log-frequency
Bloom filter since the values are not guaranteed to follow a power law as required
by that data structure. The quantization scheme we use here is the uniform-binning
scheme described in Chapter 10; this results in approximately the same number of
distinct floating-point values being assigned to each codeword.
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Figure 12.13: Quantized ARPA models in Bloom map (Witten-Bell).

Figure 12.14: Quantized ARPA models in Bloom map (Kneser-Ney).
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Figure 12.15: Quantized ARPA models with constraints in Bloom map (Kneser-Ney).

Figures 12.13 and 12.14 show the mean-squared error for a range of back-off
randomized language models constructed directly from Witten-Bell and Kneser-Ney
smoothed back-off models in ARPA format. These figures shows the MSE for various

quantization levels. For both smoothing schemes the space usage is highly dependent
on the quantization level and, as with the count-based models, we see that this imposes
a lower bound on the MSE that can be achieved by the model.

Figure 12.15 shows that constraints have a relatively small impact on the MSE of
these back-off models compared to the count-based models (see Figures 12.12 and
12.11). This might be due to the fact that the back-off parameterization scheme is not

as structured as the count-based scheme. For back-off randomized language models we

can only check for the existence of lower-order parameters prior to requesting a value
for a higher-order n-gram. In the count-based models, on the other hand, we could
explicitly bound the count of a higher-order n-gram using the lower-order counts.
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Bits per n-gram

Figure 12.16: ARPA versus count-based models in Bloom map (Witten-Bell).

Figure 12.16 compares the space/error trade-off of randomized language models

implementing Witten-Bell smoothing using counts and quantized back-off parameters

respectively. The mean-squared error in this plot is computed with reference to the

single lossless Witten-Bell reference model in all cases. Figure 12.16 shows clearly
that the count-based models are more efficient in their approximation of the reference
model despite the fact that the back-off models use the same parameterization as the
reference model. There are three main reasons that the count-based parameterization
outperforms the back-off parameterization.

Firstly, the entropy over values stored by the two parameterization schemes are

quite different. The entropy of the n-gram counts that must be stored by the count-

based models is approximately 2.701 bits prior to logarithmic quantization and drops
to 2.483 and 1.871 when the counts are quantized logarithmically base 21/4 and base
2 respectively as here; the entropy over the quantized parameters in the back-off pa¬

rameterization is much closer to the uniform distribution, i.e. between 4 and 8 bits for

the quantization levels presented here. The Bloom map is able to take advantage of the
skewed distribution of the counts to save space.

Secondly, as discussed above, the constraints that can be applied to offset errors

when retrieving probabilities from the count-based models are more rigorous since
stronger relations must hold between counts for related n-grams; this results in lower
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error rates in practice. Finally, the count-based model stores approximately 90 percent
of the parameters of the back-off based model due to our heuristic that allows us to infer
singleton context counts for the Witten-Bell smoothing scheme without ever storing
them (see Section 11.2.2).

12.1.4 Discussion

These results suggest that randomized language models can efficiently approximate
a range of statistical language models using significantly less space than comparable
lossless models. They also demonstrate the importance of selecting an appropriate
parameterization for the model. Consideration should be given both to the distribution
over values in the parameterization scheme and the a priori constraints that can be
applied by the model during retrieval.

It is interesting to note that quantization schemes traditionally used in statisti¬
cal pattern recognition such as the uniform-binning method applied here and Lloyds'
quantizer (a.k.a. k-means) may often tend to result in high-entropy distributions over

values in the quantized model. This makes sense if we consider that one objective
of such algorithms is to maximize the information remaining in the quantized model.
It is also somewhat natural that a quantized (i.e. compressed) model should be more

difficult to compress further.
The logarithmic quantization scheme that we have applied successfully to the count-

based randomized language models, on the other hand, has the opposite effect: it re¬

duces the entropy over values in the model. While in the limit this clearly not a good
thing for a quantizer to do, it seems that the bounded relative loss of this quantizer
may be quite appropriate for representing statistics that follow a power-law distribu¬
tion such as language. The trade-off between quantization scheme and approximation
scheme is definitely an interesting area for future work.

Although we have only considered conventional back-off language models here,
we see no reason why randomized language models could not also be applied to other
parameterization schemes such as decision-tree [Bahl et al. (1989)] or class-based lan¬

guage models [Brown et al. (1992)]. Likewise these approximation schemes could be
combined with model-based compression techniques such as entropy-pruning [Stolcke
(1998)] and clustering [Goodman and Gao (2000)] that reduce the number of param¬

eters in the model. Results presented in Talbot and Brants (2008) suggest that the
space-savings derived from entropy-pruning are indeed orthogonal to the use of a ran¬

domized language model.
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12.2 Machine translation experiments
Machine translation takes an input sentence f in a source language and produces an

output sentence e in a target language. Despite half a century of research, the task
remains extremely challenging. One major source of difficulty is the size of the search

space: a priori each input word may generate zero, one or more words in any position
in the target sentence, hence this space is 0(|f|!).

The past 15 years has seen a resurgence of interest in statistical approaches to
machine translation [Brown et al. (1993)] that attempt to learn the mapping from source

to target language automatically from example translations. These approaches have
the advantage of being easily applied to new languages and domains given appropriate
training data.

12.2.1 Experimental set-up

Here we perform experiments using an open-source phrase-based machine translation
system, Moses, [Koehn et al. (2007)]. This decoder allows us to incorporate features
which are combined in a linear model to score translations. It implements the following
approximate optimization problem corresponding to a search for the approximately
best translation under the model

M

e a; argmax^ A,/4>,(e,f). (12.1)C
/= 1

Here f is the source sentence that we wish to translate, e is a translation in the target

language, G [M\ are feature functions and 7.;. i G [M] are weights. Some features,
such as language models, may not actually depend on f.

We evaluate the randomized language models on an Arabic to English translation
task; the parallel data was made available for the NIST evaluations. Details of the

training, test and development data are given in Tables 12.3 and 12.4. The baseline
system is essentially the same as the University of Edinburgh's entry in the 2008 NIST
Evaluation; it differs primarily in the language models that it uses. Other than lan¬
guage model features the system is constructed with a number of standard phrase-level
and word-level translation model features as well as a lexicalized reordering model.
Most of the features are estimated by relative frequency estimation; their correspond¬

ing weights, Xi,i G [M], are set via minimum error-rate training [Och (2003)] on the
development data. The loss function that we use is the BLEU score [Papineni et al.
(2002)], the geometric mean of n-grams matches for n-grams of length 1 to 4 between
the output of the system and a set of four reference translations.
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NIST Arabic-English Training Data
Sentences

Tokens (English)
Distinct n-grams (n E [5])

6,376,584

150,940,377

250,540,213

Table 12.3: Parallel training data

NIST 2004 Test Data (used as development data)
Test sentences 1,353
Test tokens 35,919

NIST 2003 Test Data

Test sentences 663

Test tokens 16,426
NIST 2005 Test Data

Test sentences 1,056
Test tokens 28,505

Table 12.4: Test and development sets (Arabic)

The baseline lossless language models were estimated using the SRILM toolkit.
Details of these models are given in Table 12.5. These models consist of a 5-gram
model trained on the target parallel data and labelled TRG-5-KN in Table 12.5 and a

4-gram model trained on the whole of the Gigaword corpus labelled GIGA-4-KN. (We
were able to train this second model only due to the availability of a 64-bit machine
with approximately 50 Gigabytes of RAM.) Both these models were estimated using
interpolated Modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (see Chen and Goodman (1996)). The
baseline system requires approximately 20 Gigabytes of RAM to perform translation;
the majority of this is consumed by the language models. All n-grams of length 3
or more that have a discounted frequency of less than 1 have been removed from the
baseline models; this is the default setting for the SRILM toolkit. Without pruning the
models in this way, we would have struggled to deploy the baseline system within 50
Gigabytes of RAM. The performance of the baseline system is shown in Table 12.6.
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TRG-5-KN

1 -grams 461,500

2-grams 8,779,138

3-grams 13,503,509 (41,057,724)

4-grams 20,082,360 (84,478,563)

5-grams 22,568,050(115,763,288)
GIGA-4-KN

1-grams 2,976,532

2-grams 65,158,208

3-grams 152,122,866 (346,163,152)

4-grams 284,903,044 (787,986,608)

Table 12.5: Baseline Language models (unpruned statistics in parentheses)

Baseline BLEU Scores

NIST 2003

NIST 2005

0.5396

0.5683

Table 12.6: Baseline machine translation results (Arabic to English)

The baseline and randomized language models are used during a first pass; we do
not perform re-ranking. The baseline models use an existing Moses' interface to the
SRILM language modelling API for querying a back-off model. For the randomized
language models, we implemented our own interface to the Moses decoder. Moses

provides a simple API for language modelling whereby given an n-gram we must re¬

turn a log-probability, the length of the n-gram found in the model and a pointer to a

language model state (i.e. the context that was used).

12.2.2 Back-off randomized language models

Our first set of experiments evaluate the randomized language models using a back-off
parameterization scheme. We took both our baseline language models, quantized their
values and stored them in a Bloom map. Figures 12.17 and 12.18 show how translation
performance varies as a function of the space usage of these models. Each plot shows
the results for a given test set; separate curves show models using different quantization
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levels. For each quantization level we generated models that differed in the number of
hash functions that were used at each leaf node in the binary search tree.

These back-off randomized language models achieve a BLEU score of within 0.001

points of the baseline system while using less than half the amount of space of those
models gzipped on disk. The resulting system is approximately a factor of 5 times
more compact when decoding. These figures show that we need to use at least 6-bit

quantization to match the performance of the baseline models. In practice, we found
that using more than 6 bits to represent the parameter values gave minimal additional
benefits in terms of BLEU score.

Figures 12.19 and 12.20 compare the BLEU score of the back-off randomized lan¬

guage models with and without constraints applied during decoding. Applying con¬

straints consistently improved the performance of the system on the NIST 2003 data
while the improvements were less clear-cut on the NIST 2005 data.

12.2.3 Count-based randomized language models

We now consider a number of larger randomized language models that make use of
additional parameters and dependencies not included by the baseline models. The
models used in these experiments were all constructed using a Bloom map containing
n-gram counts rather than from a back-off parameterization. We were unable to deploy
these models in a lossless format due to memory constraints.

Figures 12.21 and 12.22 show the performance of count-based randomized lan¬

guage models implementing Witten-Bell smoothing. These n-gram models are the
same order as the baseline models (5-gram for the parallel corpus and 4-gram for the
Gigaword data) but no n-grams have been pruned from them. While their performance
varies on the two tasks, one significantly above and one significantly below the base¬
line, they clearly reach their peak performance while using a very small number of
bits per n-gram. It appears that between 11 and 15 bits are sufficient. Despite the fact
that these models have approximately three times as many parameters as the baseline
models they can be deployed in less than a third of the space of the baseline system.

To allow for a more direct comparison we pruned these Witten-Bell smoothed ran¬

domized language models using a simple count cut-off procedure: 3-grams and up¬

wards that occurred only once in the training data were removed from the model. The

peformance of the resulting models is shown in Figures 12.23 and 12.24. While again
the performance of the models differs significantly across the two tasks, we see that
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Model format Size BLEU (NIST2003/NIST2005)

SRILM (Kneser-Ney) 18.6 GB 0.5396/0.5683

Back-off Bloom Map (Kneser-Ney) 3.7 GB 0.5388/0.5678

Count Bloom Map (Witten-Bell pruned) 2.42 GB 0.5405 / 0.5637

Count Bloom Map (Witten-Bell unpruned) 6.1 GB 0.5365 / 0.5721

Count Bloom Map (Stupid-Backoff pruned) 4.7 GB 0.5415 / 0.5630

Table 12.7: Space/error trade-off of different models.

they reach their peak performance using approximately 12 bits. These models are

approximately 8 times smaller than the baseline system.

Finally we constructed models that included 5-grams from the Gigaword corpus

again pruning 3-grams and upwards that occurred only only once in the training data.
These models were smoothed using Stupid Back-off. Their performance is shown
in Figures 12.25 and 12.26. The resulting models are a factor of 4 smaller than the
baseline system and again appear to show gains on one of our tasks.

12.3 Discussion

We have shown that a back-off randomized language model can approximate a lossless
baseline model smoothed using state-of-the-art estimation techniques using less than
a quarter of the space required by the baseline model. The count-based randomized

language models have, on the other hand, been shown to require significantly less space

per parameter than either a lossless model or randomized models parameterized via a

back-off scheme. On the tasks considered here, however, it is not clear whether the

smoothing schemes implemented by our count-based models are able to compete with
the more sophisticated baseline model smoothing or whether the additional parameters
and dependencies that we have been able to include in these count-based models are

estimated well-enough to improve the models' performance consistently. Table 12.7
summarizes these results giving the total space-usage and BLEU scores of the various
models presented here. For clarification, the first two models use exactly the same set

of n-grams; the third one uses an almost identical set (differences may arise due to

differences in the pruning criteria) while the remaining models use a superset drawn
from the same corpora: firstly by not pruning the model and finally by including 5-

grams from the Gigaword corpus.
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Bits per n-gram

Figure 12.17: Quantized back-off models in Bloom map MT03.
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Figure 12.18: Quantized back-off models in Bloom map MT05.
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Figure 12.19: Constraints on back-off models in Bloom map MT03.
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Figure 12.20: Constraints on back-off models in Bloom map MT05.
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Bits per n-gram

Figure 12.21: Count-based Witten-Bell in Bloom map MT03.

Bits per n-gram

Figure 12.22: Count-based Witten-Bell in Bloom map MT05.
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Figure 12.23: Pruned count-based Witten-Bell in Bloom map MT03.
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Figure 12.24: Pruned count-based Witten-Bell in Bloom map MT05.
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Chapter 13

Conclusions

We have looked at the problem of representing a key/value map approximately with
bounded errors. We gave a lower bound on this problem and presented a series of data
structures that are able to achieve this lower bound up to a small constant factor. We
then developed on-line and static approximation schemes for storing key/frequency
data considering how these could incorporate bounds on the relative loss. Finally, we

presented a framework for incorporating a priori knowledge within these data struc¬

tures to obtain a better space/error trade-off. These data structures and framework
were applied successfully to the task of language modelling and used to reduce the

space requirments of a statistical machine translation system significantly.
While the field of approximate data structures is not new, there is still a large num¬

ber of interesting questions that have not been tackled directly. We were particularly

surprised to find that the Bloom map construction, whereby the distribution over val¬
ues in a map is used to optimize the space usage of an approximate representation of
it, had not been proposed (and used) earlier. Likewise there was little work in either
the data structures or statistical learning literature dealing with the application of loss
functions in this setting.

Our experiments have shown that the application of a priori knowledge in the form
of constraints on a query algorithm can significantly reduce the error rate of an approx¬

imate data structure. If approximate data structures are to be applied to more real data
sets, then methods for the use and automatic induction of such constraints from empir¬
ical data may be particularly interesting areas for future work. Structure is abundant in
many data sets and by exploiting it we may circumvent the lower bound that we have

given for the approximate map problem significantly.

Many fields face a rapid growth in data and an awareness that this cannot easily
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be harnessed using conventional algorithms and data structures. This has been ac¬

companied by a growing interest in statistical learning and data mining techniques for

extracting 'useful' information. Models are almost always approximations particularly
when they are estimated from empirical data: approximations are introduced to make

parameter estimation feasible, inference tractable or simply to make the model easier
to interpret. Given that these approximations are widely acknowledged in practice, it is
somewhat surprising that more use has not been made of approximate data structures

in these settings.
If we restrict ourselves to conventional lossless data structures, we should only

expect our representations to become increasingly unwieldy as more data becomes
available. While approximate data structures of the type we have described here do not

allow us to avoid the problem of having more data to store in the first place, they do
allow our representation of this data to scale much more readily. It seems inevitable
that in many fields such representation schemes will prove useful, if not indispensible.



Appendix A

Notation

General notation

X,Y,Z upper case Roman letters indicate random variables or sets.

|X| the cardinality of set X.

Pr[X = x] the probability that a random variable X assumes the value x.

E[X] the expected value of random variable X.

Var[X] the variance of random variable X.
f[x) = 0(g(x)) for large enough x, /(x) = kg(x) where k > 0 is a constant.

f(x) = o(g(x)) for large enough x, /(x) < kg{x) where k > 0 is a constant.

log(x) logarithm of x (all logarithms are base 2 unless specified).
logb(x) logarithm of x base b.

(£) the number of distinct sets of size k that can be drawn from a set of size n.
i G [n] the set of integers {1,2

Specific variables

The following symbols are used in discussions of a general key/value map:

U the a priori universe from which keys are drawn.
S the set of keys x € U that are stored in the map.

n the number of keys in a map i.e. \S\.
U\S the set keys x € U that are not stored in the map.

x G U a key x drawn from the a priori universe.
V the set of values stored in a map.
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b the number of distinct values i.e. |V|.
v(jc) the value associated with a key x.

± the null value indicating that a key is not stored in a map.

M : U -+V a map (function) from set U to set V.

p the distribution over values stored in a map.

Pi the proportion of keys in a map assigned value v,-.

M an approximate representation of the map M.
m the space used to store a map.

k the number of hash functions used.

hj an indexed hash function.
e the probability of an error or expected error.

The following symbols are used in discussions of frequency approximation schemes.

F a frequency map (from keys to integers)

f{x) the frequency of key x.

b the base of a logarithm.
R a register storing an integer value.
e the maximum acceptable error (threshold).
5 the probability that an error exceeds the threshold 8.

A an update probability



Appendix B

General lower bound

This appendix provides the proof of the following theorem stated in Chapter 2. This
theorem provides a general lower bound on the approximate map problem with false
positives, false negatives and misassignments.

Theorem B.l. The average number of bits required per key in any data structure that

(e+ ,£*,£~)-encodes all p-maps is at least

(1 -£-)logl/e+ + (l -e~-e*)H(p)~ H(£-,£*, 1 -£- -e*) + o(l).

Proof. Let M be a fixed p-map with key set S. Suppose that M is (e+,£*,£")-encoded
by the m-bit string 5. For i e [b\ let af^ = |{x G U \ s(x) = v,-}| and let vy- = \{x G

U\S | s(x) = v,-}|. Define qf^ > Oby wf^ =Z+(u — n)qf\ So a^ < n + e+(u — n)qf\
Since f+(s) < £+ we have

(B.i)
/•=i

We now need to consider how many distinct p-maps N = {(yi, v(yi), (y25v(y2)5 ■ • • >

(yn,v(y„))} can be (£+,£*,£")-encoded by the string 5. Let Y be the key set of N and
for i G [b\ let Yt = {y G Y | v(y) = v,-}, so |J$| = ptn. For 0 < j < b let yy = |{y G Yt \
s(y) =Vy}|.

Since ff(s) < £~, f*(s) < £* and s returns a value from V U {_L} for each element
in Yi we have the following three constraints on the yy

b

y/,0 < £~PiK, Y, Y'J - £*Pini YyiJ = Pin- (B-2)
je[b]\{i} 7=0

We can now bound the number of choices for the yy. Since £y=0yy = p,n, and each
yy > 0 the number of choices for the yy is at most (p,7l ) (the number of ways of
choosing b+ 1 non-negative integers whose sum is p,n).
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For a particular choice of the yij the number of choices for the keys in F,- is at most

+
(B3)

>7,0/ /=1 \ >1,7

(This is because any particular choice for the keys in Yj is given by choosing >7.0 keys
on which 5 returns _L and then choosingy,-j keys on whichs returns vj, for each j E [&].)

Let y[0,y-1,---y'ib be chosen to maximise (B.3) subject to {B.2). The number of
choices for the keys in F/ is at most

Pin + b\ f u \ fn + £+(u- n)q^
b v n, y>1,0/ 7=1 V >ii,J

Hence the total number of p-maps which can be (e+,e*,£ )-encoded by the string ^ is
at most

+ b\ / it \ JL fn + e+(u — n)q^bn rr n z7
J» J v>/,0y 7-=i v y'ij

Letting q\, qi,.. ■, qb > 0 be chosen to maximise this expression subject to E/=i Qj < 1
we require

2mt\ ((Pin+b\ f w \ ,u\ n
>

b J \y'i,oJ 7=1 V y'ij J J \nj\pm,..., pbn

Using ^a~b^ < (£) < §y <ab we require

i=l \ \>i,0'>i,l'--•'>!>/ 7=1 V b <?;" / /
> m" ( 1 -

11/

Taking logarithms; using Stirling's formula to approximate the multinomial coeffi¬
cient and using

b b b

£ IX; = !>«="
i=l 7=0 i=l

we obtain

m > - Y^b\og(pi>i + b) - £ pinH f^9.,..., ^ ] +0(logn) + £ £ y'^ log f
1=1 1=1 Pin J 1=17=1 Vb '

L I yylog 1 + +nlog 1 - -

1i

'=1 7=1 e^qju
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Defining r,-j = y'L j/pin\ noting that the first sum in the previous inequality is O(logn)
and using log(l +a) = 0(a) for a small we obtain

m > "E# ^E n,j\og(rij/e+qj) + rifilogr/)0J + 0(\ogn) + O (^J .
Dividing by n and using u^> n we find that the average number of bits required per

key is at least

m b b
- > EM i- n,o) log 1 /e+ + £ pi (r/,o log rifl + rM log riyi + rM log 1 /qt)n i=l i=l

+ E E P^iJlogrM + L E p(rylogl/^ + 0(l). (B.4)

Defining tij = nj/(l - rifi - riti) and tt = (ti>h ... ... ,ti>b) we have

b b

E E P'r'Jlosrij = EMI - n,0 - riV)(log(l - n,0 - riV) - H©). (B.5)
i=ije[b]\{i} i=i

Defining Ujj — <27/(1 — <?;) and applying Gibbs' inequality we obtain

& ( 1E E A'r<,;log 1/^y = E W(1 - rfO - 07) log T—- + E r'J1°g1K.
/=lye[ft]\{i} i=i V q' je[b]\{i}

b

> E A'(l -n,o-0,<) (log 1/(1 — <?£) +//(o)) (B.6)
<=i

Substituting (B.5) and (B.6) into (B.4) yields

£> b

> EMi- rf>0) log 1 /e+ + £ pi (r,-0 log r/)0 + r,-)f log ru + ru log 1 /$,-)
<=l 1=1

b

+ EM1 ~ ri''0 ~ rtf) (1°g(1 - r<,o - 0,<)+log 1/(1 - <?/))
i=l

+ 0(1).

Defining r* — L/e[z>]\{(} ri,j we have (by (B.2)) that r* < 8*. We also have r()0 < e~ and
so ri i = 1 — r/ o — rj > 1 — e~ — e*. Hence

111
— > (1 -e~)logl/e+ -H(e~,e*, 1 -e~ — e*)
n

+ E Pi (rM' l0§ 1 /?'■ + M log 1 /(1 - ^)) + °(1) •

m

n
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Thus

— > (1 -e~)log 1/e+-1 - e~ - £*) + (1 - e~ - £*) £Pilogl/qt
n i= l

+ £pri\Dgl/(l-qt) + o{l). (B.7)
i=l

Finally applying Gibbs' inequality and noting that the last summation in (B.7) is non-

negative yields our desired lower bound on the average number of bits required per

key

- > (1 - e")logl/£+ + (1 - £~ - e*)H(p) - #(£",£*, 1 - £~ - £*) + o(l).
n

□



Appendix C

Power laws and logarithmic

quantization

A standard technique for identifying a power-law distribution is to plot either the cu¬

mulative distribution function or histogram with a logarthmic scale on both axes. In the
latter case it is common to arrange the bins of the histogram in logarithmic increments
to combat data sparsity for higher values (see Fig. C.l). If the resulting plots show a

linear relationship then the data may be drawn from a power law.
A log-log plot of a power law is linear because a power law states that

Pr[F(x) = y] y~z

where z is the skew of the power law and therefore the log of the probability of a given
value is proportional to the logarithm of that value

logPr[F(x) =y] °c -zlogy.

A geometric distribution on the other hand states that

Pr[F(x) =y]=p(l-py-1

where p is the probability of success and hence that the log of the probability of a given
value is portional to that value itself

logPr[F(x) = y] = (y- l)log/?(l -p).

Logarithmic quantization of a power law distribution is empirically observed (see

Fig. C.l) to result in such a direct linear relationship between the log probability of
a bin and its index on the log-scale; we simply derive an analytic approximation for
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Histogram of log-quantised TV-gram frequencies

Log-quantised TV-gram frequency

Figure C.1: Log-quantized n-gram frequencies.

this relationship that allows us to determine the success probability of the resulting
geometric distribution when quantizing a power law.

First recall that the geometric distribution models the number of 'tails' that will be
observed prior to observing the first 'heads' in a sequence of i.i.d. coin tosses if on

each attempt the probability of observing heads is p. The ratio of the probability of

observing i + 1 tails versus i tails is clearly independent of i and forms a geometric

progression with common ratio (1 — p)

Pr[F(x) = i+l] p(l-p)'+'
Pr[F(x) = i] p(i-p)'

We will show that the logarithmic quantization of a power law distribution results in
a similar common ratio between adjacent bins. For simplicity we use the continuous
power-law known as the Pareto distribution rather than the discrete Zipf distribution
directly. For this reason the relationship is approximate particularly for low counts.

The geometric distribution that results from logarithmic quantization of a power

law depends on the skew z of the power law and the base b of the logarithm used
for quantization. Under the Pareto distribution [Lorenz (1905)] the probability that a

measurement (e.g., a word's frequency) is greater than some value y is

Pr[F(x) > y] oc y z.
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Under a log quantization scheme with base b each bin holds values in the range

[bl, bl+]). The following integral therefore defines the ratio of probability mass in
adjacent bins

rbi+2 -z

a y

Evaluating this integral and taking out terms in i we get

&(<■+2)(z-l) ~ fc(i+l)(z-l) ) 1
J 1

( 1 Mz *)

which is independent of i and defines a geometric progression.
Given a power law with skew z and logarithmic quantization scheme with base b we

can therefore approximate the distribution of the log-quantized counts by a geometric
distribution with success probability

j,(z-1) _ l
' = <C1>

hence the average log-quantized count will be

1 -p 1
E[log quantized count\b, z] M2"1) - 1'
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